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ABSTRACT 

This present work investigates the use of Arabic 

and French in the city of Algiers. It examines the 

bilinguals' usage of the languages and linguistic 

varieties these bilinguals have at their disposal. 

1:l 

This study takes an interdisciplinary approach to 

the phenomenon of Arabic/French bilingualis~: it looks 

at the functional and structural aspects of Arabic and 

French as they are used in Algiers. On one hand, 

there is an analysis of the bilinguals' language 

selection in various situations as well as the 

language attitudes held by these bilinguals. On the 

other hand, the bilinguals' use of Arabic/French code 

mixing is studied by means of tape recordings of 

conversations. As far as Arabic is concerned, an 

account on the phonological and morphological 

structures of Standard Arabic and Algerian Arabic is 

giveno 

In the first chapter, there is a general 

introduction to the language situation in Algiers: the 

status of both French and Arabic is presented, namely 

their use in the major domains of education and 

administration. In chapter two, an account on the 

methodology undertaken in the study is given. In 

chapter three, we look at the sociolinguistic 

patterns of language selection and language attitudes 

of the Arabic/French bilingual speakers of Algiers. 



Linguistic questionnaires were used for the data 

collection. In chapter four, we investigate aspects 

of the impact of French on Algerian Arabic, including 

the use of words borrowed from French in Algerian 

Arabic. We also analyse some of the phonetic/ 

phonological and syntactic constraints of French and 

Algerian Arabic code mixing. It is shown that there 

are specific rules governing the mixing of elements 

from both linguistic varieties. 

The last chapter was reserved for the problem of 

diglossia in Arabic: we compare aspects of th.e 

phonological, morphological and syntactic structures 

of Standard Arabic and Algerian Arabic o 
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CHAPTER ONE 

THE SOCIOLINGUISTICS OF ALGIERS 

1.1 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF ALGERIA: 

1.1.1 Algeria from the prehistoric period to the 

beginning of the first century A.D. 

During the prehistoric period, the Algerian 

1. 

territory was already populated and the prehistorical 

civilizations of that time are reckoned to have had 

African characteristics and affinities (see Julien, 1931). 

The first known inhabitants of Algeria were the 

Berbers. In fact, North Africa was called "Berberia". 

Little is known about the origin of the Berbers. But, 

anthropologically, the Berbers are Caucasian people, 

their physical type is the one of the Mediterranean 

subgroup of Southern Europe. They are Hamitic people 

(the Hamites are a non-negroid ethnic group in North 

and East Africa) because they speak the Berber 

language which belongs to the Hamitic group of 

languages. 

As far as the social and political life of the 

Berbers is concerned, it is claimed that there had 

scarcely been a unity among the Berbers at the time 

they were alone in Algeriao The geographical aspect 

of Algeria: isolated mountains, highlands favoured 

the dispersion of the Berbers and their isolation one 

group from another. They used to gather into various 

tribes, one fighting the other. 



At the end of the second millennium B.C., the 

Phoenicians established harbours in Algeria and other 

countries of North Africa. The Phoenicians were a 

Semitic group of people of ancient times. They 

occupied the coast of Syria. Their representatives 

founded towns and trading posts from Cyprus to ijoro~co. 

The Phoenicians were good at trading because of their 

constant need for getting raw materials (such as silver 

and other metal~ from other places and regions rich 

in natural resources. 

It is worth mentioning that the Phoenicians were 

more advanced than the Berbers in several domains. It 

was therefore easy for the Phoenicians to colonize 

Algeria) as at that time the people of Algeria were in 

a less advanced state of civilisation and were weaker 

militarily than the Phoenicians. However, there 

seems to have been no linguistic influence from tha 

Phoenicians on the Berbers because, Algeria being in 

a very strategic geographical position, the main aim 

of the Phoenicians was to use Algeria as the most 

direct route for the other places. 

Linguistically speaking, the Phoenicians had 

their own writing system, but although the Berbers 

came across it, their civilisation or rather language 

remained oral. The Berber language was the main 

language spoken at that time in Algeria o 

2. 



1.1.2 Algeria from the Roman conquest to the 

Byzantine one 

Soon after the Roman conquest in 100 B.C. the 

Latin language was being adopted; it was open to all 

men of education who acquired Roman citizenship. The 

Berber language was spoken by the nomads and peasants. 

Very quickly, Numidia (the present day Algeria) became 

a Christian country; on the eve of the second century 

A.D. it had become the symbol of occidental 

Christianity. However, there was no religious or 

racial unity in Algeria; therefore in 429 AoD. the 

Vandals of Genseric, coming from Spain, conquered 

Algeria and established themselves there. They 

persecuted the Roman Church and the romanised 

aristocracy. However, in 533, the Vandals were 

defeated by the Byzantine rulers o At that time, the 

Byzantine empire, formed in 395, was at its apogee. 

Justinian, a Byzantine ruler, reorganised Algeria and 

put it under the rule of Constantinople, which was 

the centre of the Empire. Justinian tried to 

establish civil rule in Algeria but was not 

successful: the Berbers' love for independence was 

too strong and a stricter rule was needed to dominate 

them; therefore military rule was applied. (For 

more details, see Julien, 1931 and Bernard, 1929). 

3. 



1.1.3 Algeria from the 7th Century to the beginning 

of the 19th Century 0 

1.1.3.1 The Arabisation of Algeria. 

In 700 A.D. the first Arabs came into Algeria. 

They drove out most of the Byzantines. The settle

ment of the Arabs in Algeria was a very important 

event in the history of the region. The reason is 

that this settlement separated Algeria from Europe to 

which it had been attached for many centuries. 

Algeria was being completely easternized by the Arabs. 

The Berbers who were converted to Islam learnt the 

Arabic language and most of those who left the 

mountains for the city learnt Arabic as well o They 

had to learn Arabic because it was the official 

language used for administration and lawo Arabic 

was the language of the ruling power as well as the 

language of religion which unified the Berbers and 

the Arabs to a certain extent. The Arabs had a 

dominant and flourishing cult~re, they were very 

advanced in science and technology, they also had a 

very rich literature. However, one should mention 

that the process of arabisation was very slow because 

of the several Berber revolts against the Arabs. 

1.1.3.2 The Ottoman rule in Algeria. 

At the beginning of the 16th century, some Moors 

of Spain (mixed Arabs/Spaniards) settled in some 

4. 
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regions of Algeria and wanted to spread over the whole 

country. Therefore in 1516 the Algerian ruling power 

called for the help of two Turkish pirates: Arudj and 

Khayr-al-din. After succeeding in this task, Khayr-

aI-din declared himself the governor of Algiers and 

Tlemcen. ConsequentlYi Algeria was put under the 

Ottoman protectorate. However, despite the Ottoman 

rule in Algeria, there was a certain autonomy left to 
, 

the Algerians (see Julien, 1931). In fact, the 

Ottomans were not concerned with the political, social 

or economic conditions of Algeria; but from the 

linguistic aspect, one notices that several Turkish 

words and expressions had been adopted in the 

Algerian Arabic of Algiers. However, very few 

grammatical morphemes of Turkish have made their way 

into Arabic because of the preponderance of the latter 

in the matter of religion. 

1.1.4 Algeria from 1830 to 1962. 

The Gallicisation of Algeria. 

; In June 1830, a military force of 36,000 French-

men entered Algeria and on 5th July of the same year, 

the Dey of Algiers surrendered, as there was no unity 

in the country, but great disorder. The Muslims of 

Algeria were put under the law of "Indig~nat" in 1881; 

Algerian and French people had different rights. 

At the beginning of the 20th century, France 

started to build roads and railways. Most of the 



cultivable land was being used for vines and cereals. 

Iron and phosphates were being extracted. The number 

of French people was increasing as well as the number 

of Italian and Spanish immigrants to Algeria. 

In the 1930s, the Sheikh Ben Badis organised the 

"conseil d'EI UI~mas" which would, under the name of 

Islam, found an Algerian nation; a democratic nation 

that would remain under the French protectorate. 

Following Ben Badis' death, some important political 

Algerian parties were created: P.C.A. (Parti 

Communiste Alg~rien) in 1935, and P.P.A. (Parti 

Populaire Alg~rien) in 1937. 

The party which led to the Algerian insurrection 

in 1954 was the F.L.N. (Front de Liberation Nationale) 

founded in the early fifties. On 19th March, 1961, 

the cease-fire was proclaimed within the "Accord 

d'Evian" treaty and on 5th July 1962, the independence 

of Algeria was declared. (See Berque 1962). 

1.2 LANGUAGES USED IN ALGIERS. 

1.2.1 Arabic in Algiers. 

There exist two main linguistic varieties of 

Arabic in Algiers; Standard Arabic (S.A.) and 

Algerian Arabic (A.A.). 

6. 



1.2.1.1 Standard Arabic 

Al Ani (1971 p. ]8) defines Standard Arabic as 

"a modernized version of Classical Arabic". In 

Algiers, Standard Arabic which is also known as modern 

literary Arabic and formal ArabiC, is used for public 

speeches, formal meetings, mass media. It is also 

the medium of instruction, literature and science. 

It is never used in an ordinary everyday 

conversation among Algerians. 

1.2.1.2 Algerian Arabic 

This is the variety of Arabic used for everyday 

communication; it is used in informal speech. It is 

seen to be deriving from the Standard variety (though 

not in an entirely straightforward way). This variety 

is the native linguistic variety of most people of 

Algiers. It is the main linguistic variety spoken in 

Algiers. It is also exclusively spoken except for the 

wri ting cf a. few Algerian plays, poems or songs wh.ich 

would lose their power ff translated into the 

standard variety of Arabic. .As there exists no proper 

writing system for Algerian Arabic, the writing 

system of Standard Arabic is used for that purpose. 

Some additional symbols representing sounds wh.ich do 

not exist in Standard Arabic are used in writing 

Algerian Arabico However, one should mention that 

writing Algerian Arabic has no official recognition g 

7. 



It is even forbidden for pupils and students to use 

it as an alternative to Standard Arabic in their 

Arabic essays. Therefore, one can say that Algerian 

Arabic is written only in order to preserve the 

traditionality, the authenticity and the folkloric 

aspect of those Algerian Arabic plays, songs and 

poems. 

1.2.1.3 Relation between Standard Arabic and 

Algerian Arabic. 

The two varieties are in complementary 

distribution, as one is used in situations where the 

other is not used. 

These two varieties are said to stand in a 

diglossic relation on the structural and functional 

planes. Functionally, one can say that while the one 

is spoken at home, the other is studied at school; 

Algerian Arabic is the native variety whereas 

Standard Arabic does not have this status. 

Structurally, the two varieties have many 

dissimilarities. Although Algerian Arabic is said 

to have derived from Standard Arabic, one finds 

several differences on the phonological, morphologi

cal, syntactic and semantic components between the 

two varieties, and not all of these differences can 

readily be explained in terms of a simple historical 

derivation. 

8. 



1.2.2 French in Algiers. 

Over one hundred years of French rule in Algeria 

have left the country with a deep influence of French 

civilization, culture and language. This influence 

is still very great in spite of the efforts ~ade 

to lessen and reduce it. On the eve of the 

independence of Algeria, twenty-two years ago, it was 

decided that Arabic - the standard variety - was to 

be the official, social and national language of the 

country_ However, French was and is still used in 

Algeria as a second language officially, with the aim 

of giving it the status of a foreign language in the 

near future. 

In the next section, the four different 

linguistic varieties of French used in Algiers will 

be discussed: 

. 
1.2.2.1 Standard French French (S.FoF.) 

This variety is identical to any Standard French 

spoken in France by French people, native speakers of 

French. In France, this Standard French has its own 

accent depending on the region it is spoken in. In 

Algiers, the people who adopt S.F.F. generally 

choose the one spoken with a Parisian accent. 

However, S.F.F. is seldom used in Algiers and those 

who speak it have previously lived in France and 

acquired it, but there are a few people who, for 

9. 



10. 

prestige, imitate one of the accents of S.F.F. 

1.2.2.2 Standard Algerian French (S.A.F.). 

This is the variety of French used by educated 

people of Algiers in most circumstances, but mainly 

on formal occasions. It is the medium of instruction 

in schools, universities and educational institutions 

along with Standard Arabic. It is also used in 

parallel with Standard Arabic in the administration 

and the law. 

The grammatical structures and lexical items are 

similar to the ones of S.F.F. but the suprasegmental 

features such as rhythm" and intonation are different 

from the ones of S.F.F. and very similar to Algerian 

Arabic suprasegmental features. The segmental 

features, the phonetic realizations of phonemes, have 

some dissimilarities with S.F.F. segmental features. 

1.2.2.3 Colloquial Algerian French (C.A.Fo). 

This variety is used by the Algerians who did 

not receive their education with Standard French as 

a medium of instruction and also by those who never 

studied the French language in a formal way. It is 

spoken as well by those who are either illiterate or 

who had an Arabic or Koranic education onlyo However, 

there exist various degrees of performance in CoA.F. 

according to the amount of French the speaker has 



been exposed to. C.A.F. is mostly used by those who 

cannot speak S.F.F. when interacting with French 

people or Algerians whose native language is unknown 

to these C.A.F. speakers. 

This variety of French can be heard among the 

Algerian emigrant workers in France: people whose 

circumstances, conditions, age and background have 

not allowed them to master, or at least to acquire an 

acceptable knowledge of French grammar and 

pronunciation. The following example illustrates 

their performance in French: 

The sentence: "Tu bouffes ou tu bouffes pas, 

..... -tu creves, j'achete la peugeet" is pronounced by 

these emigrants as: 

[tJL ~~f ~ ~A. :4p a tj-t, kf E.: ~ d3atJ~t la pid3~_7 
~ 

which in Standard French French is pronounced as: 

[fy buf u ty Luf pa ty KX £.: v saf £..t la P¢39.7 
w w J Ww 

and in Standard Algerian French as: 

[fJ y buf u t 5 y buf pa tS y kx~:v 3~£t la pa3~. 
w w . ~w 

The suprasegmental features of C.A.F. are very 

different from the ones of S.F.F. and to a lesser 

extent from the ones of S.A.F. Its intonational 

patterns are very similar to those of Algerian 

Arabic. The stress placements of C.A.F. coincide 

with those of Algerian Arabic as well. As far as 

the segmental differences between standard Algerian 

French and colloquial Algerian French are concerned, 

11. 



one notices t'he following vocalic realizations in the 

two varieties: 

SAF CAF 

L-i7 is realized as L~7 or L-~/ 

L~7 is realized as L~7 

L~7 is realized as Lal -
L-~I is realized as L~I 

L~7 is realized as L~I 
L3_1 is realized as L~7 

Lu7 is realized as L~I 

L Y.-I is realized as L~7 or L~7 

L~7 is realized as L-~7 

LOfL7 is realized as La7 

1.2.2.4 Mixed 'Algerian Arabic and French (MAF) 

MAF is the most popular and widespread variety 

used by young people in informal situations. It is 

a very strong case of code-mixing. It involves the 

use of French and Arabic lexical, syntactic and' 

morphological items in one or more sentences in a 

conversation by the same speaker. 

The following piece of speech illustrates this 

variety: .£F~aza t ~ ttoy\obi: 1 tp ..y:ama-eo: h ~f 6- OWW e. : C 

aooF~~'7 .~ 
J "--"- --

Lk~drat~7 is an Algerianization (Algerian Arabic) of 
o 

the French verb ~craser (to run over). 



Lt~ - is an Algerian Arabic grammatical morpheme 

("him") 

ifiOAo'ti:.tJ' - from the French word ("automobile!') 

If-I - is an Algerian Arabic morpheme marking the 

presence of a non-pronounced definite 

article meaning ("the") 

- Algerian Arabic ("and") 

[ramaso: h] = from the French verb ("ramasser") 

Lo:E] = grammatical morpheme in Algerian Arabic ("it") 

Lmo;peowwe:t:! - from the French word ("morceau") 

Lwwe:!1 - Algerian Arabic grammatical morpheme 

marking the plural. 

The literal translation in Standard French would be: 

1
. L I / 

" a vOlture l'a ecrase et ils l'ont ramasse morceau 

par morceau". 

1.3 LANGUAGE SITUATION IN ALGIERS FROM 1830 TO 1962 

When the French settlers arrived in Algeria in 

1830, the linguistic situation in Algiers was as 

follows: the majority of the people spoke Algerian 

Arabic. Some of them had Kabyle (a Berber language) 

as ~heir main linguistic variety. Turkish was 

spoken by the ruling power who at that time happened 

to be constituted by representatives of the Ottoman 

Empire. 

At the same time there was a lingua franca, a 

sort of "s.abir" or pidgin used by the merchants and 
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businessmen of Algiers for their communication with 

Europeans. This "sabir" is described by L. Brunot 

(19~3.0) p. 115 in Kwofie (1979) as: 

"Une langue mixte dans laquelle du francais, 
de l'espagnol, de l'italien, de l'arabe~ 
(directement ou par Ie maltais) ont apport~ 
des el~ments vari~s de vocabulaire et de 
morphologie". 

This sabir was a kind of mixed language used during 

medieval times along the southern shore of the 

mediterranean for communication between the Arabs and 

the Latins. It' was called "petit 

mauresque" by the French settlers in Algiers. (The 

origin of the word "sabir" is from the Spanish verb 

saber (to know).) The verbs were not conjugated but 

used in their infinitive form (Cohen, 1971, Tome II, 

p.gs. ) However, this sabir disappeared after 

the settlement of the French in Algiers; there was 

no need for this lingua franca as everything was 

taken over by the ruling power, but some of its· 

lexical items are still used in the Algerian Arabic 

spoken in Algiers s~ch as the verb itJ appa!_7 "to 

steal" (probably from Italian), this verb is given 

in an example cited by Martinet (1968 p. 601) 

Sbanioul chapar bourrico, andar labrisou, (L'espagnol 

,/ " a vole un ane, il ira en prison). 

During this period, there were some bilingual 

Algerians who had a good proficiency in French 

writing and reading, but most of the Algerians were 

able to use only some rudimentary words such as in 



obeying commands, asking for work and so on. 

Bilingualism in French and Arabic was not widespread 

but rather there were two types of speakers: 

1. Those who could speak Algerian Arabic or Berber 

and had never been to school. 

2. Those who could speak Algerian Arabic or Berber 

but were able as well to use French, as their 

entire education and culture was carried out 

in French (Standard French French) exclusively. 

These people went to French schools: "Ecoles 

lfrancsaises publiques" or to missionaries' 

schools "Ecoles pri vees" . These Algerians were , 

,/ 

entirely accultured and "francises". However, 

they were considered to be the Algerian elite; 

they were accepted in French schools especially 

conceived for the French "colons'" children. 

1.4 LANGUAGE SITUATION AFTER 1962 

The independence of Algeria came on 5th July, 

1962. From that day, the official language of the 

country was changed from French to Arabic, ~tandard 

Arabic. However, it was considered indispensable 

that Algeria remain bilingual in French and Arabic, 

at least until it would be able to function with 

Arabic alone. Several measures have so far been 

taken to implement the policy of Arabisation without, 

however, stopping the use of French. This last 



statement can be emphasized by one of the reflections 

on Algerian culture that appeared in EI-Moudjahed, an 

Algerian daily newspaper: 

/ / 
"L'arabisation est une necessite mais Ie 
bilinguisme n'est pas un mal". 

But, despite this positive attitude towards bilingual

ism, the last point made in these reflections was 

quite unfavourable to the existence of French in 

Algeria: 

"La l~ngue et la culture fran~aises ont alien~ 
certains d'entres nous et les ont rendus 
etrangers a eux-m&mes, ce qui est tout ~ fait 
explicable. Mais nul ne saurait contester 
que l'ensemble des Alg~riens et des *'. ,,/. " Alger1ennes sont restes profondement attaches 
a la langue et a la culture arabo-islamique 
e~ cela malgre tous les efforts de 
depersonnalisation entrepris par l'occupant." 

From these two quotations, one can deduce that the 

Algerians were supposed to use French as they would 

use a foreign language; they were expected to 

separate· the French language from the culture it 

embodies. This is a very difficult task for those 

Algerians who had been bilingual in French and 

Arabic since early childhood. These people's 

attitude towards French had to be changed from a 

positive attitude to a neutral or even negative one 

in order to lessen the use of French. The main 

objective of the Algerian government was to reduce 

the use of French to a scientific tool deprived of 

any cultural or literary value, with the aim of 

eradicating entirely the use of French in the future. 
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It was necessary to keep the use of French at least 

as a scientific language for a certain period of time 

extending to the present, because the majority of the 

educated Algerians such as teachers, physicians, 

scientists had received their education with French 

as the nedium of instruction. All the scientific 

books which were available were written in French. 

Therefore, it was for practical reasons that French 

was officially preserved. 

One of the main problems concerning language 

planning was related to the situation of the illiter

ate people. The government was trying to decrease 

the level of illiteracy but these people knew either 

Algerian Arabic or Berber. What linguistic variety 

then were they supposed to learn: Standard French or 

Standard Arabic? Obviously, they had to learn both 

varieties in order co cope with the present and the 

future. Therefore, special classes for adults were 

arranged in all companies, organisations, 

~inistries and so on. 

However, the most urgent task was to start the 

process of arabig'ation in all sectors of education as 

well as the social, political, economic and cultural 

domains. One of the first problems encountered in 

the application of arabisation was the lack of 

Algerian teachers who would be able to teach Arabic; 

therefore, it was considered imperative to employ 
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teachers from other Arabic lands, namely the Middle 

Eastern countries such as Egypt, Iraq, Syria and 

Lebanon. It has been impossible to arabise 

immediately the educational system entirely, but a 

progressive arabisation has been applied. 

1.5 LANGUAGE POLICY IN EDUCATION 

1.5.1 The Primary School 

Pupils spend six years in the primary school, 

also cal~ed elementary school. There are two types 

of primary school in Algiers: 

Primary School 

"L'~cole primaire" 

This consists of 6 levels 
(school years) plus an 
extra year called the 
7th year for pupils who 
do not manage to proceed 
to the middle school 
after their 6th primary 
school year. 

Fundamental School 
(from 1980 ) 

/ "L' ecole f ondamentale" 

This consists of 5 levels 
(school years), the pupils 
automatically proceed to 
the middle school whatever 
their results are or 
whatever their parents 
wish to do about their 
schooling. 

One of the conditions of the F.L.N. party - on 

the eve of independence - was that Standard Arabic 

was to be the official language of the country. 

Therefore this variety of Arabic was introduced in 

the curriculum of all primary school levels. The 

pupils had to learn both SA and French simultaneously 

from their first primary school year. However, 

during the first two years following independence 
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the number of hours of Arabic taught was much lower 

than the number of hours of French in level 1 of the 

Primary school, whereas during those same academic 

years (1962/63 and 1963/64), the number of SA hours 

in the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th levels was 

greater than the ones of the 1st level. 

During the first four years following independence 

(1962/63 to 1965/66) the following subjects were 

taught in the primary schools: 

French language (oral and written) 

Standard Arabic (oral and written) 

Geography 

History 

Natural sciences 

Arithmetic 

Cultural activities (drawing, 
singing etc.) 

) 
) 
) 
) in Standard 
) 
) French 
) 
) 
) 

During the academic years 1966/67 to 1972/73, 

there were two types of sections in the primary 

school: 
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Arabised section 

Standard Arabic = medium 
of instruction for 
arithmetic, natural 
sciences-, history and 
geography. 

Standard French = taught 
as a second language. 

Bilingual section 

Standard French = medium 
of instruction for 
arithmetic, natural 
sciences, geography and 
history* 

Standard Arabic = taught 
as a literary language 
embodying the culture of 
the Algerians 
personality. 

*From 1967/68, History 
was being taught in 
Arabic. 

Then, starting from the academic year 1973/74, the 

primary school system as regards the teaching of 

Standard French and Standard Arabic looked like the 

following: 

Arabised section 

Standard Arabic = medium 
of instruction. 

No Standard French. 

Standard French 
introduced as a 2nd 
language. 

Standard Arabic = medium 
of instruction for 
ari thmetic) . natural 
science~ historYJ . 
geography and as a 
literary language. 

S.F. = Foreign language. 

Bilingual section 

Standard Arabic = medium 
of instruction. 

No Standard French. 

Standard French 
introduced as a 2nd 
language and as a medium 
of instruction for 
arithmetic and natural 
sciences. 

Standard Arabic - medium 
of instruction of history 
and geography and as a 
literary subject. 

S.F. = Foreign language. 
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If one compares the language policy of the 

primary school during the sixties and the one during 

the seventies up to now, one may deduce the 

following: 

1. In the sixties, pupils were introduced to the 

French language from their first year at school and 

Standard Arabic was rather like a second or foreign 

language - during the first four years following 

independence, as most subjects if not all were 

taught in Standard French. This situation has 

created a case of strong bilingualism: Standard 

French was the main language used at school while 

Algerian Arabic"was used at home and outside the 

class. 

2. In the seventies and up to the present, the 

pupils are taught mainly in Standard Arabic, and 

Standard French is not "introduced in the programme 

until the 4th level of the primary school. Standard 

French is thus a second or foreign language in the 

arabised sections and a tool for learning sciences in 

~he bilingual sections. Therefore, Standard Arabic 

for both types of sections is the most important 

linguistic variety used at school andA~erian Arabic 

the variety used at home and outside; this is more 

a case of diglossia than bilingualism. However, it 

is clearly noticeable that the proficiency of the 

people who went to the primary school in the sixties 
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is better than the proficiency of the ones who went 

to the primary school in the seventies. The reason 

for this is that the latter (the people of the 

10/20 years old generation) get no practice in 

Standard Arabic with their parents or their friends, 

but only through the media (radio, T.V., magazines, 

books etc.), whereas the older group of the 

population (21-30 years old) have always had the 

opportunity to practise French outside the 

classroom; with their parents but mainly with their 

friends. 

1.5.2 The Middle School 

.... 
The middle schools are called "Colleges 

d'enseignement moyen". They consist of four years 

starting after the completion of the primary school. 

There have been two different sections since the 

academic year 1962/63: 

Arabised 

Standard Arabic = medium 
of instruction for 
~aths~ sciences) 
history and geography~ 
Lt is as well taught as 
a literary language. 

Standard French = 2nd 
language 

Bilingual 

Standard Arabic = taught 
as a literary language 
and medium of instruction 
for history and 
geography. * 

Standard French = medium 
of instruction for maths 
and sciences. 

*geography was taught in 
French until 1973/74. 
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The Arabised and Bilingual sections in the Middle 

Schools have the same amount of school hours in every 

subject. 

1.5.3 The Secondary School: (Lyc~e). 

The student spends the three final years before 
, 

sitting for the general exam called the "Baccalaureat" 

which will enable him to enter University. The 

subjects taught in the secondary schools are: 

Standard Arabic (Literature) - French (Literature) -

Mathematics - Physics - Chemistry - History -

Geography - Philosophy. However, it is worth 

mentioning that there are three types of section in 

these Secondary schools: 

- Lite~ary section 

- Scientific section 

- Mathematical section 

(s:rie litt~raire) 

(s~rie scientifique) 

(s~ri~ math~matique) 

The Literary section has been completely arabised 

since 1974. 

The best measure - in the arabisation process -

which has been taken so far is a very good step in 

the restoration of the Arabo-Islamic culture of the 

Algerians: Literature, history, geography, theology, 

philosophy are all taught in Standard Arabic to all 

students in all grades whether the students are in a 

bilingual section or arabised section. This measure 

was first adopted in 1974. 
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1.5 .. 4 Higher Education 

There are arabised and bilingual sections for 

all scientific subjects except medicine, which is 

taught in French exclusively. As far as history, 

geography, philosophy, law, SOCiology, psychology, 

economics and politics are concerned, arabised 

sections only are provided. (This started in 1976). 

1.5.5 Conclusions -
From this very brief description of the 

educational system of Algeria, showing the roles of 

Arabic and French as media of instruction, certain 

significant facts emerge. The general conclusion 

that one can draw from this educational system is that 

the scientific and technical subjects are taught in 

French and Arabic; French for the bilingual sections 

and Arabic for the arabised sections, except during 

the first four primary school years where arithmetic 

and natural sciences are taught in Arabic for all the 

pupils. Then, the pupil is directed to either an 

arabised section or bilingual one from the fifth 

primary school year. The parents of the pupil 

usually make the choice for their child. Otherwise 

it is done according to the teachers' and 

headmaster's decision. The decision by teachers 

or headmaster is, in most cases, reached on an 

arbitrary basis; the pupil's proficiency in Arabic 
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or French is not taken into account except for 

specific cases where the pupil's proficiency in one 

language is very low compared to the other language. 

As far as the parents' choice is concerned, there 

seems to be a tendency to choose the bilingual 

section more than the arabi~ed one. 

French seems to be in a dominant position as a 

preferred language for studying. Coming myself 

from Algiers, I may give some possible reasons for 

this: 

(a) there is a general tendency in Algiers to favour 

the "classes bilingues" and avoid the "classes 

arabisees" ; more than any other region in 

Algerla; Algiers is the place which has been 

deeply impregnated with the French culture. 

(b) The Algerian Arabic dialect of Algiers is 

influenced by various foreign languages, French 

especially, owing to the foreign invasions that 

have taken place in Algiers over the centuries; 

this dialect has more divergences from 

Standard Arabic than the other Algerian Arabic 

dialects have from the official language of 

Algeria. 

(c) It has been commonly assumed that Standard 

Arabic is connected with the dialects of the 

Middle East countries: there has been a hu~e 

number of Arabic teachers coming from Egypt, 

Syria, Iraq and Lebanon to Algiers, all of them 
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were not aware of the linguistic background of 

the Algerian pupils and students. The latter 

felt there was nothing - linguistic - they had 

in common with these teachers. Having been 

myself a teacher of French, I may emphasize this 

last point by giving an example from my own 

experience: I used to teach French and 

sometimes I would translate a word or say 

something in Algerian Arabic; the pupils were 

pleased: I 
they felt both they and I had 

something everything - in common. I spoke or 

was able to speak the linguistic variety they 

used with their parents, sisters, brothers at 

home and with their friends anywhere. 

Xd) Some Algerian extremists associate arabisation 

with religious fanaticismithey would be very 

disappointed if their child was to be oriented 

to an arabised section ("classe arabis~e") and 

would try desperately to change their child 

from an arabised section to a bilingual one. 

(e) There has been a belief by naive people 

that the arabised sections grouped together the 

low intelligence pupils or the pupils who do 

not study enough. I remember one of my 

mother '·s cousins who said to my youngest 

brother who had been directed to an arabised 

section, "Tu es paresseux" (you are lazy), 



although my brother had the highest marks among 

all his classmates and the pupils of the 

bilingual sections. 

(f) For a long time, there have not been adequate 

text-books. The ones which have been available 

for arabized pupils had been brought from the 

Middle East countries, and these books are 

generally of poorer quality than the French 

books. So the minister for education decided 
I 

that the French text books in mathematics, 

physics and chemistry should be translated into 

Standard Arabic. In order not to be or~ented 

to an arabised section, some students would, 

just before the critical period of orientation, 

neglect Standard Arabic courses, thus giving 

themselves some chance of not being sent to an 

arabised section. 

The problems met by the arabised students 

1. Some of these students were put in "classes 

arabise~s"because there was not enough space for 

them in "classes bilingues". 

2. Lack of adequate text-books. 

3. Some of the students have an inferiority feeling 

when they compare themselves to the bilingual 

students. This feeling is accentuated by the 

fact that the children of those who decide where 
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to orientate the students and who "praise" 

arabisation, are always sent to bilingual 

sections by their parents. The high 

officials of the Education Ministry as well as 

the schools' headmasters always make sure 

that their children are put in bilingual 

sections. 

4. The administration is in a period of 

transition in respect of the use of language: 

French and Standard Arabic are both used. 

Some official legislations have not been 

arabised yet; so a few years ago, the Law 

students marched and demonstrated in the 

streets of Algiers: they wanted the 

administration to be fully and quickly 

arabised so that they would get proper jobs 

and fulfil their duty in the language they had 

studied or were studying with. 

5. An arabised student has to go to a Middle 

East country if he wishes to study 

medicine; otherwisB he has to learn the basic 

scientific terminology in French before 

entering the school of medicine. The universities 

which provide the study of medicine in Arabic 

are found in Baghdad (Iraq) and Damascus 

(Syria) . 
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1.6 LANGUAGE POLICY IN THE ADMINISTRATION 

1.6.1 Language Policy in the administration of the 

educational in$titutions. 

Staff Meetings 

These are generally carried out in Standard 

Algerian French. However if the headmaster has had 

an "arabised education, talking is done in Standard 

Arabic mixed with Algerian Arabic. As far as the 

teachers are concerned, those who do not master 

Standard Arabic express themselves in Standard 

Algerian French, sometimes mixed with Algerian Arabic 

in order not to offend the headmaster, who would be 

using Standard Arabic. Therefore, by using a 

colloquial variety of Arabic, these Francophone 

teachers do not feel so guilty at not being able to 

use the Standard variety of Arabic which is the 

official language of the country. All that has been 

stated above is the case in the primary, middle and 

secondary schools' staff meetings. At the University 

level, the procedures are somewhat different; all 

the staff meetings are carried out in Standard 

Algerian French in all departments and faculties 

except the arabised sections and the department of 

Arabic literature. 



Notices and Official Letters 

These are written in Standard French and Standard 

Arabic, but it has been noticed that sometimes the 

Standard Arabic version of a notice may not be 

available, for it is assumed and taken for granted 

that French is known by all. 

The Students' Cards and Certificates of Schooling 

Each card or certificate is written in both 

French and Standard Arabic, yet will be filled out, -

by the authQxities, in French only. 

Official correspondence with the parents of the 

students 

This is carried out in Standard French regard

less of the parents' knowledge of Standard French. 

As far as the University is concerned, all the 

notices, programmes, timetables are written in 

Standard French except for the Arabic literature 

department and the arabi~ed sections of the Universit~ 

However, one needs to mention that this linguistic 

situation is in a period of transition: when all 

the subjects taught at the University and 

educational institutions are completely arabised, the 

administration will undergo a complete arabisation 

process. As to when this is going to take place, 

it is difficult to tell. According to the 1972 
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plans of arabisation, the year 1985 will see all the 

sectors of administration and education arabised, but 

when one looks at the present situation in Algeria, 

one finds that a complete arabisation is unlikely to 

come into existence so soon; In fact a lack of 

arabising teachers, and a lack of textbooks in Arabic 

are two of the main reasons which would prevent the 

process of arabisation from being completed by 1985. 

Then, there is the other side of the coin: what 

would happen to those Algerian teachers and officials 

who had their education with Standard French as a 

medium of instruction? If the arabisation process 

is to speed up, these francophone Algerians need to 

be able to speak, write and read Standard Arabic. 

1.6.2 LANGUAGE POLICY IN THE MINISTRIES 

Ministry of the Interior 

The official meetings are carried out in 

Standard Arabic. The reports are written in 

Standard Arabic as wello As this ministry is 

directly connected to the only party recognized in 

Algeria; the F.L.N. party (parti du Front de 

Lib~ration Nationale), all efforts are made to have 

Standard Arabic as the main working linguistic 

variety. However, although the use of Standard 

Arabic is widespread, Standard Algerian French is 

still widely used. For instance, the New Algerian 
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Constitution which appeared in 1976 has been 

provided in both Standard Arabic and Standard French. 

Ministry of Agriculture 

The official meetings are carried out in 

Standard Algerian French; the reports are written in 

Standard French, then translated into Standard 

Arabic. The clerical work is entirely performed by 

using Standard Algerian French. Therefore French is 

the dominant language except for the correspondence 

with the UNPA (National Union of the Algerian 

Farmers) which is done exclusively in Standard Arabic. 

Ministry of Industry. 

The meetings are carried out in Standard 

Algerian French and even if a variety of Arabic 

happens to be used, the technical terms are always 

said in Standard Algerian French. All the engineers 

and technical consultants have had their training and 

education in Standard French. Therefore the process 

of Arabisation is rather slow in this ministry. 

Ministry of Health 

The medium of work and communication is 

Standard Algerian French. Sometimes, it is replaced 

by the Mixed Algerian Arabic and French variety. As 

far as the clerical work is concerned (written 
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documents), one notices that once again Standard 

Algerian French is the main linguistic variety which 

is used even by those who have had their education 

with Standard Arabic as the medium of instruction. 

Ministry of Social Welfare 

This is one of the few ministries where Standard 

Arabic is the linguistic variety used during the 

official meetings within the ministry. However, the 

clerical work is performed in Standard French. 

Ministry of Primary, Middle and Secondary Education 

This is the ministry where the policy of 

Arabisation is mostly applied, as it deals with 

education. But there is a clear-cut distinction 

between matters dealing with Arabic and those 

dealing with French; Standard Arabi~ is used for 

matters concerning teachers of Arabic and teachers 

teaching in Arabic, whereas French is used when 

dealing with the other teachers and all members of 

staff such as the clerks, secretaries, servitors and 

so on. 

Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research 

Standard French is the main medium of work. All 

official documents such as contracts, students' 

allowances documents are written in Standard French 

regardless of the addressees' medium of teaching or 

work. 



Ministry of Culture 

Standard Arabic is the dominant linguistic 

variety used in this ministry because this latter has 

a direct link with the revival of the Arabo-Islamic 

culture of the Algerians and its main aim is to 

restore the Algerian culture which was neglected 

during the occupation. 

Ministry of Religion 

Standard Arabic is the only medium of work and 

communication as far as official matters are 

concerned. 

1.6.3 LANGUAGE POLICY IN THE POST-OFFICE .. 

As in most public domains in Algiers, there is 

no single language used in the post offices. First 

of all, one should mention that the training of the 

post office employees is performed in Standard 

Algerian French. However the knowledge of the post-

office terms such as stamp, postal cheque etc. in 

Standard Ar~bic is indispensable to every post-office 

employee. 

The following forms and post office documents 

are provided in Standard Arabic and Standard French; 

the customer may choose to complete a form in either 

linguistic variety: 
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Postal cheques - CNEP books (savings account) 

Pensioners' books - CNEP forms. 

Registered letter forms - Telephone bills -

Stamps. 

As far as the telephone directories are concerned, 

one notices that they are provided in Standard French 

only. However, as regards telegrams, they are 

presented to the customer with Standard Arabic and 

Standard French written directions, but the customer 

must fill it in using roman characters only, even if 

he is using Arabic. 

1.6.4 LANGUAGE POLICY IN THE REGISTRARS' OFFICES .. 

(MAIRIES) 

From the beginning of 1983, all the documents of 

the "Et:at-civil" have been arabised. They are: 

birth, marriage and death extracts, certificates bf 

residence, nationality certificates, police record 

certificates, identity cards. 

Passports are still provided in both Standard 

French and Standard Arabic but according to the 

arabi~ation plans of the F.L.N. party fifth congress, 

they will be entirely arabised in a year's time. 
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LANGUAGE POLICY IN THE HEALTH SERVICE: 

The Hospitals and Health Centres 

The medium of work is undoubtedly Standard 

Algerian French, whereas for communication, Standard 

Algerian French and Mixed Algerian Arabic and French 

are used for topics dealing with medicine. When 

the topics are non-scientific or non-technical, 

Algerian Arabic is included in the linguistic 

repertoire. 

All the prescriptions are written in Standard 

French. Sometimes, the doctor explains in Algerian 

Arabic to the patient how to take the medicines. 

Medical records are written in Standard French. In 

general, one can say that there is no use of Standard 

Arabic except on the notices in the hospital wards, 

along with their Standard French versions. 

1. 8 LANGUAGE SITUATION IN THE HOTELS AND 

RESTAURANTS 

In all hotels and restaurants, the written 

medium is Standard French; menus, bills and all 

information signs are written in Standard French. In 

first class hotels and restaurants, Standard 

Algerian French is the main medium of communication, 

whereas it is Algerian Arabic in the less prestigious 

hotels. 
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1. 9 LANGUAGE POLICY CONCERNING: 

1. Road signs: These are displayed in Standard 

Arabic and Standard French. 

2. Street Names: These are displayed in Standard 

Arabic only. 

1.10 LANGUAGE SITUATION IN THE MASS ~mDIA: 

(1) Cinema: 

All foreign films except Algerian and Arabic 

films are dubbed in French. The foreign films, 

mostly American, are purchased from France. This 

explains why the dubbing is done in the French 

language. The foreign films which are dubbed or 

subtitled in Standard Arabic are purchased from Egypt 
.. 

or Lebanon, which take in charge the dubbing of these 

films. 
. 

As far as commercial advertisements are 

concerned, they are all presented in Standard Arabic. 

Film posters are written in Standard Arabic. 

(2) The Theatre: 

This domain is not very developed; in fact, in 

Algiers, there is only one main theatre hall called 

/" ", 
the T.N.A. (Theatre National Algerien: The Algerian 

National Theatre). All the national plays are 

performed ei ther in Algerian Arabic or Standard 

Arabic. 



(3) Radio and Television: 

ArabiSation by means of radio and television 

transmissions has been considered by the government 

as an effective way of reaching Algerians not in 

school and helping those in school to improve their 

knowledge of Standard Arabic. It is hoped that 

through an increasing number of broadcast hours in 

Standard Arabic, most people would acquire a better 

familiarity with Standard Arabic. 

There are three radio channels: 

Channell: in Standard Arabic 

Channel 2: in Berber 

Channel 3: in Standard Algerian French. 

Concerning the channel in Arabic, one should 

. mention that all programmes are broadcast in Standard 

Arabic except some Algerian plays and songs which are 

presented in Algerian Arabico All the news 

bulletins are broadcast in Standard Arabic. There 

is one television channel starting at four o'clock in 

the afternoon and ending around eleven at night. 

Most programmes are broadcast in Standard Arabic: 

Main daily news 

Presentation of the programme-

Advertisements 

Algerian documentaries 

Arab countries documentaries 

Children's programmes 
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Official speeches 

Open University. 

The programmes' broadcast in Algerian Arabic are: 

Algerian plays and films 

Algerian songs. 

The programmes broadcast in Standard French: 

French films and shows 

French documentaries 

Dubbed foreign films 

French cartoons 

Dubbed foreign cartoons 

Late news followed by advertisements. 
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CHAPTER ·TWO 

HETHODOLOGY 

2.1 Theoretical considerations on the approaches 

relevant to the sociolinguistic analysis of the 

bilingual speakers of Algiers: The main heading 

under which the approaches used in the study are 

grouped is Sociolinguistics. 

Sociolinguistics is a fairly new term that is 

used in relation to the study of language in 

society; it is a discipline that relates the 

structural aspects of language to the social factors 

that underlie these aspects. It explains a speech 

community's use of linguistic varieties, ranging 

from language, dialect and accent to the choice of 

a particular phonetic, phonological, syntactic and 

semantic item. Sociolinguistics reveals the rules 

that govern the people's use of their linguistic 

repertoire within their community. It is a mixture 

of linguistics and the social aspects of language, 

and as speech is a means for communication between 

human beings living in society, it is indispensable 

to relate it to social factors. As Malinowski put 

it: "The real linguistic fact is the full utterance 

within its context of situation." (in Pride, 1971, P.99) 

Various expressions have been used by linguists 

instead of sociolinguistics: "The ethnography of 
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communication" (Gumperz and Hymes, Saville-Troike), 

"the ecology of language" (Haugen, 1972): the study 

of interactions between any given language and its 

environment. Most of the definitions attributed to 

sociolinguistics centre on the terms: language use 

and social value. Hudson (1980, P.1) puts it in 

one sentence: "We can define sociolinguistics as the 

study of language in relation to society". 

Sociolinguistics explains a speech community's 

choice of a particular linguistic marker ranging from 

a linguistic variety to a segmental or polysegmental 

feature and to a supraseg~ental or polysuprasegmental. 

feature of speech. In their communication, people 

of a particular speech community use different 

linguistic varieties or linguistic structures 

according to the situation, the participants, their 

respective moods, their attitudes and so on. These 

variations and diversities are not arbitrary but 

their occurrence is governed by extralinguistic 

factors. Sociolinguistic studies, therefore, aim at 

showing that verbal behaviour can be predicted from 

"situational factors" and as Bright (1966: p. 10 ) 

says, "It is certainly correct to- say that socio

linguistic studies deal with the relationships 

between language and society". He goes on to say: 

"It (sociolinguistics) considers language as well as 

society to be a structure, rather than merely a 
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collection of items". 

Sociolinguistics is a science that includes various 

linguistic and sociolinguistic factors; by "linguistic", 

one implies the social factors that are linked with speech; 

the sociological meaning of language which is the more 

abstract aspect of language, the concrete one being the 

structural embodiment of language. Therefore, the socio

linguistic values are concepts that appear within the 

concrete side of language. 

Each community has its own sociolinguistic patterns 

of behaviour. This behaviour is seen through a set of 

"markers" or "indices" that inform the observer about the 

country, region, social class, etc. of the speaker. 

Abercrombie (1967:7) describes the group of indices in speech 

that reveal social characteristics of the speaker as: " 

those that indicate membership of a group". Further, he says: 

"l'~lmost all speakers of all languages have regional indices 

ill their pronunciation. These indices are shared by members 

of a community living in a particular locality". 

As well as regional indices in speech, indices can 

reveal a speaker's social characteristics, such as status. 

Thus, Abercrombie (1967:8) says: "There are some communities 

in which pronunciation carries indices of social standing 

as well as of geographical origins. 

Laver and Trudgill (1979) refer to this class of 

indices as "group markers". They define them as: 

"markers that mark social characteristics, such as 

regional affiliation, social status, educational 



status, occupation and social role" (p. 3). 

Apart from phonetic markers in speech, other 

aspects can be included, such as syntactic, lexical 

and semantic markers in speech. All these 

can be gathered under the heading: "sociolinguistic 

behaviour". This sociolinguistic behaviour can be 

looked at from various aspects; for instance, every 

community has its proper way of expressing feelings 

such as joy, anger etc. Joy can be seen for instance 

through a specific linguistic variety choice or 

viewed through particular lexical terms or syntactic 

structures and so on. The task of the sociolinguist 

is to relate these structural aspects of language to 

their social meaning; a social meaning taken in its 

context formed by participants, setting, topic etc. 

2.2 LANGUAGE SELECTION 

This deals with code selection; the choice of a 

particular linguistic variety according to 

situational factors. It is the functional analysis 

of linguistic varieties. 

In their communication, people use different 

linguistic varieties according to the situation they 

find themselves in and the people they talk to. 

These variations and diversities are not arbitrary 

and far from being "free variants" but their 

occurrence is rather governed by specific rules. To 
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illustrate this last statement, it is worth quoting 

Fishman (1972): 

"On ~ome occasi<:>ns! interlocutors who can speak a 
partlcular speclallzed variety to one another _ 
nevertheless do not do so, but instead switch to a 
different variety of language which is in wider 
use or which is indicative of quite a different 
set of interests and relationships than is 
associated with their specialized variety. This 
type of switching represents the discipline that 
seeks to determine who speaks what variety of 
what language to whom, when and concerning what o " 

(p. 3 ) 

As far as the social communication analysis of 

Algiers is concerned, it shbuld be mentioned that it 

consists of the study of code selection concerning 

the use of the different language varieties belonging 

to French and Arabic. 

There exist distinct rules governing code 

selection and code switching in a bilingual and 

diglossic community such as the speech community of 

Algiers where most speakers have a "linguistic 

repertoire" - a term put forward by Gumperz - contain-

ing at least two languages, Arabic and French, with 

their respective linguistic varieties o Each linguistic 

variety is appropriate to be used in a specific 

situation determined by particular factors such as the 

setting, the topic, the participants, the mood of the 

speaker and so ono Fishman (197r p. 20 in Pride and 

Holmes 1972) introduced the concept of domain which 

he defines as: 

" Domain is a sociocultural construct . . . . . 
abstracted from topics of communlcatl0n, 
relationship between communicators and 
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locales of communications, in accord with the 
institutions of the society and the spheres of 
activity of a speech community, in such a way 
that individual behaviour and societal patterns 
can be distinguished from each other and yet 
related to each other." 

Under the main heading "domain", come the 

different factors relevant to language choice. For 

instance, language selection can be determined by the 

characteristics of the participants; the systematic 

variation between speakers within the same context 

provides information about the speaker's social 

identity and thus gives clues for code selection and 

informs the speakers about how much linguistic 

freedom they can allow themselves in their speech or 

how much constraint they have to restrict themselves 

to. 

Another important factor intervening in the 

choice of a particular linguistic variety is the topic: 

a change of topic is "oft'en -accompanied by _a._ 

change of code in bilingual and diglossic 

communities. Other factors include the type of 

setting where the interaction takes pla~e. 

2.2.1 Methodology 

As far as the collection of information about 

language selection patterns is concerned, the 

following ~ethods were used: 
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2.2.1.1 Personal experience and intuition 

This method is useful only when the investigator 

is from the speech community under study and shares 

the same culture and speaks the same linguistic 

varieties of the speech community he intends to 

analyse. In this respect, Saville-Troike (1982 : 111) 

states the advantage of describing one's own speech 

community by saying: 

" ..• No outsider can really understand the 
meaning of interaction of various types within 
the community without eliciting the intuitions 
of its members". 

He also describes "introspection" as a method for 

data collection only about one's own speech community. 

Concerning the analysis of the speech community code 

selection in Algiers, personal experience and 

intuition were useful mainly in the design of the 

linguistic questionnaire about language selection in 

different situations. 

2.2.1.2 Personal observation and participation 

This is a common method of collecting data on 

language selection but it is not without its possible 

difficulties as it is commonly assumed that 

observation as a means of collecting data may -be 

problematic, as the presence of an observer, even 

merely as one extra person in the interacting 

situation, leads to distortion and sometimes to the 
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absence of natural and spontaneous speech on the part 

of the participants. Therefore,· the observer should 

remain unnoticed by the observed people and above all 

his aim should not be known by the latter. There is 

another difficulty which lies in the observer's 

biased attitude and beliefs: the researcher very 

often 'pays attenfion only to \vhat, he expects. 

Saville-Troike (1982) says in this connection: 

"The key to successful participant-observation 
is freeing oneself as much as humanly possible 
from the filter of one's own cultural 
experience. This requires cultural 
relativism, knowledge about possible cultural 
differences, and sensitivity and objectivity 
in perceiving others". (p 121 ) 

He goes on to say: 

"The investigator, to be able to enter into 
various speech events relatively unobtrusively 
as a participant-observer, and one with whom 
other participants can feel comfortable, 
should share as closely as possible the same 
linguistic background and competence as the 
members of the community under observation." 

(p.122.) 

2.2.1.3 Use of questionnaires 

The main method used in collecting data on 

language selection was the use of linguistic 

questionnaires. Questionnaires are important tools 

the investigator has at his disposal, as they enable 

him to gather the maximum information in a short time. 

This way of collecting data is also uniform for all 

the informants; they all get the same type of 
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questionnaire. The informants' responses to the 

questions are analysed in a uniform manner. 

The two types of questionnaire administered 

during the field-work contained two kinds of questions: 

open-ended questions 

closed questio~s. 

Open-ended questions 

The questions are put in a precise form but no 

answers are provided - answers from which the informant 

selects; rather the informant provides his own answer 

to the question. An example of such questions would be 

like: 

"What do you feel towards Standard Arabic?" 

(Taken from qu~stionnaire No. 1jPilot Study in Algiers, 

July, 1982). 

However, when including open-ended questions in a 

questionnaire, one has to be careful in avoiding 

ambiguous questions that may confuse the informant. 

The investigator should use straightforward questions 

containing words and expressions that are commonly used 

by the people. For instance, when asking questions 

about Arabic-French code mixing, it is better to use 

F / , 
the expression, "arabe j ran~ais" or "arabe melange 

avec du Fransai~'as the word code can be ambiguous for 

the informants. 
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In constructing open ended questions, one has to 

take into account the following points: 

1. Unfamiliar and technical words should be avoided 

as much as possible in order not to confuse the 

informant. 

2. Questions where the possible answers that may be 

used by the informant are too many should also 

be avoided. 

3. The investigation should make sure that the 

questions presented to the informant are 

concerned w~th the affairs of the portion of 

population he would like to get information 

from. 

4. One has to present ques,tions which are not 

obscure in meaning. 

Closed· questions 

In this kind of question, the subject is 

presented with a choice of answers for a particular 

question: the answers can be ves or no, true or 
~ -

f~lse, gobd or bad. 
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These kinds of questions may present some 

problems; some informants, when bored or tired, would 



tick any answer without reading the question. 

Open-ended and closed-ended questions have 

advantages and disadvantages: 

Open-ended questions 

+ They may reveal other 
attitudes the researcher 
may not have anticipated. 

+ Successful in interviews. 

- The informants may fail 
to give the expected 
answers 0 

Closed-ended questions 

+ They are easier to 
score. 

+ Successful in mass 
interview question
naires (written ones~ 

- The informants may be 
easily bored; they 
tend to answer 
without thinking. 

- The informant may not 
find his or her 
appropriate answer 
among the answers 
proposed by the 
investigator. 

The questionnaires : presentation and content 

The questionnaires used in the language sel~ction 

. study were presented to the informants in written form. 

The informants also gave their answers to the questions 

in written form. 

The questionnaires involved the description of 

situations involving specific settings, participants, 

topics and so on. The respondents were asked to state 

which linguistic variety they would use. There was a 

part dealing with the preference for one linguistic 

variety in the media such as the theatre, television, 

radio, newspapers and magazines. 

The first few items of the questionnaire were 

used to obtain some information about the language 

backgrounds of the informants. 
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The linguistic questionnaires that were used 

are most reliable for obtaining figures 

'cuncerning P.lainly lane-uaee selection in 

specific situations. Code-switching, 

and interference are likely to be discovered 

through personal observation mainly; Rubin (1968) 

P.101 says about the validity of questionnaires: 

" ••. Thus, while code-switching does occur in 
Paraguay, I did not isolate the social 
variables determining its occurrence through 
the questionnaire o I also doubt that a 
questionnaire would yield information on this 
type of usage." 

However, there is an important point that should be 

mentioned about the usefulness of questionnaires: 

the informant is away from the investigator when 

answering the questions and he does not state his 

name on the questionnaire. This anonymity frees 

him from being ashamed about for instance not having 

been to the secondary school or not being able to 

speak the official language of his country. 

I used a pilot questionnaire (see questionnaire 

No.1 in the appendix). The questionnaire was 

It contained presented in French to the informants. 

questions about the language background of the 

informants: they were requested to rate their 

proficiency in Standard Arabic. I used the 

expression "arabe classique" because it is the most 

~---
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familiar expression used by the Algerians when they 

speak about Standard Arabic. They were also asked 

to rate their proficiency in French. The majority 

of questions dealt with the language chosen in a 

particular situation and the informants' preferred 

languages. 

The second questionnaire was used as the main 

questionnaire for collecting data on language selection 

(see questionnaire No. 2 in the appendix). This 

questionnaire was different from the pilot one in the 

way that it contained more specific questions about 

the language use. 

The third questionnaire consisted of defined 

language situations: the informants were asked to 

imagine themselves taking part in a series of 

conversations and then state which language they 

would use in each conversation. Each language 

situation was made clear to the informant: the 

interlocutor, the topic, the setting were determined 

for each conversation (see questionnaire No. 3 in the 

appendix) . 

2.3 Language attitudes study 

The study of language attitudes deals with the 

analysis of people's feelings towards the linguistic 

varieties they have at their disposal within their 

linguistic repertoire. However, the most problematic 

measurements in a sociolinguistic study are the attitude 
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measurements: 

"The in terpretatJ.' on f l' o resu ts J.S naturally one of the 

most important stages in any research. The major question 

at this stage concerns validity, or the justification or 

proof for the claim or assertion which the study makes about 

the material world. Validation of attitude studies is 

particularly problematic because of the very nature of 

attitudes as properties of the psychological or mental 

process". (Fishman & Agheyisi, 1970, p.l38). 

Attitude measurements are the most delicate investigations 

in a mass interview because it is difficult for the respondents 

to differentiate "consciously" between the "ideal" and the 

"real" behaviour. 

In most sociolinguistic studies, the language attitudes 

measurement techniques are based on two different theoretical 

positions: 

1 - The mentalist position (Allport, 1935). For ~he 

holders of such a view, attitudes are "a mental and neural 

state of readiness". The attitudes cannot be observed 

directly, but must be inferred from the subject's introspection. 

2 - The behaviourist position (Bain, 1928). Attitudes 

are determined by observing actual behaviour in social 

situations. 

The main techniques used for the measurements of 

language attitudes: 

2.3.1 The commitment measure: 

This measures the informants' tendency to behave in a 



,~ ..... -.--

certain way. Fishman et ale (196~) have used this technique 

in measuring bilingual attitudes and behaviours of Puerto 

Rican people who are bilingual in Spanish and English. 

The informants' behaviour was not displayed openly but was 

implied through indirect test items. 

2.3.2 The matched-guise technique: 

This technique was devised by Lambert et al (1960). 

The experiment consisted of selecting judging groups to 

assess the characteristics of speakers' personalities 

whose taped voices were played back to these judging 

groups. The informants were chosen from McGill 

University and a classical French college in Montreal. 

All of them were born in Canada. There were taped 

voices in the experiment. The tape recordings were 

made of the voices of four male bilinguals who could 

speak French and English perfectly. These speakers 

read a passage in French and then its translated version 

in English. Recordings were also made of the voices of 

two other men, who both read the passage in French. The 
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subjects were asked to judge the physical and psychological 

aspects of the speakers. They were also asked to give 

their opinion on the degree of bilingualism. There were 

fourteen traits they had to rate on 6 point scales ranging 

from "very little" to "very much". The traits used were: 

height - good looks - leadership - sense of humour -

intelligence religiousness - self confidence 

dependability entertainingness kindness 

character general like-ability. 
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The respondents were asked to complete 14 incomplete 

sentences designed to show their attitudes toward both their 

own and the other language group. There was also a 

preference scale where the subjects had to indicate their 

preference for English or French Canadians as: friends, 

neighbours etc ... The subjects evaluated their own 

proficiency in English and French by indicating how well 

they could speak, read and write. The English subjects evaluated 

the English guises more favourably than the French subjects 

who not only evaluated the English guises better than the 

French ones but were less favourable to the French guises 

than the English subjects were. 

There is another method called "Mirror image" based 

on the matched guise technique; this was devised by 

Kimple in 1968 (Fishman & Agheyisi, 1970). The experiment 

consisted of·using two conversations, each one having a set 

of role-relations, location and topic, and from these two 

conversations, four conversations were made preserving the 

original role-relations, setting and topic but making the 

.following changes in language: 

1st conversation 

2nd " 

3rd " 

4th " 

all characters spoke in language A 

all characters spoke in language B 

some spoke in A in particular role
relations others spoke-in B 

"Mirror image of the 3rd conversation": 
the role relations used in A are used 
now in B and vice-versa. 

The language attitude tests used in the investigation of 

the language attitudes of the Algerian bilinguals: 
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The matched guise technique experiment (See appendix pp336-9) 

The matched guise technique experiment that was used 

in the process of data collection is as follows (it is 

based on Lambert's technique, 1960). 

1.1 The material: 

A passage of prose in French was translated into 

Standard Arabic, Algerian Arabic and the mixed French and 

Algerian Arabic variety. 

1.2 The speakers: 

Two male speakers each read the passages in 

Standard French, Standard Arabic, Algerian Arabic and 

mixed Algerian French and Algerian Arabic. The speakers 

had a good proficiency in all these linguistic varieties. 

There were two filler voices as well. 

The informants were asked to fill in a form indicating 

their age, sex, occupation, language acquisition and proficiency. 

Then, they listened to the taped voices and judged the speakers' 

personalities by scoring: pas du tout - un peu - beaucoup -
/' ;-
enormement (not at all - a little - very much - enormously) , 

to the following traits: instruit - religieux - intelligent -
",-

gentil - fier - pretentieux - sociable - syrnpathique -
- / ;' 

attirant - apte a diriger - ambitieux - arriere - patriotique 

(educated - religious - intelligent - kind - proud -

pretentious - sociable - friendly - attractive - leader -

ambitious - old fashioned - patriotic) . 

1.3 Language background questionnaire: 

The informants were required to self-rate their proficiency 

in the three linguistic varieties; Standard Algerian French, 



Standard Arabic and Algerian Arabic. They were asked 

to judge their own ability in speaking, writing and 

reading SAF and SA and speaking AA by scoring one of 

the following degrees: very well - well - fair - poor. 

2.3.3 The Adjective Test (see appendix p.340) 

An adjective test was used to test the bilinguals' 

views of their languages. In that test, the informants 

were asked to describe each of the linguistic varieties 

contained in their French and Arabic repertoire by using 

the adjectives provided on the questionnaire form. The 

test consisted of a list of 10 adjectives. 

The adjectives were as follows: 

Rich in vocabulary 

Beautiful 

Practical 

Lively 

Scientific 

Poetic 

Difficult 

Can keep up with technological development 

Can express any idea 

Can express any feeling 

2.4 METHODOLOGY USED IN THE DESCRIPTIVE LINGUISTICS SECTION 

2.4.1 Diglossia in Arabic; 

Using myself as the main informant, I looked at the 

phonological differences that exist between Standard 

Arabic and Algerian Arabic. I also analysed the 

Algerianisation process of th~ Standard Arabic words. 

1 
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A Standard Arabic dictionary (AI Ma~id, 1974) 

was used for checking the original form of the 

Algerianised Standard Arabic words and phrases. No 

Algerian Arabic dictionary was used as none is 

available. 

2.4.2 Borrowing and Code Mixing: 

In this section, I analysed the French borrowed 

words in Algerian Arabic. I used myself as the main 

informant and sought the help of othe~ bilingual 

Algerians when in doubt about a borrowed word. I also 
./ 

used a French dictionary (Le Petit Larousse Illustre, 

1973) in order to have a systematic and complete list 

of borrowed French words in Algerian Arabic. 

For the analysis of Algerian Arabic and French 

code mixing, I relied on recorded informal conversation 

with friends, but 1 also used my own intuition about 

the structures of such a variety of language. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

LANGUAGE SELECTION AND ATTITUDES 

3.0 INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter, I will examine the various socio

linguistic patterns of code selection and language 

attitudes of the bilingual speakers living in Algiers. 

There exist various rules governing the use of 

language within each speech community. These rules 

are determined by a set of specific factors 

represented by the type of situation the bilingual 

speaker finds h~mself in, the type of interlocutor, 

topic and setting. 

3.1 LANGUAGE SELECTION 

3.1.1 FACTORS RELEVANT' TO LANGUAGE' SELECTION 

The main factor which is taken into consideration 

when dealing with patterns of code selection is the 

one of dOr.lain which was put forward by Fishman (1972): 

"Domains are the major clusters of interaction 

situations that occur in particular multilingual 

settings" CPu 19lo 
, 

Crystal (1980) defines the term domain thus: 

"The term refers to a group of institutionalized 
social situations typically constrained by a 
common set of behavioural rules, e.g. the domain 
of the family is the house, o,t religion is the 
church." (p. 121)0 

For each domain, there are situations which are 

constituted by particular settings, topics and 

partic:Lpants. 
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It has been found that language choice can be 

determined by the characteristics of the participants; 

Gal (1979) studied the social determinants of 

language choice in bilingual Austria. She developed 

a model in order to predict the choice of code of the 

bilingual speakers. The results showed that the 

informants who could speak both German and Hungarian 

used one or the other according to the person they 

were addressing themselves to. 

Topic is also an important clue in language 

choice; in a bilingual community certain topics are 

discussed in one particular language whereas others 

are dealt with in the other language. Therefore, a 

change of topic is often accompanied by a change of 

code. For instance, scientific topics are usually 

better discussed in the code representing the medium 

of instruction in which sciences have been taught. 

The choice of language may be influenced by the 

setting. In fact, in Algiers, when bilingual 

speakers meet for the first time in a setting where 

luxury and wealth are shown through the furniture of 

the place, the geographical position of the house 

(such as a residential area) , French is chosen as 

the code. 

Formality and informality also playa vital part 

in determining the choice of language. Weinreich 

(1952) analysed the functional differentiation in 
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Switzerland between Standard German and Schwyzertutsch, 

He found that Standard German was used for literature , 

church, administration, school and public addresses 

whereas Schwyzertutsch was used for family and 

everyday business. 

In the same respect, Sankoff (1971) described a 

case of multilingualism in New Guinea. The community 

she based her work on had three linguistic varieties 

in their linguistic repertoire: 1. A dialect of the 

Buang language 2. Neo-Melanesian (New Guinea Pidgin 

English) 3. Yabem (a language introduced by the 

Evangelists). 

Her aim was to determine the constraints on code 

selection among the members of this multilingual 

speech community. Some of her findings showed that 

Buang was used in informal situations; Sankoff calls 

Buang "the channel", a sort of oral channel used by 

the Buang' speakers' in their everyday conversation 0 

Neo-Melanesian and Yabem were used for the written 

medium o 

All the factors that have been defined so far -

participants, setting and topi'c - form a situation. 

According to the variables' that form it, a si tuation 

is either congruent or incongruent 0 
A congruent 

situation is a situation where the factors are in 

harmony and constitute a situation that is 

1 
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acceptable for the community where it takes place; all 

the required elements for the situation are present and 

the expected code is used. For example: participant: 

minister, setting: church, topic: religion. An 

incongruent situation is one where one or more of the 

elements which constitute it do not contribute to making 

it acceptable by the community. For example: 

participant: minister, setting: bar, topic: pop music. 

Apart from the above factors, there are other 

variables that may intervene with the choice of language; 

a speaker's proficiency in a given linguistic variety 

can prevent him from using this variety in a situation 

where the common rule is to use this particular variety 

and not another. The speaker's attitude towards the 

languages contained in his linguistic repertoire as well 

as his preferences for such or such language playa vital 

part sometimes in the choice of a particular linguistic 

variety. 

3.1.2 EXPERIMENT 

Data on language selection was gathered through the 

use of lingui·stic questionnaires (see Chapter 2 for 

details) . 

3.1.3 THE INFORMANTS 

There were 97 informants (50 males and 47 females) 

aged between 16 and 60,of various occupations. 

They included students, teachers, housewives, clerks, 

secretaries, manual workers and others. They were all 

from the capital, or at least had lived there for ten 

years. 



3.1.4 Languages used as the media of instruction during 

the informants education. 

It was found that some informants had performed all 

their schooling with French as the medium of instruction 

whereas for others it was Standard Arabic. However, the 

majority of informants had started one stage of their 

education with French, and then were oriented to an 

Arabised section where Standard Arabic is the medium of 

instruction. However, one has to take into consideration 
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whether the literary topics are taught with the same medium 

used for the scientific topics, as it was noticed that for 

some informants the literary topics were taught in Standard 

Arabic whereas the scientific ones were taught in French. 

3.1.5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1.5.1 Language Use in Speech 

In this section, we will look at the roles played 

by participants, topics and settings in language choice 

in speech. 

In the following discussion, interpretation of the 

results of the language selection study is based both on 

the numerical figures obtained from the questionnaires and 

on discussion with the informants. 

3.1.5.1.1 Types of Addressees (See Appendix 3, p.325) 

It was found that the selection of a particular 

linguistic variety is largely determined by the 

type of person one addresses oneself to. 



::t. Language Use with Relatives 

Table 1 AI~erian French Arabic & 
Arabic French SA Blank 

1) Grandparents 73 6 18 
2) Parents 80 .5 12 
3) Brothers & 

Sisters 50 12 19 16 
4) Spouse 30 13 17 37 
5) Children 48 2 7 40 

Algerian Arabic is the dominant variety used 

with relatives in particular when addressing grand-

parents,parent~ and children; The reason may be that the 

elderly people are unlikely to use French or even to 

know it. Therefore Algerian Arabic (Berber 

sometimes) is used with them. Besides, the topics 

which are debated with relatives are generally 
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related to the domain of home, fami+y and everyday business; 

it is likely that -ther-e is no need to _use French apart 

from French borrowed w~rds which usually do not have 

any equivalents in Algerian Arabic. 

As far as the children are concerned, 

parents claimed 'to use Algerian' Arabic more 

often with their youngest children than with their 

older ones. One informant said that she used 

Algerian Arabic with her one and a half year old 

daughter whereas with her 10 year old one she used 

Algerian Arabic as well as French or a mixture of 

both. In fact, parents see~ to avoid usin~ Algerian Arabic 

and French at the same time, whether mixing both or 



using them separately when talking with their young 

children, fearing that this would create confusion 

in the mind of their child o 

The mixed Algerian Arabic and French variety 

seems to be favoured by some informants of the age 

group ranging between 20 'and 30 years old when 

talking with their siblings or their spouse. This 

can be explained by the fact that some topics which 

require the use of French or the mixed Arabic and 

French variety are debated with siblings rather than 

with parents or grandparents. 

b. Language Use with Neighbours: 
.:'; 

Table 2 AA SAF MAF SA Blank 

Elderly lady 97 -
Elderly man - 96 1 
Non educated lady 70 3 22 2 
Educated lady 44 12 41 
Non educated man 79 18 
Educa te.d man 55 13 39 

Algerian Arabic is used~xclusively when 

addressing elderly neighbours and this can be related 

to the fact that people of the older generation are 

generally assumed to know only a little French: very 

few of them have been to school during the French 

rule in Algeria and besides the rural exodus has 

brought into the capital people who had no direct 

exposure to the French language. Apart from that, 

Algerian Arabic and Arabic in general is a language 
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that reflects traditional and religious values. When 

someone, and in particular an educated person, uses 

Algerian Arabic with elders, it is seen as a sign of 

respect. In a way, the speaker shows that he has not 

forgotten or neglected his native language, his roots 

and origin, in spite of his knowledge of French and the 

culture it embodies. 

In Algiers, when people reach their late sixties, they 

adopt a certain way of clothing and behaviour: most women 
I 

generally will wear long dresses or a veil and will put a 

scarf on the head all the time. This usually takes place 

after these people corne back from their pilgrimage to the 

holy place in Mecca (Saudi Arabia) . Apart from being used 

with elderly people, Algerian Arabic is also used to address 

both men and women whether educated or not. 

Education and ·sex seem to play an important role in 

language choice: a majority of respondents (53) said they 

used French or MAF when addressing an educated lady but most 

(70) would rather use Algerian Arabic if the lady was not 

educated. 

c. Language use with non-relatives/low level of 

education. 

Table 3 AA SAF MAF SA 

Bus Conductor 93 1 3 
Shop keepers 90 I 6 

Algerian Arabic is used almost exclusively 

people who are supposed to be uneducated and who 

Blank 

when addressing 

have only 



an elementary knowledge of French - the spoken 

register only; whether these people such as the bus 

conductor are educated and proficient in Standard 

Arabic or not is not taken into consideration, 

because this variety of Arabic is not used in 

informal situations. In fact, Algerians never use 

Standard Arabic unless they have to. 

A few informants said they used the mixed form of 

Arabic and French. When further information was 

sought, the informants clai~ed that they did not know 

the names of certain products in Algerian Arabic. 

A general conclusion one can draw is that 

regardless of the informant's level of education and 

degree of proficiency in French or Standard Arabic, 

Algerian Arabic is the variety chosen when 

addressing people who are supposed to be uneducated 

by the type of profession they hold. 

d. Language use with non-relatives/no education/ 

inferior status: 

Table "4 AA SAF MAF SA Blank 

Beggars 97 
Maids f!( 

Algerian Arabic is also the only variety selected 

when addressing uneducated people who are also of an 

inferior social status than the informants. This 

status is determined by the type of profession these 
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addressees hold; such as being a maid or by their 

financial state: being deprived of financial 

resources and having to beg. 

As far as the maids are concerned, . tpey are not 

expected to be able to converse in French apart 

from knowing some basic words and expressions. 

During the French occupation in Algiers, most French 

families used to have Algerian maids. These maids 

learnt French through their living in their masters 

homes. However, after independence, the majority of 

these maids acquired a better social and professional 

situation: some of them. took the advantage of being 

able to speak French and learnt how to write and read 

it in order to get a job in an office. Therefore, 

th.e maids who actually work for Algerian families 

living in Algiers generally come from the rural areas; 

th.ey have not been directly exposed to the French 

language and even if they have, no one would expect 

them to be able to converse in French because of 

their profession. 

It is also assumed th.at beggars do not speak 

French; it would be a shocking contrast: I French is 

connected with education, prestige, high class 

concepts. Even if a beggar knows some French, he 

will avoid using it because it is with Algerian 

Arabic only that he can incite the passers-by to 

sympathise with him. Arabic is the language of 
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Islam, the religion of Algerians - a religion where 

it is a duty for its followers to help the poor. In 

fact, in begging, the beggars use stereotype 

sentences related to religious concepts, such as 

/lalla:h fi sabi:l alla:h/ in Algerian Arabic 

(For God, For God's sake). 

If a beggar was to say this sentence in French: 

"Pour Dieu, pour l'amour de Dieu!" people may 

think he is abnormal and has a mental disorder such as a 

dual personality or that he is not serious about 

begging but is only joking. The people's replies 

are always in Algerian Arabic. 

e. Language use with educated people (higher 

education) non-relatives. 

Table 5 

Doctor 
Lawyer 

AA 

22 
28 

SAF 

57 
48 

MAF SA 

10 
10 

Blank 

8 
11 

Education is a clue that the high prestige 

language, French, is the medium of communication. 

There are various explanations for choosing French 

a t the doctor's: it seems that the patients may be e£!lbarrassed 

to talk about certain parts of their body and to 

mention them with their Algerian Arabic terms. By 

using the French words, they feel they are using 

scientific and technical words devoid from any 
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embarrassing connotation. Besides this, by using 

French, the patient has the impression that he or 

she has a basic knowledge in medicine and can 

therefore discuss his or her problems with the 

doctor in a scientific manner. Most medical terms 

are known by people in their French terms. For 

example, the word for pill in Algerian Arabic is the 

assimilated form of the· French word "cachet" 

/kaJe/ (French) /kaJijja/ (in Algerian Arabic) 

Stevens (1974) in his study of Arabic-French 

bilingualism in Tunisia and Bentahila (1981) in his 

analysis of the Moroccan bilinguals' attitudes for 

French and Arabic claim that French is used with the 

doctor in both countries. 

3~1.5.1.2 Types of Topics (See Appendix 3, p. 326 

In this section, some light will be shed on the 

way a topic can influence the choice of language of 

the Algerian bilingual. Previous works about the 

role of the topic in the language choice of Tunisian 

and Moroccan bilinguals revealed that some particular 

topics are discussed in French whereas others are 

discussed in Arabic. 

a. Scientific and Literary Topics 

Table 6 AA SAF MAF SA Blank 

Scientific 12 36 45 

Literary 44 24 25 
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Scientific topics are discussed in French or the 

mixed Arabic and French variety rather than in Arabic 

even the Standard variety. This can be linked to 

the fact that French is known by all educated people 

even by those who study the scientific topics with 

Standard Arabic as the medium of instruction. 

Bentahila (1981) notices the same phenomenon among 

his Moroccan bilingual informants where 68% of the 

respondents said they used French when discussing a 

scientific topic. Stevens (1974) reckons that all 

his informants chose French for such topics. 

Literary topics, on the other hand, show a 

different pattern than scientific ones; in fact, 

Algerian Arabic seems 'to be favoured when dealing 

with literary topics, except ~or the .older 

informants, the majority of who~ said that 

they used French to discu3s literary topics. This 

is probably related to their education, as for most 

of them, studying literature at school was devoted 

exclusively to French literature. 

b. Religious topics: 

Table 7 AA SAF ~AP - Blank 

Religious 67 2 7 21 

Religious topics are dealt with in Algerian 

Arabic because of the link between Arabic and the 
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religion of Islam. It was observed that some people 

tend to include a few Standard Arabic words and 

expressions when discussing a religious concept with 

the aim of showing their attachment to their 

religion and its blessed language. 

c. Personal and everyday business topics: 

Table '8 AA 

56 

SAF 

12 

MAF 

29 

SA Blank 
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These kinds of topics are more frequently dealt with in 

Algerian Arabic as they deal with casual matters 

taking place in an informal situation. These topics 

consist of matters to do with home, family and 

friends. However, a more sizeable number of informants 

would also use MAF. 

3.1.5.1.3 Types of Settings (See Appendix 3, p. :12G 

Settings also contribute to the necessary clues 

for language selection. The following results show 

the informants' choice of language in the different 

settings presented to them in the questionnaires. 

a. Hospital 

Table .. 9 AA 

31 

SAF 

23 

MAF 

43 

SA Blank 



The mixed Arabic and French variety is used more 

than any other variety because all the terminology 

related to medicines, medical treatment and so on is 

known in French. For instance, a word such as 

"radiography" (X-ray) has no equivalent in Algerian 

Arabic, and hardly anyone knows its equivalent in 

Standard Arabic. As far as the choice for 

Algerian Arabic is concerned, informants probably 

recalled their conversations with other patients or 

nurses and porters to whom they talked in Algerian 

Arabic, 

bl> Restaurant 

Table, 10 AA SAF ~..AF Blank -
20 47 30 

From the informants' comments, it seems that an 

important factor which seem5 to influence the choice 

of language in restaurants is the type of restaurant 

one is in; French is generally used in first class 

restaurants whereas Algerian Arabic or the mixed 

Arabic and French variety are used in ordinary 

restaurants. 

c. Mosque 

Table 11 AA SAF SA Blank 

97 
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Algerian Arabic is used exclusively. Some 

informants said it was a sort of blasphemy or 

contradiction if they were to use French in a holy 

place. Apart from that, the people who go to the 

mosque avoid talking about topics other than 

religious ones. 

d. Stadium 

Table 12 AA SAF SA MAF Blank 

30 16 51 

The great majority of the informants chose 

Algerian Arabic in their replies. All the 

female informants left this question blank. 

Algerian Arabic is usually used to express 

strong feelings of joy or sadness or anger. In a 

stadium, supporters are more likely to use strong 

insults or encouraging words which they prefer to 

say in Algerian Arabic. 

3.1.5.1.4 Types of moods and communicative purposes. 

(See Appendix 3, p. 326 ) 

a. Anger 

Table 13 AA SAF MAF SA Blank 

With siblings 50 14 27 6 

With spouse 17 8 5 67 

With best friend 45 29 19 4 

With stranger 55 32 10 
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Anger seems frequently to be expressed in Algerian 

Arabic, probably because it is the native variety in 

which the bilingual speakers feel at ease to use when 

they are angry. Some respondents claimed the words 

carne more easily and quickly in Algerian Arabic or mixed 

Arabic and French than in French. In this context, 

Rubin (1968:107) in her survey of Paraguay Bilingual 

community: "angry discourse is usually conducted in 

the first language acquired". 

On the other hand, French is used when someone 

wants to put up a barrier, to create a distance between 

himself and the addressee. If a bilingual uses French 

when he is angry with his best friend, it is usually 

a sign of contempt, a sign that their friendship bond 
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is in danger because the use of French is not spontaneous 

in informal situations except in some specific situations. 

b. Pay~g court to a girl (to 50 male infonnants only) 

Table 14 AA 

2 

SAF 

40 

MAF 

3 

SA Blank 

5 

There are various explanations for the over

whelming choice of Er~~c~. when paying eourt to a girl. 

First of all, French is the language of a culture 

which seems more liberating in this particular 

aspect of life to the Algerians. French words used 



in courting appear to the Algerian bilingual devoid 

of any embarrassing or vulgar connotation, whereas 

similar words in Algerian Arabic might be connected 

to the fact that their user is interested in sexual 

intercourse only. Besides, when a man is courting 

a girl for the first time, his use of French is quite 

crucial, as if he did not use French but Algerian 

Arabic instead, the girl who is being courted may 

think of him as someone who is not educated, who is 

not sophisticated and who is old fashioned. 

c. Answering a man who is paying court to a girl 

(to 47 female informants only) 

Table 15 AA 

21 

SAF 

10 

MAF SA 

10 

Blank 

9 

In this particular situation, the girl is 

replying to someone who approached her in the street 

or in a coffee room. 

his approach. 

She is supposed to reject 

Algerian Arabic is the 

variety chosen by most respondents as they see it as 

a variety which should remind the man of the 

traditional values connected to the Arabo-Islamic 

culture; a man should never court a girl unless she 

is his fiancee or wife o Besides, Algerian Arabic 

has swear words and insults which are considered to 

be stronger than the French oneso On the other 
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hand, using French is seen as a form of encouragement 

for the man to ?ersist in his approach. 

d. Forms of politeness with 
.p. 321) 

Table 16 AA 

Woman with veil 
Woman with no veil 
Elderly man 
Young man 
Young lady 

96 
78 
97 
70 
62 

strangers o (See Appendix 3, 

SAF MAF SA Blank 

1 
19 

27 
35 

Traditionality seems to be related with the use 

of Algerian Arabic: all respondents but one said 

they would say "excuse me" in Algerian Arabic to a 

woman wearing a veil. But when the addressee is a 

young lady, more informants said they used French 

because it is the language of emancipated women in 

Algiers. 

3.1.5.1.5 Internalised Use of Language (see Appendix 3, 
p. 322) 

The informants were required to state which 

language they used when performing certain tasks such 

as counting, praying and so on. A sort of situation 

where there is no addressee who would reply to the 

informant. 

Table 17 

Singing to oneself 
Thinkint; 
Counting 
Calculating 
Address God 

(when in trouble) 
Dreaming 

AA 

54 
59 
17 

95 

31 

SAF 

33 
16 
78 
97 

15 

MAF SA Blank 

5 5 
19 3 

2 

2 

39 2 



From the table, we notice that French is the 

medium used in counting and calculating. The reason 

for this is that the majority of informants had 

started to learn about numbers in French. 

As far as· thinking is concerned, the majority of 

informants believed it to be processed in Algerian 

Arabic; this can be possibly related to the type of 

subjects being thought of. 

3.1.5.2 Language Use in Writing (see Appendix 3, p.32o-3) 

3.1.5.2.1 Writing Notes and Personal Diary 

Table 18 

Writing notes 
Writing personal diary 

AA 

5 

SAF 

90 
93 

SA 

2 
4 

MAF Blank 

.' -

Writing down notes, such as a memorandum or 

shopping list, is usually performed in French: the 

informants are used to writing French. This sort 

of writing is concerned with everyday matters; a 

shopping list for instance, where the informants know 

the terms of the objects they want to buy in Algerian 

Arabic or French but they very rarely know them in 

Standard Arabic. Besides, writing in Algerian 

Arabic is not an easy task since there are no 

writing system conventions for this variety and 

one has to adopt the Standard Arabic writing system 
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conventions which are not all suitable for Algerian Arabic. 

The results concerning the language in which the 

informants write or would like to write their diary in 

seems to confirm the above about the respondents' 

preference for writing in French. The reasons given by 

the informants for such choice all centered around the 

practicality of French as being a language easy to write 

and a language which can express one's feelings. 

Only 4 informants out of 97 claimed they preferred 

writing their diary in Standard Arabic (4% of the total 

of informants). 

French is described as a language which is easy to 

write: (the following comments were extracted from the 

answered questionnaires). 

Informant 11: "C' est plus f'acile d' ~crire en franq,ais 

mon journal" 

Informant 2: "C'eat plus facile" 

Informant 16: 

Informant 29: 

Informant 30: 

I ..... / . 
"Je prefere ecr1re en fran<5ais pour 

la facilit~ d'expression lt 

/ 

uJ "~cris en fran~ais pour la facili te" 

"I.e fran~ais,. c' est plus pratique et 
;oJ 

_ plus facile" 

Informant 6: "En fran~ais, c'est plus facile" 

Informant 8: "En francsais, c'est plus facile, 

d'ailleurs je suis faible ailleurs" 
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French is also seen as a language in which one can 

express oneself better than in other languages. 

Informant 1 

Informant 2 

Informant 16 

Informant 6 

Informant 7, 

"Je trouve facilement mes mots en 

fran~ais" 

"J'exprime mes sentiments mieux en 

fran~ais qu'en arabe" 

/" ~ "Je prefere ecrire en fran~ais car 

je m'exprime mieux en cette langue" 

"Je m'exprime mieux en fran~ais 
\\ 

"Je trouve mieux les mots en 

fran~ais. 
\' 

But when it comes to Standard Arabic, the reasons 

given by the informants seem to be based on 

emotional feelings such as the informant who said he 

preferred to write his diary in Standard Arabic 

because he liked this language: 

Informant 35 
I' ,/ . 

"Je prefere ecrlre mon journal en 

arabe classique parce que j'aime 

\' l'arabe 

One respondent in the first group gave the 

following reason for preferring to write her diary 

in Standard Arabic. 

Informant 4: "Je m'exprime mieux en arabe 

~assique et quand je Ie fais, je 
..... 

pleure toujours apres". 
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3.1.5.2.2 Writing family letters: 

Table 19 AA SAF ~F SA Blank 

Letters to parents 3 84 6 4 
Letters to siblings 3 89 4 1 

Once again, French represents the dominant 

variety chosen when writing family letters. In most 

cases, the reason for choosing French is the 

proficiency of informants in this language. 

:3 .. 1.5.2.3 Wri ting Love Letters: 

Table 20 AA SAF MAF SA Blank 

Love letter 90 4 3 

The majority of respondents said they preferred 

to write a love letter in French because they feel 

that the French culture allows such situations as a 

love affair. Some respondents described French as 

being "une langue romantique et fine" as opposed to 

Arabic which some see as "une langue demodee". 

3.1.5.2.4 Writing Official Letters: 

French is the language chosen when writing an 

official letter such as applying for a job. Even if 

a person is able to write the letter in Standard 

ArabiC, he nevertheless prefers to write official 

letters in French, as in most governmental and 

private offices, the medium of work is French (see 
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chapter one for details on the use of language in 

ministries and other governmental and public 

institutions). Apart from that, it is essential to 

know French if one wants to work in an office 

because the administration arabization is still in 

its infancy. A knowledge of Standard Arabic is 

desirable but French is compulsory in most cases. 

However. it is taken for granted that all educated 

Algerians applying for a job such as clerk know 

French, and consequently if an applicant sends his 

letter in Standard Arabic, there might be suspicions 

about his ability to use French at work. 

3.1.5.3 Language Use in Reading (See Appendix 3, pp.320) 

3.1.5.3.1 Reading Books and Newspapers 

Table 21. SA MF SA & ~F Blank 

Books read 5 66 26 
Books preferred 3 86 7" 1 
Newspapers read 10 80 7 
Newspapers preferred 2 90 5 

From the above table, one notices that some 

informants claim to have read or read books written 

in Standard Arabic. This is mainly due to the fact 

that most Standard Arabic books that have been read 

by the informants are those provided by the school 

library and which must be studied in the Arabic 

literature session at school. 
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Once again, French is favoured by most 

respondents in reading any material. The reasons 

for such a preference, given by the informants, are 

connected to the availability of French books, their 

wide choice. Another important factor mentioned by 

the respondents is their mastery of French and ease 

of comprehension. 

French books are described as interesting by 

some informants: 

Informant 16 
I , _ 

"Je prefere les livres ecrits ' en 

fran~ais car je les trouve int6ressants, de plus je 

n'ai jamais essay~ de lire en arabe classique". 
- "-

Informant 32, I: "Je pr~fere lire en fran~ais car 

c'est beaucoup plus int~ressant et je comprends 

mieux". 

The majority of respondents attribute their 

choice of French materials to the wide range of 

French books and magazines. 
I ..... 

Informant 6: "Je prefere les livres en fran<5ais. 

lIs sont plus int~ressants, en plus ils sont nombreux 

et va~i~s, donc on peut choisir les livres qu'on aime 

lire". 

Inf0rmant 7: "Je pr~f~re les livres en fran~ais 
I 

puisqu'ils sont en grande quantite donc on a la 

/ 
possibilite de choisir Ie rneilleur et Ie plus 

int~ressant". 
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I , 

"Je prefere les livres en fran~ais Informant 21: 

car on a plus de choix: science fiction, roman, 

revue scientifique". 

Some informants prefer to read French materials 

because they find it easier to read in French: 

Informant 37 "Je comprends mieux Ie fran3ais, Ie 

lis plus vite, d'ailleurs je n'ai lu que deux livres 

en arabe classique de toute rna vie". 

Informant 4., : 
I , 

"Je prefere les livres en fransais 

car je comprends mieux". 

Very few respondents stated they preferred to 

read Arabic materials (3% of the total number of 

informants). The most peculiar explanation given 

by one of them describes Standard Arabic as a 

language which develops one's imagination: 

Informant 7 : I " , "Je prefere les livres ecrits en 

arabe classique car je les comprend mieux et cela 

enrichit mon imagination en quelque sorte". 

Among the informants who preferred French 

materials to the Arabic ones, there were few 

informants who instead of showing the positive side 

of reading French books stressed instead their 

dislike for Arabic materials: 

/ " Informant 33: "Je prefere lire en fran~ais car je 

l'ai toujours fait en fran~ais et cela ne m'interesse 



pas de lire en arabe, d'ailleurs je n'ai pas de 

bouquins en arabe". 

3.1~5.4 Language Preference in the Media (See Appendix 3, 
PP. 320 ') 

Table 22 

Radio channel preferred 
T.V. films preferred 

Table 23 

Variety of Arabic in 
Algerian films and plays 

Arabic French A & F Blank 

28 30 39 

SA AA AA & SA Blank 

10 87 

People prefer French films or foreign films 

dubbed in French such as American films and series. 

The main reason is that the majority of the films 

which are broadcast on the television are French 

films or films dubbed in French; the viewers have 

more choice in these films rather than the Arabic 

ones, which seem to be all produced by Egypto The 

national film production is still low, and on the 

whole Algerian viewers prefer to have an Algerian 

film on television rather than an Egyptian one o 

This explains the fact that the majority of 

informants stated they preferred French films. 

When asked about which variety of Arabic, the 

informants wanted the Algerian films and plays to be 

made in, all respondents but ten said they 

preferred the variety to be Algerian Arabic. 
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" ...... 
One informant said: "Je prefere que les films 

et pieces th~~trales alg~riennes soient en arabe 
/ 

algerien, sinon ils perdraient la moiti6 de leur 

valeur". 

Another informant saw the broadcasting of more 

Algerian films in Alg~rian Arabic as a means of 

satisfying the majority of the public: "La T.V. 

Alg~rienne doit encourager la r~alisation de films 

I I ." I a gerlens parIes en arabe algerien afin de 

~ 
transmettre Ie message a toutes les couches de la 

population". 

3.1.5.5 The Interaction of Interlocutors, Settings 

and Topics in the Choice of Language 

In this section, we will look at the effect of 

participants, settings and topics in the language 

selection by the Algerian bilingual speakers. 

In the questionnaire dealing with this part, 

the respondents were presented with 64 situations 

where in each situation, there was a specified 

addressee, topic and setting. The informants were 

asked to state which language or linguistic variety 

they would more likely use in each type of 

situation. (See Appendix 3, pp. 327-335). 

There were 4 types of addressees, topics and 

settings: 
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(1) Addressees: 

(2) Topics: 

(3) Settings: 

Teacher - Employer - Friend - Brother 

Medicine - Work - Film - Party 

School - Office - Restaurant - Home 

In constructing the questionnaire, I followed 

Fishman's method in presenting the situations to his 

informants. The components mentioned above were 

used to form the 64 situations where each addressee, 

topic and setting were combined with each other (see 

Chapter Two for details on this questionnaire and 

the appendix for the final form of the 

questionnaire). 

The aim of this questionnaire was to reveal the 

influence of formal and informal domains in the 

choice of language in the different situations. 

The formal domain was the one related to work 

and education represented by the basic situations: 

1. Teacher/Medicine/School 

2. Employer/Work/Office 

The informal domain was represented by the remaining 

situations belonging to home and friendship: 

3. Brother/Party/home 

4. Friend/Film/restaurant 

The respondents were 50 informants (2&·£emale 

and 24 males) of various ages and occupaticns. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: 

The ~-ts are pr_es~nted ilL.graphs _( see graphs pp. 90-8). . 
~~, ---.._---" 

From the results obtained, we notice that French 

is more used with the teacher and employer than with 

the brother and friend regardless of the topics and 

settings. The mixed Algerian Arabic and French 

v~riety is more often used with the friend and 

brother. It is less used with formal addressees, 

namely the teacher and employer, except in informal 

settings such as the restaurant and the home. 

Algerian Arabic is used ~ith the friend and the 

brother especially at the restaurant and at home. 

French is more used in formal situations than 

Algerian Arabic and the mixed Algerian Arabic/French 

variety. It was found that the participant seems to 

be the main factor in deter~ining the language or 

l~nguistic variety to be chosen. In fact, when 

addressing a particip~nt wh~ch is usually classified 

as "formal" namely the teacher and the "employer, the 

main language which is used is French regardless of 

the type of topic and setting. Even, when the topic 

and setting become informal, French is still 

dominantly selected as the spoken medium o This can 

be explained by the fact that a participant such as 

a teacher or an employer is initially introduced to 

the informant in a formal situation. 
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Algerian Arabic, on the other hand, is rather 

used in less formal situations. However, although 

Algerian Arabic is much less used in formal situations 

than is French, it is even not the dominant language 

chosen in i~formal situations, this is mainly due to 

the fact that Algerian Arabic is not often used on its 

own but is usually mixed with French" 

As far as the use of the mixed Arabic/French 

variety is concerned, we noticed that there is no clear 

distinction between the numbers of respondents for each 

different situation; often this variety of language 

is devoid from any connotation of formality or 

informality but is the most favoured variety used in 

speaking. 

CONCLUSIONS: 

The conclusions one can draw from the results is 

that the participants, settings ~nd topics play an 

important role in language choice" Formality of a 

situation involved the use of French, whereas 

informality invoked the use of the mixed Algerian 

Arabic and French variety for academic topics, the use 

of Algerian Arabic being confined to every day 

business topics. 

3.2 LANGUAGE ATTITUDES 

In this section, we will look at the informants' 

attitudes to the languages contained in their 

linguistic repertoire. 
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GRAPH 1: Use of French: effect of participant 
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GRAPH 2: Use of French: effect of topic 
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tiHAPH 3: Use of French: effect of setting 
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GRAPH 4: Use of Algerian Arabic: effect of participant 
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GRAPH 5: Use of Algerian Arabic: Effect of top·ic 
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GRAPH 6: Use of Algerian Arabic: effect of setting 
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GRAPH \7: Use of mixed Arabic/French: effect of participant 
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GRAPH 8: Use of mixed Arabic/French: effect of topic 
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GRAPH 9: Use of mi*~d Arabic/French: effect of setting 
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3.2.1 tn the final part of the questionnaire, there 

was a part dealing with the respondents' preferences 

for any particular language or linguistic variety as 

well as their reasons for liking or disliking any of 

their languages. (see Appendix 3, p. 324 for questions). 

I. Arabic: 

a. Algerian Arabic: 

The respondents who preferred this variety of 

Arabic focused on the fact that this variety is the 

easiest to speak and understand as compared to 

Standard Arabic. They also stated that it is a 

"language" they can use with any member of the 

Algerian society without the fear of not being 

understood. 

It is also important to mention that using this 

variety of Aribic shows one's solidarity with one's 

countrymen as well as one's simplicity and modesty 

as opposed to using French which - in most cases - is 

felt by the addressee as a sign of sophistication. 

b. Standard Arabic: 

This variety of Arabic does not seem to be 

favoured by the respondents as it often appeared as 

their last choice of languages. The main reason 

for this hostility to Standard Arabic is the 

respondents' low proficiency in it; in fact, most 



of those who ranked this variety in the last position 

say that they have not mastered Standard Arabic. 

However, for those informants who favour the use 

of Standard Arabic, their attitudes towards this 

variety seem to centre around patriotism, Arabic 

unity and religion. Their judgements of this 

variety are rather emotionally-based: 

Informant 44: "J'aime l'arabe classique car je 

Informant 47 

suis un Arabe." 

"J'aime l'arabe classique car c'est 

Ie symbole de mon originalit~ et de 

mon identit~ 

Informant 48: "J' eprouve du respect, de l' admiration 

et de l'affection pour l'arabe 

classique." 

Informant 35: "J'aime l'arabe classique car c'est 

la langue du Coran". 

From the above comments one notices that 

Algerians are attached to Arabic not Lor practical 

reasons but rather for a question of pride. 

However, some informants see the use of Standard 

Arabic as a practical tool one uses with people who 

do not understand French or Algerian Arabic namely 

Arab foreigners such as Iraquis, Egyptians and so on. 

One informant described Standard Arabic as: - "-"Une langue tres romantique, tres forte et riche en 

vocabulaire mais difficile it apprendre". 
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II. French 

French is favoured by the informants because it 

is a language in which they can more easily read and 

write. There does not seem to be any attachment to 

French as or symbol of identity on the part of the 

respondents but it is for practicality that the 

informants prefer to use French. 

The informants are aware of the fact that 

although they have started using French from an early 

age and are bilinguals in French and Arabic, French 

is nonetheless a foreign language to them and as one 

informant put it: "Le fran~ais est une forme de 

colonisation l~gu~e par lEt France". 

While Standard Arabic is a symbol of identity, 

personality, Arab principle.s, religion and 

patriotism, French is conceived as a practical 

language used in work, education, sciences. 

Informant 21: "Je pr~f~re Ie fran~ais car crest la 

langue du travail". 

Informant 45: "Le fran<5ais est la langue la plus 

apte pour la s-cience de nos jours". 

Other informants see French as an appropriate 

language because they are proficient in it: 

Informant 43: "Le fransais est la langue que je 

maitrise Ie mieux. 
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3.2.2 The adjective test used in the investigation of the 

Algerians' language attitudes: 

3.2.2.1 Method: the test consisted of a list of ten 

adjectives. The respondents were asked to describe each 

of Algerian Arabic, French, Standard Arabic and the mixed 

Algerian Arabic and French variety by choosing the 

adjectives they felt were appropriate to describe them. 

3.2.2.2 The.informants: 

There were fifty informants (25 females and 25 males) 

who were balanced Arabic-French bilinguals. 

3.2.2.3 Results: 

The results are presented in tables 

Table 1: 

Rich in vocabulary 

Beautiful 

Poetic 

French 

45 

49 

48 

Standard Algerian 
Arabic Arabic 

47 10 

50 40 

50 40 

Mixed 
A/F 

25 

18 

5 

The rating 'for French and SA as rich in vocabulary, 

beautiful ano poetic are almost identical: both are considered 

rich in vocabulary by most informants (45 & 47 respectively); 

and both are described as beautiful and poetic by all, or 

almost all, informants. 

For SA these high ratings can best be explained by the fact 

that SA is the language of the holy book of Islam; and further 

because it is always emphasised that SA has a long and rich 

literary tradition. A large amount of Arabic poetry & prose 

is taught in the school curriculum and all non-scientific 

subjects are taught in SA. 

In the discussion of the questionnaire with informants 

there was an interesting difference in the reasons given for 

the adjectives chosen for French and for SA: the Algerian 

hilinaual informants did not mention the usefulness of SA but 
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saw it as an intrinsically beautiful language. For French, 

on the other hand, the informants always referred to its use

fulness and practicality. So French is described as rich in 

vocabulary and beautiful because it is a useful tool that can 

be used for all kinds of topics from literature to Science and 

technology. 

While French and SA are described as rich in vocabulary, 

only a small number of informants (10) described AA as rich in 

vocabulary whilst half (25) described MAF as rich in vocabulary. 

By contrast AA is described as beautiful and poetic by a 

majority of 40 informants, whilst MAF receives much lower 

ratings on these characteristics. The higher ratings of AA 

may reflect positive values being attached to what it is the 

informants native variety. 

Tab 1 e 2: French Standard Arabic l\~gerian Arabic ~ixed A/F 

Practical 44 15 27 39 

French is seen by the informants as the most practical 

language. This is due to the fact that French is used 

in all domains. However, Standard Arabic gets the lowest 

score as it is a linguistic variety which is rarely used 

except in some particular cases. However, the MAF variety 

is judged to be almost as practical sinc~ it can be used 

for any topic in informal situations. 
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Table 3: 
French Standard Arabic Algerian Arabic Mixed A/F 

Scientific 50 38 3 30 

Able to keep 
up with the 
m::xiem VtOrld 50 40 4 26 

French is the dominant language as far as science is 

concerned. This is mainly due to the fact that the main 

medium of instruction for scientific topics is French. Apart 

from that, most scientific magazines and books are in French. 

Table 4: 
French Standard Arabic Algerian Arabic Mixed A(F 

Difficult 44 47 o o 

The informants may have rated both French and SA as 

difficult as neither is their native linguistic variety. 

3.2.2.4 Conclusions: 

The general conclusions one can draw from the above 

results are as follows: 

1. French is considered to be modern, useful, practical 

and able to keep up with the modern world by the majority 

of the respondents. 

2. Standard Arabic is also felt to be beautiful',rich in-vocabulary and 

poetic. This can be related to the fact that Standard 

Arabic is the language of a long literary heritage and 

religion. 

3. Algerian Arabic is judged to be practical and the least 

difficult. But, on the other hand, this variety of Arabic 

is judged by the informants as less modern than the other 

linguistic varieties. 

4. The mixed Algerian Arabic and French variety is also 

seen as a fairly practical and an easy variety to use. 



3.2.3 Reactions to Algerians' use of French and 

Arabic: 

In this section, we will look at the Algerian 

bilinguals' attitudes towards French and Arabic, by 

using an indirect method of investigation known as 

the matched guise technique experiment designed by 

(Lambert, 1960) (cof. Chapter 2 for details on this 

experiment). 

3.2.3.1 The Informants: 

There were 50 informants of various occupations 

and various ages ranging from 18 to 55. There were 25 

females and 25 males. 
::s 

3.2.3.2 Analysis of the results: 

The ratings were analysed by means of the t-test 

(following Lambert's, 1960). 

3.2.3.4 Results and discussion: 

The full results are summarised in table~ In 

analysinrr the results, we applied the t-test to determine 

the degree of significance of the differences between the 

sets of judgeMents (see Siegel, 1956, for details on this 

test ). 
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3.2.3.4.1 Reactions to the use of French and 

Algerian Arabic. 

TABLE 1 

t values for significance of differences in 

evaluations of French and Algerian Arabic guises: 

Trait: 

Educated 

Religious 

Intelligent 

Proud 

Kind 

Attractive 

Pretentious 

Friendly 

Desired as leader 

Old fashioned 

Ambitious 

Patriotic 

Sociable 

df = 49 

Key to asterisks: 

**** P < .001 

*** P < .01 

** 

* 

P < .02 

P < .05 

Speaker A 

3.00 **** 

1.56 

1.42 

-0.83 

0.87 

-0.13 

2.76 **** 

2.45 **** 

-1.73 

-1.63 

-0.87 

-3.63 **** 

-1.50 

Speaker B 

7.70 **** 

-3.13 **** 

3.95 **** 

0.00 

-1 0 60 

3 0 76 **** 

-1016 

1.76 

1.57 

-3.67 **** 

4.02 **** 

1 0 50 

1.26 

Positive entries indicate that 

French guises are rated higher on 

the scale than Algerian Arabic 

ones, while minus entries indicate 

that Algerian Arabic guises are 

rated more highly than French ones. 
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Speaker A: 

Traits rated higher in 

French 

pretentious *** 

friendly *** 
educated **** 

Traits rated higher 

in AA 

patriotic **** 

The Algerian Arabic guise of speaker A is 

perceiv~d-as a very patriotic person. When 

speaking French, this speaker is seen as a 

pretentious person, though friendly and 

educated. 

Speaker B: 

Traits rated higher in 

French 

Educated **** 

Intelligent **** 

Attractive **** 

Ambitious **** 

Traits rated higher 

in AA 

Relig,ious **** 

Old-fashioned **** 

This speaker's French guise is rated favourably 

on the traits that are usually connected with French: 

education, intelligence and ambition. 

f"'r~ t!18 other hand, the Algerian Arabic guise 

is perceived ~s religious but again, Arabic is 

perceived as an old fashioned language connected with 

traditional values and customs. 
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3.2.3.4.2 Reactions to the use of French and 

Standard Arabic. 

TABLE 2 

t values for significance of differences in 

evaluations of Standard Arabic and French guises: 

Trait Speaker A Speaker B 

Educated -1021 3.52 **** 

Religious -2.10 * -6.68 **** 

Intelligent -1.53 1.53 

Proud -0.67 -0.66 

Kind 1 035 0.17 

Attractive 0.24 2 001 * 

Pretentious 1.35 -085 

Friendly 1.75 1.53 

Desired as Leader -4.10 **** 0.76 

Old fashioned -1.04 -2 037 ** 

Ambitious -2.23 * 0.00 

Patriotic -3.83 **** 0039 

Sociable -1.16 -0.16 

~ ~ =- 49 
Key to asterisks: Positive entries indicate that 

**** P < .001 
French guises are rated higher 

*** p < .01 
on the scale than Standard Arabic 

** P < .02 
guises while minus entries indicate 

* P < .05 
that Standard Arabic guises are 

more highly rated than French ones. 
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Speaker A 

Traits rated hi&her 

in French 

none 

Traits rated higher 

in SA 

religious * 
desired as leader **** 

ambitious * 
patriotic **** 

The Standard Arabic guise of speaker A gets high 

ratings for religion; this variety of Arabic is the 

language of the religion. Patriotism is also seen as 

an important trait of this speaker's personality when 

speaking in Standard Arabic. Standard Arabic is the 

official language of the country therefore choosing to 

use this variety of Arabic is the main asset of 

patriotism. This guise is also seen to be desired as a 

leader because of the importance of SA in politics and 

administration. 

Speake'r B 

Trai ts rat'ed hfgher 

i'n' Fre'nch 

Educated **** 

Attractive * 

Trai'ts rat'ed higher 

in 'SA 

Religious **** 

Old fashioned ** 

Using Standard Arabic is once again connected 

with religion as the Standard Arabic guise gets the 

highest rating for the religion trait. However, this 

guise is perceived as old-fashioned. 

This can be explained by the fact that Arabic is 

usually felt to be the language of traditionality as 
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opposed to French which is seen as the language of 

modernisation, which is rated higher on education. 

3.2.3.4.3 Reactions to the use of French and mixed 

Arabic-French: 

TABLE 3 

t values for significance of differences in 

evaluations of French and mixed Arabic-French guises: 

Trait 

Educated 

Religious 

Intelligent 

Proud 

Kind 

Attractive 

Pretentious 

Friendly 

Desired as Leader 

Old fashioned 

Patriotic 

Sociable 

Ambitious 

df = 49 

Key to asterisks: 

**** P< .001 

*** P< .01 

** P<' .02 

* P ( .05 

Speaker A Speaker B 

3.07 **** 5.08 **** 
1.20 1,,70 

4.00 2 069 *** 

-0.16 -1.90 

2.61 *** 0 0 15 

2.10 * 1.94 

-0.68 -4.10 **** 

0.96 4023 **** 

2.62 *** 3.14 **** 

-2.04 * 1 0 53 

0.59 1 0 30 

0.88 2.40 ** :4C 

2.00 2 0 05 ** 

Positive entries indicate that 

French guises are rated higher on 

the scale than mixed Arabic-French 

guises, while minus entries indicate 

that mixed Arabic-French guises are 

I 
more highly rated than French ones. 



Speaker A: 

Traits rated higher 

in French 

Educated **** 

Kind *** 

Attractive * 
Desired as Leader *** 

Ambitious * 

Traits rated higher 

in M.A.F. 

Old-fashioned * 

When compared to ~.1ixed Arabic-French, French 

gets high ratings with values connected with social 

status such as the trait "desired as leader". It 

also gets a high rating for education. 

The informants seem to trust the French 

speaking person as a leader but also as a person as 

they perceive him as kind and attractive, 

Speaker B: 

Traits rated higher 

in French 

Educated **** 

Intelligent *** 

Friendly *** 

Desired as Leader *** 

Ambitious ** 

Sociable *** 

Traits rated higher 

in M.AoF. 

Pretentious **** 
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Speaker B French gui se gets the highest ratings with 

trait s associated with social position: "desired 

as leader". This speaker is perceived as educated 

and intelligent when speaking French but 

pretentious when using the mixed Arabic-French 

variety. 

This finding once again suggests that the 

informants associate French with status, prestige 

and education. But, they also feel that using 

French means to be sociable and friendly-
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3.2.3.4.4 Reactions to the use of Algerian Arabic 

and Standard Arabic. 

TABLE 4 

t values for significance of differences in 

evaluations of Standard Arabic and Algerian Arabic 

guises: 

Trait 

Educated 

Religious 

Intelligent 

Proud 

Kind 

Attractive 

Pretentious 

Friendly 

Desired as Leader 

Old fashioned 

Ambitious 

Patriotic 

Sociable 

d~ = l,.9 
Key to asterisks: 

**** P < .001 

*** P < .01 

** P< .02 

* P < .05 

Speaker A Speaker B 

2.52 *** 3 012 **** 

-0 0 16 1 037 

1.16 3.50 **** 

-0.15 0.00 

-0.85 1.53 

0.36 2.12 * 

1.48 1.00 

1.18 0.97 

2.64 *** 2.70 *** 

1.15 0082 

1.86 1.33 

0.00 0.14 

1.80 1.44 

Positive entries indicate that 

Standard Arabic guises are rated 

higher on the scale than Algerian 

Arabic guises, while minus entries 

indicate that Algerian Arabic 

guises are more highly rated than 

Standard Arabic ones. 
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Speaker A: 

Traits rated higher 

in AA 

None 

Traits rated higher 

in SA 

Educated *** 

Desired as leader *** 

From the ratings, one notices that Standard 

Arabic is more favourably rated than Algerian Arabic 

on education and social status. The reason lies in 

the fact that Standard Arabic is not only the medium 

of instruction but is also the variety of Arabic 

which is used in official speeches by members of 

the government in particular. 

Speaker B: 

Traits rated higher 

in AA 

None 

Traits rated higher , 

in SA 

Intelligent **** 

Educated **** 

Attractive * 
Desired as Leader *** 

Speaker B Standard Arabic guise gets high ratings for 

values associated with power and prestige as 

compared to Algerian Arabic which gets no high 

rating for any trait. 
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3.2.3.4.5 Reactions to the use of Algerian Arabic 

and mixed Arabic-French: 

TABLE 5 

t values for significance of differences between 

evaluations of Algerian Arabic and mixed Arabic-

French: 

Trait 

Educated 

Religious 

Intelligent 

Proud 

Kind 

Attractive 

Pretentious 

Friendly 

Desired as Leader 

Old fashioned 

Ambitious 

Patriotic 

Sociable 

c\~ = 49 
Key to asterisks: 

**** P < .001 

*** P.( .01 

** P < .02 

* P < .01 

Speaker A Speaker B 

1.71 2.22 ** 

4.66 **** 2.02 * 

2.00 * 1.68 

0.88 0.98 

2.68 *** 0.80 

2.31 ** 1.52 

-3.17 **** -2 004 * 

-1.66 3.54 **** 

4.05 **** 1.73 

-0085 -1.47 

0.85 2025 ** 

4.04 **** 3.72 **** 

2 058 *** 2044 *** 

Positive entries indicate that 

Algerian Arabic guises are rated 

higher on the scale than Algerian 

guises, while minus entries 

indicate that Mixed Arabic-French 

are more highly rated than Algerian 

Arabic ones. 
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Speaker A 

Traits rated higher in AA 

Religious **** 

Kind *** 

Attractive ** 

Desired as Leader **** 

Patriotic **** 

Sociable *** 

Intelligent * 

Traits rated higher in MAF 

Pretentious **** 

The use of Algerian Arabic is connected with 

several positive values as opposed to the use of the 

mixed Arabic-French variety. The Algerian Arabic 

guise gets high ratings with the religion trait. 

This guise is also rated for patriotis~ connected 

with the use of Arabic. 

Here, the user of Algerian Arabic is perceived 

as an attractive, kind and sociable person; traits 

associated with solidarity. 

However, there is a striking fact about the 

Algerian Arabic guise when compared with the mixed 

Arabic-French variety; the Algerian Arabic guise 

gets a high rating for the trait: "Desired as 

leader". It is the only instance where such a 

result is obtained. This shows the reluctancy of 

the informants and their rejection of the use of 

the mixed Arabic-French variety. 
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However, one notices that, although, the use of 

Algerian Arabic is connected with positive values 

such as intelligence and leadership, the education 

trait does not appear among these values; Algerian 

Arabic is not the medium of instruction but is the 

variety of language that reflects one's identity 

and belonging to a group. 

Speaker B 

Traits rated higher in AA 

Friendly **** 

Ambitious ** 

Patriotic **** 

Sociable *** 

Religious * 

Tra'its rated h,igherin MAF 

Educated ** 

PretentiouS' * 

The ratings obtained for this speaker'S' guises 

confirm the findingS' that Algerian Arabic guises are 

more favourably rated than the mixed Arabic-French 

ones. 



3.2.3.4.6 Reactions to the use of Standard Arabic 

and Mixed Arabic-French. 

TABLE 6 

t values of significance of differences between 

evaluations between Standard Arabic and Mixed Arabic

French guises: 

Trait 

Educated 

Religious 

Intelligent 

Proud 

Kind 

Attractive 

Pretentious 

Friendly 

Leader 

Old fashioned 

Ambitious 

Patriotic 

Sociable 
df::. 4-9 
Key to asterisks: 

**** P< .001 

*** P < .01 

** P< .02 

* P < .05 

Speaker A 

3.71 **** 

4.10 **** 

3.13 **** 

0.66 

1.63 

1.45 

-1.42 

-0.88 

6.11 **** 

-0.88 

2.20 ** 

4.80 **** 

2.10 * 

Speaker B 

7.14 

1.46 **** 

0.74 

-1.02 

0.00 

-1.28 

1.71 

3.19 **** 

1.00 

1.89 

3.69 **** 

1.91 

Positive entries indicate that 

Standard Arabic guises are rated 

higher on the scale than mixed 

Arabic-French guises, while minus 

entries indicate that mixed Arabic-

French guises are rated more highly 

than Standard Arabic oneso 



Speaker A 

Traits rated higher in SA 

Educated **** 

Religious **** 

Intelligent **** 

Desired as Leader **** 

Ambitious ** 

Patriotic **** 

Sociable * 

Traits rated higher in MAF 

None 

The standard Arabic guise gets significant 

ratings on a number of traits associated with social 

status and education. However, the mixed Arabic

French guise gets no significant rating from any of 

the traits. 

Speaker B 

Traits rated higher in SA 

Educated **** 

Desired as Leader *** 

Patriotic *** 

Traits rated higher in MAF 

None 

This speaker gets significant ratings for the 

Standard Arabic guise which is perceived to be 

educated, patriotic and is desired as a leader as 

well. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

From the results obtained one can conclude the 

following: 

1. The use of French or Standard Arabic is connected 

with the values of education, intelligence, leadership, 

prestige and status. However, the trait "patriotic" 

gets the highest ratings only for the Standard Arabic 

guises; French is not the official language of the 

country, therefore it does not constitute an element 

of the patriotism value. 

2. The religion trait is most often associated with the 

use of S·tandard Arabic and Algerian Arabic. 

3. The Algerian Arabic guises get high ratings with 

the following traits: patriotic and old fashioned 

when compared with French or Standard Arabic. But, 

when the Algerian Arabic guises are compared with.the 

mixed Arabic-French variety, these guises get high 

ratings with the traits of leadership, intelligence 

and ambition. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

THE IHPACT OF FRENCH ON ALGERIAN ARABIC 

4.0 INTRODUCTION: 

In this chapter, I will investigate aspects of 

the impact of French on Algerian Arabic, namely 

borrowing of French words in Algerian Arabic and the 

phenomenon of Arabic-French cod~~ixing as observed 

in the speech of Algerian bilinguals. 

4.1 BORROWING: 

4.1.1 DEFINITIONS OF BORROWING: 

Borrowing is a phenomenon that results from 

languages coming into contact. Haugen (1950) 

determines borrowing as: 

"The heart of our definition of borrowing is 
the ATTE!WTED REPRODUCTION IN ONE LANGUAGE 
OF PATTERNS PREVIOUSLY FOUND IN ANOTHER". 

p. 81. 

Sapir (1964) states: 

"Of the linguistic changes due to the more 
obvious types of contact the one which seems 
to have played the most important part in the 
history of language is the 'borrowing' of 
words across linguistic frontiers." (p.30) 

This notion of borrowing of words is also shared 

by Cohen (1972, Volume 2, p. 62), who considers the 

borrowing of words to be the main influence a 

language can exert on another one. He states that: 



"La principale marque linguistique des 
communications entre les peuples et leurs 
langues est dans les e~prunts de vocabulaire 
plus ou moins nombreux". 

Bloomfield (1935:p.444) distinguishes between 

dialect, intimate and cultural types of borrowing. 

Dialect borrowing is concerned with the borrowed 

features that come within the same speech-area. 

Intimate borrowing occurs when features are borrowed 

from one linguistic variety to another in the case 

where these two varieties are contained within the 

same political domain or in other terms the same 

country. Cultural borrowing takes place when the 

borrowed features come from a different language 

whos~ boundaries correspond to distinct geographical 

and political boundaries • However, Bloomfield 

. states; 
.":.. 

"This distinction cannot always be carried out, 
since there is no absoLute distinction to be 
made between dialeot boundaries and language 
boundaries." (p.444) 

It is usually assumed that borrowing is the 

outcome of the instance of bilingualism, Haugen 

(1950) holds the view that " .•. borrowing is 

unthinkable without the existence of bilingualism" .• 

In this respect, Weinreich (1953) makes the 

distinction between interference in speech and 

interference in language. He defines borrowing as 

an aspect of interference in language and says with 

regard to borrowing: 
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"In language, we find interference phenomena 
whic~ ~aving frequently occurred in the speech 
of blllnguals, have become habitualized and 
established. Their use is no longer dependent 
on bilingualism." (p. 11.) 

However linguists seem to agree on the point that 

borrowing does not necessarily occur in the speech of 

bilinguals. 

Pfaff (1978) p. 295 states: 

"Borrowing may occur in the speech of those 
with only monolingual competence, while code 
switching implies so~e degree of competence 
in two languages." 

There are other linguists who conceive the 

concept of borrowing as a continuum starting from the 

borrowing of single lexical items to larger pieces of 
-' 

speech; Bel tramo (1972) p.52 ~n Penalosa (1980) suggests that 

"The more highly accultured speaker not only 
--Ii- borrow. more, but also engages in much 
r intimate borrowing." 

4.1.2 Th~ Cbnditions bf Borrowing: 

The factors that lead to borrowing can be 

linguistic and extralinguistic. By linguistic, is 

meant the structural aspects of words as well as 

their status in the language, meaning, frequency and 

so on. Extra linguistic refers to the socio-

cultural position of a given language within the 

community 0 



4.1.2.1 Linguistic Factors: 

a. Similarity: 

Linguists such as Weinreich (1953) and Haugen 

(1950) share the concept that similarity in 

structure is one of the factors that encourage 

borrowing. 

b. Low frequency of words: 

In some languages, some words do not occur 

frequently. Therefore, these particular words are 

easily replaced by borrowed words from other 

languages. 

Weinreich (1953) p. 57 states: 

"One such internal factor is the low frequency 
of words. It has been shown that, other 
things being equal, the frequent words corne 
easily to mind and are therefore more stable; 
relatively infrequent words of the 
vocabulary are, accordingly, less stable, 
more subject to oblivion and replacement." 

c. Types of words: 

Content words are more easily borrowed than 

function words as the latter are words which have a 

high frequency in speech. 

d. Homonyms and synonyms: 

Borrowing may also occur in the case of 

homonymy. In order to solve the clash of homonyms, 

words are borrowed from another language. AS far as 
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synonyms are concerned, Weinreich (1953) says that 

borrowing can occur to add synonyms to affective 

words which have lost their "expressive force". 

4.1.2.2 Extralinguistic Factors: 

a. Prestige of languages: 

The social position of a language is an 

important factor as far as borrowing is concerned. 

Most linguists hold the view that the borrowing 

language is less prestigious than the language which 

provides the borrowing. 

Bloomfield (1933) p. 464 says in this respect: 

"In all cases, .... it is the lower 
language which borrows predominantly from the 
upper." 

Hoenigswald (1962) speaks about "upward", (need-

filling) and "downward" (prestigious) borrowings. 

In Algerian Arabic, the French loan words are 

numerous but Lanly (1961) gives several examples of 

Algerian Arabic used in the French spoken in Nort"h 

Africa by French and indigeneous peopleQ 

French is the "prestigious" language if one 

takes into account the expansion of French in the 

world, the number of its speakers and the literary 

and scientific works written in French. Within 
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this definition of "prestigious langu~ge" Algerian Arabic 

is much less prestigious than French; it is not a 

written language and it is spoken in Algeria only. 

The number of Algerians living out of Algeria is 

insignificant compared to the number of French and 

non-French people who speak French around the world. 

b. Geographical and historical factors: 

Borrowing may also be caused by war, conquest, 

colonisation, spread of religion as well as 

geographical and economical interests. 

c. Cultural factors: 

Borrowed words are usually "significants" of 

concepts and objects found in the culture of the 

language providing the loan words. 

4.1.3 The identification of borrowing: 

Two main approaches have been used for the 

identification of borrowing; the synchronic and 

diachronic methods. In the diachronic method, the 

investigator looks at the earlier and later states 

of the language and therefore uses historical 

evidence. Haugen (1950) po 100 says: 

" •••• 0 borrowing is a historical process and 
therefore to be identified only by historical 
methods." 



In the synchronic approach, the linguist makes a 

descriptive analysis of the borrowed words without 

referring to the previous states of the borrowing 

language. Haugen claims that such a technique would 

seem to be most useful in dealing with previously 

unwritten languages. 

4.1.4 Types of Borrowing: 

In an analysis of borrowing, a comparison of the 

original form of the word must be compared with its 

imitationo Haugen (1950) calls the original 

pattern the model. 

The borrowed words may be entirely assimilated 

to the linguistic system of the borrowing language 

or they may be kept as they are. However, there are 

different sub-degrees within each category. 

Haugen (1950) and Weinreich (1953) say that 

borrowing falls within two main categories: 

Importation and Substitution. 

a. Importation~ 

In this type of borrowing, the word is actually 

transferred from the borrowing language into the 

recipient one. The integration of the word may be 

noneJpartial or complete. 
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b. Substitution: 

In this type of borrowing, there is a reproduction 

of a concept or meaning from one language into another. 

The types of borrowed words that fall within the 

above categories have been defined by Haugen as: 

1. Loan Words: 

There is a complete morphemic importation and this 

i~portation can be classified according to the degree 

of its phonemic integration: none, partial and 

complete. 

2. Loan Blends: 

There is only a partial morphemic importation, the 

other parts of the word are substituted with ~orphe~es 

from the recipient language. E.g.: /plombija/ plumbers 

/plombi/ -> from plombie\,,) /plobjE / .and /ja/ is an 

Algerian Arabic plural morpheme. 

3. Loan Shifts: 

These words show morphemic substitution without 

ir~1port at ion. This involves loan translations and 

semantic loans where in the loan translations, the 

arrangement of morphemes in the model is imported. 

For instance, the French word "gratte ciel" is said 

to have been translated from the English word "sky-

scraper". A semantic loan ~eans that the meaning of 

the model is transferred to a native word. 
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4.1.5 Previous works on borrowing from French to 

Algerian Arabic: 

There has not been any systematic analysis of 

borrowed words from French in Algerian Arabic. 

However, as far as the effect of Algerian Arabic on 

Algerian Freneh is concerned, Dekkak (1979) made a 

brief study on the semantic borrowings from Algerian 

Arabic on Algerian French as it is spoken 'in the 

western part of Algeria (Oran and Sidi-Bel-Abbes). 

4.1.6 Methodology: 

Algerian Arabic is not a written language. 

Therefore, no written documents such as magazines, 

newspapers were available for data collection. I 

relied solely on oral sources. 

Using my native speaker intuition, I made a 

list of the borrowed words by direct observation and 

interviews with native speaker informants of 

various ages. 

As no Algerian Arabic dictionary is available, 

the task of data collection was very time-consuming 

as I was constantly checking the existence or non

existence of Algerian Arabic equivalent words for 

French loan words. The people I consulted very 

often were those of the older generation. 



4.1.7 Analysis of the corpus: 

In this section, I will describe the various 

types of French borrowed words found in Algerian 

Arabic. 

4~1.7.1 The process of importation: 

4.·1.·:7.,;1.1 Phonemic integration . . 

This aspect of borrowing deals with the amount 

of phonemic importation and integration in the French 

borrowed words. Following Haugen's terminology, 

these words are to be defined as loan words. 

a. Unassimilated loan words: 

These words are kept in their own structure and 

are not adapted to the phonological system of 

Algerian Arabic. They are used by a small 

proportion of the population, namely people educated 

in French and those who had a direct contact with 

the French culture and language at the time the French 

were living in Algierso These words generally 

represent scientific concepts and relate to 

academic topics. 

However, there may be a phonetic substitution 

namely replacing the sound L-~_I with L-r_1 and 

I have decided to include only 

this feature as it may appear in the speech of 

educated people in French when speaking French. 
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These words keep their own gender. They are used 

with French determiners as well. 

Therefore we would have a sentence such as: 

/natra la psikol03i/ 

AA French French. 

I study the psychology 

and not 

* /na<t,ra Ipsikolo3 i / 
. AA AA Fr~ncli. 

I study "the psycho.logy 

Apart from these words which deal with 

scientific and academic topics, there are other loan 

words which, although are used by all people, 

educated and non-educated, are kept in their French 

structure. This is so because their structure 

does not present difficulties to native speakers of 

Algerian Arabic as far as their phonetic/phonological 

structure is concerned. However they are very few 

in number. E.g. /lavabo/ wash-hand basln. This word is 

not altered when used in Algerian Arabic. 

b. Partially assimilated words: 

These loan words show a partial phonemic 

integration in the way that wh~le one syllable is 

unaltered, the other is adapted to the phonological 

system of Algerian Arabic. This is so because the 

syllable which is unchanged is acceptable in the 

phonological system of Algerian Arabic o E.g. /savo/ soap 
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urnup 1 sin Alrrerian Arabic. 



c. Wholly assimilated words: 

These words are so carefully assimilated that 

they are very different from the model. They are 

usually concerned with French objects and concepts 

that have been introduced at the very beginning of 

the Algerian contact with the French language and 

culture over a century ago. These words are used by 

all Algerians living in Algiers, educated or non-

educated, - old and young as there are no known 

equivalents to them in Algerian Arabic. Usually, 

these words acquired a new meaning when introduced 

in Algerian Arabic. Therefore, if an educated 

person who knows the borrowed word in its French 

form J -' would not use it in the same context as he 
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would with the assimilated one. E.g. /ka~::;)s/ stage coach 

is Algerianised to /karrosa/ 

d. Words which have assimilated and unassimilated 

ferms: 

These words are realized as assimilated, by 

people who did not study French at school and who 

did not have a direct contact with the French 

speaking people. 

Educated people in French or people who have 

lived with French people are able to produce both 

forms: assimilated and non-assimilated. 

E. g. /ka {{ l: c / card box -> educated people 

/karto:n/ card box ~educated and non-educated 
people .. 



e. Truncated words: 

In Algerian Arabic, there is a tendency to 

reduce the number of syllables in a word with three 

or more syllables by creating clusters and consonant 

sequences. 
/ 

E.go: cheminee 

(chimney) 

French 

(working surface) 

Algerian Arabic. 

4.1.7.1.2 Structural" integration: 

In this section, I will display the main 

phonetic changes that occur in the French borrowed 

words when they are adopted to the system of 

Algerian Arabic. 

1. Pharynge~lisation: 

This feature is added to some French sounds 

namely: It, d, s, m, bl 

E. g. , 

"table" 

[latt-V" 

(table) 

2. Replacement of Ipl by: 

If I or Ibl 

E • g • [poma.: £1 

"pommade" 

£fomadaJ 

(medical cream) 
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3. Replacement of /t> / by: 

/ r / 

LS'~;B'J 
r 

1] e:reJ 
ff cher" (expensive) 

4. If a word starts with a vowel, this vowel 

elided or /1/ is added in front of it 

E.g. -- -E3a : 5_/ [la33.ns 7 
"agence" (agency) 

5. A nasalized vowel in an open syllable is 

replaced by: V + n 

E. g. 
. ~ 

ioaloJ .Lba~o:nJ 

"balon tf (ball) 

6. The following French vowels are changed in 

order to fit in the Algerian Arabic vowel 

system: 

French 

L-oe_7 

L-i_7 
1- 7 .I- e_ 

.coJ 
L~J 

L -l_7 or L-~7 

L-6l_7 

7. Changes in consonants: 

is 

/ v / is replaced by / b / except in initial 

and final positions: 



F A.A. 

servir -7 L-j sarb~ 

(to serve) (to serve - he serves) 

In initial position, I v I may be replaced by 

If I by some speakers. 

E.g. F 

vacances -'") 

(holidays) 

A.A. 

(iaka:s) 

(holidays) 

4.1.7.1.3 Morphological integration: 

1. Gender morpheme: 

The French borrowed words generally keep their 

gender when adapted in Algerian Arabic. 

In Algerian Arabic, the feminine gender morpheme 

is affixed at the end of a noun or adjective ---) la/. 

The same is applied to French borrowed words which 

have a feminine gender. 

E.g. F 

machine 

, " demontee 

2. Plural morpheme: 

AA 

[fua 5.£. n a] 

[md-l,motj a] 

It is very common to find French borrowed words 

used with Algerian Arabic plural morphemes for nouns 

and adjectives (see Chapter 5 for details on the 

different types of plural morpheme suffixes and 

forms) : 
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E.g. French A.A 

bureaux 

cachets 

l-"b yrowwa : tJ 

plural morpheme 

Lka5 -tJj a: tJ 

plural morpheme 

However, there is only one form of plural for 

French borrowed words: the suffix la:tl added at the 

end of a noun or adjective. 

3. Use of Algerian Arabic prefixes with loan words: 

a. The use of Iml with adjectives: 

In AlgerJan Arabic, Iml is a prefix used in the 

formation of adjectives from verbs: 

E.g. 

This is applied to form adjectives borrowed from 

French verbs or nouns or it is 'simply added at the 

beginning of a French loan adjective. 

E. g. : French 

douche 

(a shower) 

garanti 

(guaranteed) 
, ,-

numerote 

(numbered) 

AA 

Emda.WWttSJ 
(someone who is clean, who 

had a shower) 

- ..., ~ 

Imgarat.(... / - -
(guaranteed) 

L-mnumarJ 

(numbered) 
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service 

(a service) 

rms~,rba.sl 

(someone who has had a 

good training). 

4.1.7.1.4 Semantic integration: 

When a word is borrowed from another language, 

it does not always keep its own meaning but in some 

cases, there is a change in the meaning of a 

borrowed word. 

Concerning the semantic changes in the French 

borrowed words in Algerian Arabic, these changes can 

be classified as follows: 

1. Generalisation of meaning: 

This concerns mainly the brand names of 

products which then become the terms used to refer to 

any product similar to the projucts bearing those 

brand names. For instance, the word "Omo" which was 

the brand name of one of the washing powders used in 

Algeria and imported from France in the early 

sixties p is still used to mean any kind of washing 

powder. 

Other examples are: 

"Javel" 

"Frigidaire" 

"Vim" 

bleach 

refrigerator 

scouring powder 
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2. Semantic restriction: 

Some French borrowed words have more than one 

meaning but when they were adopted to Algerian Arabic, 

they kept only one meaning . 

E. g. : 
./ 

The word "academie" has the following meanings 

in French: 

1. academy of arts or letters 

2. administration council for teachers. 

In Algerian Arabic, the second meaning only has been 

retained. 

3. Semantic specialisation: 

In this type of semantic change, a French borrowed 

word is used to refer to a modern, western type of 

object or concept whereas its equivalent in Algerian 

Arabic is used for a traditional, Arabic object or 

concept. 

Example: 

French 

"lavabo" (sink in a 

western type of 

bathroom) 

Algerian Arabic 

/m~bz~l/ (sink found in 

a Turkish bath) 

4.1.7.1.5 List of French Loan Words 

In the following section, a list of some of the 

French borrowed words in Algerian Arabic will be 

displayed. These words have no equivalents in 

Algerian Arabic. 
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Standard Algerian Meaning in 
French Word French Pronunciation Algerian 

Pronunciation Arabic 

abonnement Labonma7 Lab~nma7 season 
Ln a nma : n7 ticket 

abri Lab~ !7 Labr'("7 shel ter 
used dur-
ing the 
war 

d-' . Lakademi/ La!adem-l._! aca em1e academy 
Lakad£.m~7 

// accelera teur Likseleb'a too : \!J ffi.ks~l-i.,rat<pr/ gas pedal 

accident 
- ,...- Laks'(da/_ Laksid~/ accident 

Laks{,d~/ 

./ 
aeroport Lae~ Op:l :t(/ Laeropo:!.! airport 

:..:. ,v"([ ~adm~n~st;asjo:n7 administra-administration LadministXasj£ 
tion 

affiche LafiJ_/ Laf..(..5 _7 poster 

La3~:s7 _,..J 7 
agence La3a: n~ travel 

agency 

agenda -La3ada7 La3anda7 diary 

agraie /ag~ af7 Lagraf7 paper 
- - clip 

album Lalbl\m7 Lalbom/ photo-
album 

alphabet .Lalfab~ Lalfa~7 alphabet 

ambassade ffibasa:1J Lambasa:d! embassy 

ambulance [abyla :§] Lamb~la:n~7 ambulance 

analyse Lanali:y L anal.v: '!:.7 medical 
tests 

annuaire Lanyj t..:'£! Lan-t,je:r7 telephone 
directory 
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Standard Algerian Meaning in 
French Word French Pronunciation Algerian 

Pronunciation Arabic 

/ 
Latikite7 La: n1.(,k~t~-7 antiquite secondhand 

goods 

appareil Lapa{{~:il Lapare: j7 apparatus 

arbitre La~bitg Larb"tr..7 referree 

ascenseur Las~soe :~J Las a: ns ~ : r 7 lift 

assurances Lasy~a:il Las-<ra: n§.7 social 
security 

attestation Lat ~stasj£7 L atestasjo :E,7 cert if ica te 

autorisation LotcJ{izasj'2>7 Lotor~zasjo : if leave-
(de sortie) permit 

auto-stop Lotost-,p7 Lotost3E.7 hitch-
hiking 

avertissement ffiv£itisrIi7 /avert5~7 warning 

baba Lbaba7 Lbab~7 sponge 
cake 

bac Lba~7 Lbak7 baccal 
aur-8at 
certificate 

t'\ Lb13 Lbaf-7 ground-bache 
sheet 

bain-marie /b'(ma'i i7 Lbtma r!,7 double-- - saucepan 

baignoire Lbenwa:~_7 Lbenwa:!.7 bath 

baleine Lbal~:!}.7 Lbale-:n7 whale 

ballon Lbal£T LbrtO:E,7 ball 

banque Lba;...7K· Lb~k~7 bank 

bar Lba:~7 Lba: r7 bar 

barrette Lba~f:,!7 Lb~~-:£t7_ hair-
Lbaret~/ clip 
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Standard Algerian Meaning in 
French Word French Algerian 

Pronunciation Pronunciation Arabic 

baraque Lba ~ak7 Lb ~ rraka7 slum 

bassine Lbasi :!!7 lbas~na7 basin 
A 

Lbatirria7 batiment Lbatema7 building 
~ ~ 

Lbebe7 bebe Lbeb~7 baby 

/ 
bequille Lbeki :17 Lbek-t.: j7 crutch 

/ 
Lbeto7 beton Lbeto:n7 concrete 

betterave Lbet\£'a : v 7 Loetra:y.7 beetroot 

biblioth~ue .Lbibliojot ~ f! [bt:bl;(.jot'@ library 
jJ5ebttJf/ 

'-,bidet Lbide7 Lb.LJ-('7 bidet 

bidon Lbid';7 Lb-tdo:n7 water-
bottle 

bifteck Lbifte"!.7 Lb.(,ft~"!.7 steak 

bicarbonate ffiikatbonat 7 ffi-tkarbona : t 7 bicarbonate 

bilan Lbil'87 Lbvla7 medical 
check-up 

billet Lbij~7 . Lb oe7 -(..J..:..:. ticket 

biscotte Lbisk:J!7 Lb~sko!7 toast 

..... 
L-bj £..: lI7 Lb~rr~7 biere beer 

bikini Lbikin.!.7 Lb-t.k-Jcn .... 7 swimming-
suit 

(2-piece ) 

r/ 
Lb~zo :!!7 blouson Lbluzo7 jacket 

botte LO;)t7 Lbo:!:..7 boot 

bombe Lbb'£7 LbCl mba7 bomb 

blue-jean Lblud3i: n7 Lblc:> d.3 -!: n7 jeans 

bonnet Lbon~7 Lbo~7 wool-hat 
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Standard Algerian Meaning in 
French Word French 

Pronunciation Pronunciation Algerian 
Arabic 

boulanger ffiula3eJ LbQrand30 baker 

bouchon ffiuJ97 Lb~S o:EJ stopper 

bourse .ffiuX~ Lbt';)rfjJ grant 
0 

boxe [b~ks7 Lfj :::> k~ boxing 

broche [btJ~~ Lbroj y brooch 

brevet L15 Ita vf../ Lbr~v!d school 
degree 

brochette Lbt{ oS ~!7 LbroS~g skewer 

brouillon Lb~ uj~7 l bro> j 0 :n7 draft 

bureau Lby'6 07 Lb.-t..r07 desk or 
office 

butane Lbytan7 Lb~tan7 gas 
container 

cabanon Lkabart67 Lkabario7 sea~side 

cottage 

cabaret L"Kabal:s'~7 Lkabare7 night-club 

cabas Lkaba7 Lkaba7 travel-bag 

cacahouete Lkakawf:.!:7 Lk£wk t. :w7 peanut 

cach-et LkaJe7 Lka S -t. jj a7 tablet 

cache-nez LkaS n~7 . LkaS ng muffler 

cadenas Lkadn~7 Lkadna7 pad lock 

cadre Lkad~_7 Lkadr07 frane 

corset Lk;JXs~7 Lkt::> -;s-:!::7 corset 

/ 
Lkanap f!.-_7 Lkanape7 single bed 

canape 
r.I Lkamj~ :n7 camion L"Kamj 07 lorry 

car Lka:f{7 Lka: r7 coach 
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Standard Algerian Meaning in 
French Word French Algerian 

Pronunc.i at ion Pronunciation Arabic 

cancer Lkas 2;.1I-r Lkag;,<,: r 7 cancer 

caoutchouc Lkaut5 u7 Lkaw~tf~7 rubber 

calendrier /kalad~ iJE._7 Lkaiadr-i,j e 7 calendar 

carte LkaXt7 Lkarta7 card .. 
carton LkaXt07 Lkarto:I¥ cardboard 

capitaine Lkapi t €':.!!o7 . Lkapi.te.~n7 captain 

cart<D~che LkaXtu)~7 LKartoS a7 cartri 

casserole lkas \6:) :];.7 Lkasrona7·· saucepan 
.. 

catalogue . Lkatal ~ : g7 Lkatalo:g7 magazine 

certificat Ls £. Xtifika7 Lsert-t f -t-f:tka7 certificate 

chaine Ljt:E.7 Li € :E.7 queue 

change L1'i:3_7 Ljaa..7 money 
exchange 

chapeau Ljap07 LJapp07 hat 

chauffe-eau 6 fO / L)f07 water-
boiler 

chemin de L~m~dd Ljmf: nd,(...f .(...~ r 7 train 
fer f 'f:,;~_7 

chocolat .Ljokola7 L}kola/ chocolate 

cinema lsintma7 L SI.I-f.-ma7 cinema 

cit~ Lsite7 LS-/.;t~7 block of 
buildings 

ciment Lsim17 Ls~m£:n7 cement 

commandant Lko~d~7 Lk~ rna: nda7 conunander 

commerce Lkomr.Xs7 LktN mkrs7 conunerce 

coomissaire Lkomis £. : t5_7 Lkom.<.sa: :J Police 
superintendent 
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Standard Algerian Meaning in 
French Word French Algerian 

Pro nunc i a t.ion Pronunciation Arabic 

contrat 
-f'J -

LkotXa/ Lko:ntr a / contract 
A 

LkotXoloe : t5_/ controleur Lko:ntrol¢:r7 inspection 
t; -

costume Lkostym7 LkostA-~_m/ suit 

" cotelette Lk:::J tlE,t7 Lkotl-t: t7 chop 

cravate LkXava!: . .7 Lkravata7 tie 

crayon LkXejo7 Lkr~jo:n7 
Q -

pencil 

'" LkXf:,: !E.7 creme Lk~ema7 ice cream 

crochet LkXoSE._7 LKroS...(..~7 swerve 

croissant LkXwa sa7 LkrwaS a.] croissant 
() 

culotte Lkyl:) 17 LK.tlot~7 brief 

/ ~ - Lko : ndJ..(.7 conge Lko3~../ holiday 

cartable [kaXtabY Lkorta:bl/ satchel 

dactylo Ldaktilo7 Ldaktf~ 1~_7 typist 

/ 
idefady7 Ldefand~_7 defendu forbidden 

dentiste Ldatist7 Ld[t-t,s7 dentist 

douche LdU:J _7 Ld Q; :S-7 shower 

diamant Ldjarfa/ LJama: nd7 diaI!lond 

dinde Ld£:£7 Ld~'fda7 turkey 

direct Ldi({E kt7 LdA,r e k!7 direct 

douane Lauwa:n7 Ld-Gwana7 custOGlS 

doubler Lauble7 /a~ ble7 overtake - - a car 

dessert Ldes €.. : lS7 La-ls -t.: £7 dessert 

" Legzema7 Lgz~ma7 eczema 
eczema 



Standard Algerian Meaning in 
French Word French Algerian 

Pronunciation Pronunciation Arabic 

"1 t .. " Lelekt Xisi te7 Ltr(.s.(,t~7 e ec r1c1te electricity 
(J -

" ~ - ~ - ~ 
elephant Lelefa7 Lelefa7 elephant 

I / 
Lemig f:{ e7 L..(,m:~gr.(, 7 emigre emigrant 

worker 

encre ·ffik!.7 Lw'kr.7 ink 

/ epicier Lepisje7 Lp.f-srt.7 grocer 

enveloppe L"'dvl:::> p7 ffivlop7 envelope 

/ .Cepe :37 Lpo3~7 eponge sponge 

espadrille L espadri : j7 Lspard3"'X~7 canvas 
shoe 

fabrique Lfabi6 i~7 LfabrA,k!,7 factory 

facteur Lf akt oe : 15_7 Lfakto': r7 postman 

facture Lfakty :(j~7 Lfatora7 bill 

/ 

faineant - ~7 Lfene!, Lf~nja:n7 lazy 

famille L'1ami :J.7 Lf ar!H" 1 j a 7 family 

farine Lia({ i :E.7 Lfar-lna7 flour 

femmelette Lfaml€.!7 Lfamle!7 a hcm:>sexual 

A 
Lf..tJ ta7 fete Lf€.!7 a party 

frais L1X€'_7 Lfr~S ~7 fresh 

frigidaire L fXi3idf.: '6_7 Lfr:Lj-(.d f.. : E..7 refriger-
ator 

fourneau LfU~ no7 L'Io~n£7 cooker 

fraise LfX £ :z7 Lf r,lz!,7 strawberry 

/ 
frerot iYxelf if Lf"f,ero7 a gay 

friperie LfXiPr! i7 Lf;.-l,P;~7 old 
clothes 



Standard 
French Word French 

Pronunci.a tion 

" fusee Lfyze7 

garantie Lgats' 'ati7 

gant Lg!] 

" gateau Lgat£7 

gaufrettes LgofX'C.- t 7 

gaz Lga : !;.7 

gigot L3igo7 

gla~on Lglas£7 

gomme Lg :J m7 
. . 

goudron LgUdff'£7 

grippe . & ({ i~7· 
gr~ve Lg (f f. : Y..7 
guerre Lg f::. : ff_7 . 
guitare . Lgita:~_7 

h~mo!Tagie . Lemo '6 a3i7 

hippopotame LIppopota:m7 

h~pital l opita:!7 

journal 13'1 ~ na: 17 

jupe L3y£7 
kilo Lkilo7 

lampe LTa:p7 

licence Llis~:s7 

" lycee 

Algerian 
Pronunciation 

Lfyze7 
_ IV 

Lgarat~7 

Lgi7 

. Lgatto7 

Lg~fr~:t7 

. Lg E, : z7 

L3~go7 

Lglaso7 

Lgom!.7 
., .. 

Lg bdro:n7 

&r.c.ppa7 

. Lgr-t :v7 

Lg~rra7 

LgA;tar!.7 

Lmora.J~7 

Lpopota:!!!/ 

Lsb-'("t a : r / 

Ld3d.rna:~7 

L3YPp!.7 

Lk.(.lo7 

Llampa/ 

LTd'a: s7 

Meaning in 
Algerian 

Arabic 

rocket 

warranty 

glove 

cake 

wafers 

gas 

leg of 
mutton 

ice-cube 

eraser 

tar 

influenza 

strike 

war 

guitar 

haemorrhage 

hippopotanrus 

hospital 

newspaper 

ski t 

kilogram 

lamp 

Bachelor's 
degree 

.s secondary 
school. 
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Standard Algerian Meaning in 
French Word French 

Pronunciation Pronunciation Algerian 
Arabic 

. ,.., 
Llj~trra7 lieutenant Lljptna7 lieutenant 

lavabo Llavab£7 LTavab07 wash hand basin 

machine LmaS i:n7 Lma I-t_na7 machine 

maillot Lmaj07 Lmaj07 swinuning 
suit 

mairie Lm~~i7 Lmer.i7 town-hall 

marche 1iiiaxS e7 1iiia~e7 market 

marteau LmaXto7 Lmart07 hanuner 

/ - ,... 
~~jc. :E.7 mecanicien Lmekanisj'i,;_7 mechanic 

mode Lm J ::1.7 Llamoda7 fashion 

porte- . LpJXtmon~7 Lportmon~7 purse 
monnaie 

motard Lmota:~_7 Lmota:r7 motor cyclist 

llappe Lna£7 Lnapp~7 tablecloth 

/ 
Lnyme '6 07 Ln~mr£7 numero number 

occasion /okazj""o7 [Okazjo:n7 bargain 
- -

ordonnance Lo f:5 dona:s7 L 10rdA-na : n~7 prescription 

/ 
Lopefi asj'§] Lparasj t=) :"iJ operation operation 

perms Lpf., t6 mil Lp~rm~7 driving 
licence 

permission Lp'i, ({ misj 07 lYa rm--Lsjo:E.7 permit 

/ 
petrole Lpet'f..:>: 17 Lp-Ltro:i7 oil 

phare L-fa:'6_7 Lfna:r~7 lighthouse 

pharmacien LfafS'masj~ 7 L f~nn£sj ~ : 07 chemist 



4.2 CODE MIXING: 

4.2.1 Definitions of code mixing: 

There are various definitions and terms used to 

refer to the different phenomena resulting from 

languages being in contact. However, linguists do not 

all agree on the same terminology when describing such 

phenomena as code switching, code mixing and so ono 

The expressions code switching and code mixing are 

often used by different linguists to mean the same 

type of linguistic phenomena. Linguists such as 

Gumperz (1976) use the term code switching to mean: 

using words and morphemes- from one language and others 

from the other language. 

However, other linguists such as Kachru (1977) 

call the above phenomenon I'tcode mixing". 

Kachru (1977) says: "Code mixing refers to the use 

of one or more languages for consistent transfer of 

linguistic units from one language into another". 

In my study, I will use the expression code 

mixing to mean the "linguistic behaviour of balanced 

Algerian bilinguals. By balanced bilinguals, I mean 

bilinguals who have an equal knowledge of Algerian 

Arabic and French and master both linguistic varieties. 

These bilinguals use a sort of mixed Algerian Arabic 

and French variety where they use words and morphemes 

from both French and Algerian Arabic in their speech. 

I would like to point out that code mixing is 

different from borrowing in the sense that borrowing 
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is a phenomenon that appears in the speech of mono

linguals and bilinguals, and is concerned with words 

from language B not available in language A. But code 

mixing appears in the speech of bilinguals only, as it 

requires the knowledge of both languages which are to 

be *mixed*. Apart from that, function and content words 

are used from both languages whereas in borrowing the 

number of borrowed content words is greater than the 

number of function words since the latters are available 

in the language which borrowed those content words from 

another language. Pfaff (1976) states: "Code switching 

involves some degree of competence in two languages".p.295 

4.2.2 Previous Studies in Code Mixing: 

There have been some studies where linguists 

analysed the various explanations for the occurrence of 

code mixing or in other terms which ~ay provoke a 

switch from one language to another. Gumperz (1972) 

distinguishes two types of switching: 

1. Switching provoked by a change of participants 

2. Switching provoked by a change of topic. 

Kachru (1977) states that the motivations for code 

mixing are of two types: attitudinal and linguistic. 

In his analysis of code mixing in an Indian community, 

he observed that code mixing is a mark of modernisa

tion, high-socio economic position and identity with a 

type of elite when mixing English with a South Asian 

language. 
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~t '_W-9.~~al..so tputlc1. that competent bilinguals I!lay 

switch back and forth easily for purposes of ethnic 

identity. 

Timm (1975) analysed code switching among ~1exican

Americans in California and found that: 

"Code switching to Spanish is a device for 
indicating such personal feelings as affection, 
loyalty, commitment, respect, pride, challenge, 
sympathy, or religious devotion; and under
standably, a switch to Spanish is likely when 
the topic of conversation turns to aspects of 
Mexican culture or life in the barrio. Conversely, 
a switch to English often signals a speaker's 
feelings of detachment, objectivity, alienation, 
displeasure, dislike, conflict of interest, 
aggression, fear or pain; or it may reflect a 
shift of topic to matters typically Anglo
American." (p. 475) 

Apart from the I!lotivations that may provoke a 

change of code in speech, linguists have also looked at 

the syntax of code mixing. Timm (1975) found that 

there are syntactic constraints imposed on code mixing. 

Other linguists such as Pfaff (1976), Kachru (1977), 

Gumperz (1976) also found that code mixing is rule 

governed and not unpredictable. 

4.2.3 Previous Studies on Arabic-French Code Mi~ing: 

Very little work has been done on Arabic French 

code mixing in North Africa. This is mainly due to the 

attitudes held with regard to this type of linguistic 

phenomenon Q The North African writers who have 

mentioned code mixing in their works, whether articles 

or books, always refer to code mixing as a situation 

one should be ashamed of. They do not analyse it but 
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merely content themselves with naming code mixing 

expressions such as: "une forme d'expression 
., 

appauvrie", "petit negre" pour les uns, "francarabe" 

pour les autres. (Moatassime, 1973, p. 654). 

Stevens (1974) in his study of bilingualism in 

Tunisia mentions some examples of code mixing. But 

his approach was not methodical. Abassi (1977) and 

Bentahila (1981) used a more systematic method of 

investigating code mixing by Moroccan bilinguals. 

They taped conversations between Moroccan bilinguals 

and listed some of the syntactic constraints imposed 

by code mixing. 

4.2.4.1 The Present Study: 

4.2.4.1.1 Methodology and data collection: 

~. Data collection: 

The data for code mixing was obtained by tape 

recording conversations between Algerian bilinguals. 

The informants were not told that they were being 

recorded as they would have been aware of their speech 

and so would have used an-unnatural way of speaking. 

All the recordings took place in my home. There were 

five hours of recordings. 

b. The informants: 

The informants were all balanced bilinguals aged 

between 20 and 35 years. They were all fluent in 

Algerian Arabic and French. Apart from that, they 

were fairly well educated at least up to secondary 

level. They included students, teachers, architects, 

doctors, social workers and secretaries. 
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c. The topics: 

The conversations covered various topics 

ranging from everyday life topics to education 

politics, work and so on. 

d. Presentation of the data: 

, 

The Algerian Arabic parts of the examples are 

presented in phonemic transcription and the French 

parts of the utterances are underlined and presented 

in orthographic form. 

-:-4 .2.4.2 Results 

4.2.4.2~1 Phonetic and .phonological changes. 

a o Algerianised French words: 

1. The main feature which is applied to some 

particular French consonants is pharyngealisation. 

Example: 

(1) d3ewzili 

AA 

dik~ll~m-ita 

AA F AA 

pass me that tm saucepan gender morpheme 

The consonants Iml and It I of the French words 

"marmi te" (saucepan) Ima l{ mi t I have been 

pharyngealized in order to Algerianise this word to 

a certain extent. In this example, the French word 

"I!larmite" has its equivalent in Algerian Arabic: 

However, the speaker used the French 
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term as it was the one which was. available immediately 

in his mind. 

2. Replacement of L- ff_7 by L-r7 and L-x7 by L7i.7 
in French words: 

It is very common to replace the French sound 

L-({7 by L~7 
·L-x_7 by L-~_7 in Algerianised French words. 

(2) wahdal morso mq~ttaq 

AA F -. AA 

one the piece torn out 

The French word "morceau" (piece) LmoX 5 ~7 has 

been Algerianised to lmopso7. 
o -

(3) had~l k ~lb m~.dra.si 

AA AA AA F 

this the dog (IIDrpheme) trained 

~ 

,/ 
"dresse" 

The French word'tlresse" has also been algerianised 

to /m~.drasi/ instead of its French form / d t5 ese / . 

In both examples (2) and (3) French words are used 

for which a corresponding usual item is available in 

Algerian Arabic: morceau 

" dresse 

;r,~rf / 

/mr':)bbi/ 

b. Gallicized Algerian Arabic words: 

It was noticed that in some examples, all the 

sentence was in French apart from just one word in 
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Algerian Arabic; a content word. In those examples, 

the speakers used an Algerian Arabic word as in most 

cases, no equivalent word was available in French. 

As far as the pronunciation of those Algerian Arabic 

words is concerned, it was noticed that some speakers 

applied the following changes in those words: 

1. Depharyngealisation of Algerian Arabic 

pharyngealised consonants: 

(4) pas mwa 1<;S ta:l1 

F 'F AA 

pass me the tambourine 

It~: ~ / is the Gallicised form of the AA word /-ta:r/ 

(name of a musical instrument). 

2. The second feature of gallicising an Algerian 

word is to replace the pharyngeals L-~7 and L~7 by 

a glottal stop or by no other segment: 

( 5) sa se tyn b~:l safa 
F F F F ~ ~A 

that it is a beautiful(oame of a kitchen utenSil) 

/safa/ is the Gallicised form of the AA word /saEfa/ 

which is the name of a circular wooden or metallic 

tray used to roll the co seous in. . (Couscous is 

the name of a North African dish with millet.) 

( 6) il e pa vvny lals'u: s 

F F F F AA 

he has not come the bridegroom. 
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/la~u:s/ is pronounced as /laGru:s/ in Algerian 

Arabic. One notices other changes as well in the 

gallicised version of /laGru:s/: the AA /r/ is 

replaced by /6(/ as there is no /r/ sound in Standard 

French. 

3. Replacement of the Algerian Arabic sound l-r7 by 

-f{-L _/ 
<-7 ) il 

'OJ :~ ba \S aka a ak .::> la 

F F F F 1\1\ 

he has still the god's mercy 

/ba aka/ is pronounced as /baraka/ in AA. 

4. Replacement of the Algerian Arabic sound 1-~7 

by L-K7 

( 8 ) 
.v g f{~ mJ ta:k se t oe 

F F F AA 

it is a big miser 

/mtl J ta: k/ is pronounced as /maS t a: q/ in Algerian 

Arabic. 

5. Change in the Algerian Arabic vowels: 

The vowels which exist in the Algerian Arabic 

vocalic system but not in ]Tench are changed in order 

to fit the vowel system of French. 

( 9) a set Kuza 

F F AA 

ah! this moth 

LKuz a7 is pronounced as L~za7 in Algerian Arabic. 
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4. 1.4.2.2 Syntactic constraints in Algerian Arabic 

and French code mixing: 

1. Use of determiners: 

a. Indefinite articles: 

In Algerian Arabic, the use of indefinite 

articles is not compulsory but indefiniteness can be 

indicated by using the structure /wahd ~l/, as in (2) 

one the 

In French, on the other hand, the use of 

indefinite articles is compulsory as in (3) 

(1) 5ri : t qmad3a "I bought a blouse" 

(2) 5ri: t w~hd~lqm~d3a "I bought one the blouse" 

(3) J'ai achet~ un~robe "I bought a dress" 

In the Arabic/French code mixing, the following 

examples were found: 

(4) watd la fille "one the girl" (a girl) 

(5) watd les gens mhabal "one the people crazy" 

(some crazy people) 

(6) Sri:t tablija "I bought an apron" 

N.B. tablija is the Algerianised form of the French 

word "tablier"/tablije/ which means "apron". 

(7) J'ai vu un d3undi ce matin "I saw a soldier 

this morning" 

In the above examples, we notice that a switch 

can occur between a noun and its indefinite article. 

The rules for such a switch are as follows: 
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1. A French indefinite article can be followed by 

a noun in Algerian Arabic. 

2. The Algerian Arabic Lwahd + ~!7 "one + the" can 

be split up in two parts; one being said in 

Algerian Arabic: /watd/ and the other being said in 

French; fall can be replaced by "Ie", "la" or "les". 

However, /watd/ cannot be replaced by its equivalent 

in French. 

*une alba:b "one the door" 

b. Definite articles: 

In Algerian Arabic, the definite article is 

realized as /~l/ or /1/ when followed by a noun 

starting with a lunar consonant but when the noun 

starts with a solar -consonant, the definite article 

is obtained by doubling that consonant as in (8). 

(See chapter 5 for details on solar /lunar consonant3 ). 

(8) 'ttofla "the girl" 

(9) al ba:b "the door" 

In French, the definite articles are represented 

by "Ie", "la" and "les". 

(10) Ie gar30n "the boy" 

(11) la fille "the girl" 

(12) les gens "the people" 

In Arabic/French code mixing, it is possible to 

have the Algerian Arabic definite article preceding a 

French noun: 
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(13) had al bol mkassclr "this the bowl broken" 

(14) dik ssalle de bain kbira "that the bathroom is 

big" 

2. Use of Demonstratives: 

In Algerian Arabic, the demonstrative is always 

followed by the definite article: had + 01 

this the 

(15) had al ba:b "this the door". 

In French, the demonstrative is used by itself, 

irmnediately followed by a noun: 

(16) cette fille "this girl" 

In my data, it was very common to have the 

Algerian Arabic structure: ldemonstrative + definite 

article! where the demonstrative was in Algerian 

Arabic and the definite article in French o 

(17) mni:n d33btu had la vague de culture 

"where did you bring this the wave of culture 

from?JI 

(18) 

(19) 

hadak Ie truc "that the thing" 

nattia:w haduk les statues "they removed those 

the statues" 

(2D) dik la statue c'est Ie premier monument 

"that the statue, it is the first monument" 

It was concluded that the following rules 

operate concerning the use of demonstratives in 



code mixing: 

1. In the Algerian Arabic structure ldemonstrative + 

article/, it is possible to have the demonstrative in 

Algerian Arabic and the article in French but the 

reverse is not possible: 

*(21) cette ~l pomme 

*(22) cette 61 warda 

"this the apple" 

"this the rose" 

2. When the demonstrative is in Algerian Arabic, it 

must always be followed by the definite article /al/ 

in Algerian Arabic or by one of the definite articles 

in French. 

*(23) had pomme "this apple" 

3. Use of possessives: 

In Algerian Arabic, the possessive is formed by 

/dja:l/ "of", followed by a bound pronoun referring 

to the possessor. 

(24) ssa~a djali "the watch of mine". 

In French, there is a set of possessives which 

precede the noun and act like determiners: 

(25) rna montre "my watch". 

In the data, there were examples showing a 

French noun followed by an Algerian Arabic possessive: 

(26) la chambre djali 

(27) les ~tudiants djalak 

"the room of mine" 

"the students of yours" 
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Apart from that, there was one example where 

the possessive was in French and the noun in Algerian 

Arabic 

(28) crest mon zhar "it is my luck". 

In the example (28), we notice that the 

possessive agrees in gender with the Algerian Arabic 

noun /zhar/ "luck" although, in French, the word 

standing for "luck": chance has feminine gender. 

As far as the Algerian Arabic possessive 

/dja:l/ is concerned, it is possible to have a noun 

followed by the possessive: 

(29) djali ssaGa "it is mine the watch". 

The data showed an example where the Algerian 

Arabic possessive was in Algerian Arabic followed by 

a noun in French: 

(30) djali Ie livre "it is mine the book". 

4. Use of adjectives: 

In Algerian Arabic, an adjective must always 

follow the noun it modifies. In French, an 

adjective more usually follows the noun but in some 

specific cases, the adjective precedes the noun. In 

both languages, the adjective agrees in gender and 

number with the noun it modifies. 

The data contained examples where a noun in one 

language was used with an adjective in the other 

language. 
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(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

haduk les immeubles rajbi:n 

"those the buildings demolished". 

wa~datt~fla cinglee 

"one the girl crazy" 

c test une fille m~.xlu'G a.

"it is a girl snobbish" 

had al rna froid bazza:f 

"this the water cold too much" (this water is 

too cold) 

crest une grosse tad,ra "it is a big stone"o 

Rules concerning the use of adjectives in code 

mixing: 

1. An adjective in French can be preceded or 

followed by a noun in Algerian Arabic. 

2. An adjective in Algerian Arabic can only be 

preceded by a noun but not followed. 

3. The adjective agrees in nUmber and gender with 

the noun it modifies. E.g., if a French adjective 

is used with an Algerian Arabic noun, it takes the 

gender and number of this noun regardless of the 

gender and number of the French equivalent noun of 

this Algerian Arabic noun. 

5. Use of pronouns: 

In Algerian Arabic, the use of subject pronouns 

is optional. The inflection of the verb indicates 

the person of its subject. 
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In French, on the other hand, subject pronouns 

must precede the verb except in the imperative where 

they are absent. 

However, in all tenses, the subject is largely clear 

from the inflection of the verb. In spite of this, 

the use of a subject pronoun preceding the verb is 

obligatory. 

It is possible to have the following forms in 

Algerian Arabic: 

(36) ana n~.kt~.b 

or I write 

(37) nv.kt~b 

(I) write 

But in French, the form: 

(38) J'~cris "I write" 

cannot become 

( 39 ) *~(!ris.· 

The Algerian Arabic lana naktabl can be 
/ 

translated in French as: "moi, j'ecris" (I, I write) 

where the use of lanai is for emphasis. 

In the data, there are examples where these 

emphatic pronouns in Algerian Arabic are used before 

a French subject pronoun and verb: 

(40) 

(41) 

(42) 

ana j' aime pas sa "I I don't like that" , 

rantuma vous partirez les premiers 

"You, you will go the first". 

ana j'pourrai venir demain "I I can come , 

tomorrow" 
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(43) 
, 

ana nviziti Ie musee "I, I visit the museum". 

In this last example, there is no French subject 

pronoun "je" (I) preceding the Algerianised French 

verb "visiter" (to visit) but instead an Algerian 

Arabic inflection is used: /n/. 

To test the syntactic constraint where the 

subject pronouns must be used according to the rule 

of the language they are in, I constructed some 

hypothetical examples: 

(44) * tna mangeons 

(45) * je nakal 

"we eat" , 

"I, I eat". 

All the informants I asked found both sentences 

(1,4), (45), unacceptable. 

The rules are: 

1. If a pronoun is in French, the verb which 

follows it must have the French inflection. 

2. If a pronoun is in Algerian Arabic, the verb 

which follows it must have the Algerian Arabic 

inflection. 

6. Use of prepositions: 

In both Algerian Arabic and French, the 

prepositions precede the noun phrases they govern. 

It is very common among Algerian bilinguals to 

use an Algerian Arabic preposition in a French 

sentence and vice versa. In the data, there were 

the following examples: 
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(46) 

(47) 

(48) 

(49) 

tu ne vois pas la structure nta~ Ie true 

You do not see the structure of the thing 

Juste fi "Lothian Road" 

just in Lothian Road (name of a street in 

Edinburgh) 

wi:n il y a la diff~rence de niveau 

where there is the difference of level 

t,~lta.l '(i sur da: k lij.fra: S 
You climb on that the bed o 

It is interesting to note that it is possible 

to have an entire French sentence with an Algerian 

Arabic preposition as well as an Algerian Arabic 

sentence with a French preposition . Pfaff (1979) 
. , 

claims that it is impossible to use a Spanish 

preposition in an English sentence and vice versa in 

Spanish-English code mixing. 

Apart from the above examples involving the use 

of a preposition in one language in a sentence in 

the other language, there were examples in the data 

where the preposition was followed by a noun phrase 

in the same language as the preposition: 

(50) Tu peux venir m~a l~bna:t 

"You can come with the girls" 

7. Use of adverbs: 

It is also very common for Algerian bilinguals 

to use Algerian Arabic adverbs in a French sentence 

and vice versa. 
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(51) mbaGda tu remontes 

"after you go up again". 

(52) Elle se penche hakda 

She bends like this 

(53) D'abord kifa:5 truii 

first the way you go 

(54) alors comme rasa.k rahu 1 tatt 

so as your head is down. 

(55) mbaGda tu te dis winta rani rajta 

After you tell yourself when am I going 

(56) bakri y'avait des statues 

before there were statues 

8 0 Use of co-ordination: 

Conjunctions of co-ordination whether in French 

or Algerian Arabic may be used to join two French 

sentences·or two Algerian Arabic ones or one sentence 

in French and the other in Algerian Arabic in Arabic/ 

French code mixing. 

" (57) il y a des lumieres w~lla des fils, c'est des 

there are lights or 

(58) bqssa~ c'est cher 

but it is 

(59) Xdawah mais 

expensive 

majastiiaquh S 

~toiles 

threads, they are 

stars. 

they took it but they do not need it. 
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In the above examples, we notice that the 

sentence is in one language and the conjunction in 

the other language. However, in other types of code 

mixing such as Indian/English code mixing, this type 

of mixing is not possible; Kachru (1977) claims that 

it is not possible to have a conjunction in a 

language different from both of the sentences it 

conjoins. 

9, Use of interrogative words: 

In Algerian Arabic and French, interrogative 

elements are put at the beginning of the interroga-

tive sentences. 

In Arabic/French code mixing, it is possible to 

have the interrogative word in one language and the 

sentence in the other language. 

(60) pourquoi \<.ajan nnda? 

why is there dampness. 

(61) S-ha: 1 tu 1 'as achet~? 
. 

how much did you buy it for 

10. Noun phrases: 

In French, the word order in declarative 

sentences is lSubject + Verb + Object! but in 

Algerian Arabic, we can have either LSubject + Verb + 

Objec!7 or LVerb + Subject + Object7. 
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Examples: 

French: 

La fille mange une pomme "the girl eats an apple" 

S V 0 

Al~erian Arabic: 

ttafla takul t-affata ) the girl eats an apple 

or S V 
) 

0 ) 
) 

takul tt'afla t ~ffa1ia ) eats the girl an apple 

V S 0 

In the data, there were exa~ples where the noun 

phrase or subject was in French and the verb in 

Arabic 

(62) Les tasses deth~ jduru "the cups of tea turn" 

(63) / " .... Les eleves Xard3u a huit heures' "the pupils 

went out at eight o'clock o " 

In these examples, the word order Subject + Verb 

+ object is possible in both French and Algerian 

Arabic. However, there were examples in the data 

where the subject was in Algerian Arabic and the 

verb in French with either SVO or VSO word orders: 

(64) 

(65) 

Lasmawa:t djalhum ils sont ridicules 

"the names of theirs they are ridiculous." 
/ 

al Xaddami:n ils ont dessine 

"the workers they have drawn". 

From the examples ('~) and ('5) we notice that 

the subject is repeated in the pronoun "ils". The 

reason is that the sentences are begun in Algerian 
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Arabic and therefore verb inflections must be present 

as in AA: In Algerian Arabic, the first segment in 

a tensed verb represents the subject pronoun. To 

apply this rule to a French verb, one has either to 

add a subject pronoun or to treat the French verb 

like an Algerian Arabic one such as: 

(66) les ~l~ves jbavardi:w bazza:f 

"the pupils talk too much 

/ jbavardi:w / = Algerianised form of ils bavardent 

In the following examples, the word order is VSO, 

a word order structure which is valid for Algerian 

Arabic onlyo However, in these sentences, the verb 

was in Algerian Arabic and the subject in French but 

not vice versa as this kind of VSO structure is not 

possible in French: 

(67) 

(68) 

d3a Ie prof'esseur ba.kri 

"came the teacher early" 

mazalat l'ascenseur mkassra 

remained the lift broken 

While the structure: LVerb in Algerian Arabic + 

Subject in French7 is possible, the structure Lverb 

in French + subject in either languag~7 is not 

possible: 

(69) *mange la fille la pomme 

eats the girl the apple 

(70) *est venu l~l~d hier 

has come the boy yesterday. 
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As far as the object is concerned, there were 

examples in the data where the verb phrase was in 

French and the object in Algerian Arabic: 

(71) disco' j~ajtulha 

disco they call it 

(72) r.anta laz:Jm n qJriwI~k tricot 

you we must buy you a pullov-e;y

(73) ~andi surv~tement 

(74) 

I have a training suit 

/ 
t;J r akbi fi la fusee : 

you get on the roc..k~t 

(75) elle a fait w~td almakla 

She ~ade a dish. 

11. Verb phrases 

In both Algerian Arabic and French a verb may 

have another verb as its complement. In French, 

this second verb is in the infinitive form without 

subject apart from the one preceding the first verba 

Example: 

French: 

Je vais chanter 

I am going to sing. 

But in Algerian Arabic, there is no such 

infinitive corresponding to the above French case. 

Thus, the verb which follows another verb has to be 

inflected for tense. 
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Example: 

raj"tia n b' ~.nni 
I am going to sing 

n.b. the first /n/ in /n~~nn~ 

stands for the 1st 

person. 

In the data, there were examples where the first 

verb was in Algerian Arabic and the second in French. 

But in all cases, the French verb was treated like an 

Algerian Arabic verb, with the tense and subject 

inflections. 

(76) laz~.m tri vizi 

You must revise 

/ . /trivizi/ = is the Algerianised form of tu reVlses 

(you revise) 

(77) ma jaqdarS jr~dubli 

he cannot repeat the course 

/jr~dubli/ = is the Algerianised form of il 

redouble (he repeats the course) 

(78) lazam jdiskyti:w m~a:h 

they must discuss with him 

/jdiskyti:w/ = is the Algerianised form of ils 

discutent (they discuss) 

In these examples, the French verbs are Algerianised. 

However, I found no example in the data where the 

first verb was in Algerian Arabic and the second 

verb in French in the infinitive formo To test 

this syntactic constraint, I constructed the 

following hypothetical sentence and asked bilingual 



informants to judge whether it is acceptable or not: 

*raj'hi:n partir 

we are going 

All informants found the sentence unacceptable. 

However, when it comes to verbs used with 

auxiliaries such as some of the past tenses in French, 

there was no example in the data showing the 

auxiliary in one language and the main verb in 

another language. 

To test this yntactic constraint, I constructed 

the following examples: 

*tu es d3i:t 

you have come 

*-(anta ra:k venu 

You have come 

Both sentences were judged unacceptable by the 

informants. 

12. Use of conditionals: 

In Algerian Arabic, the clauses of a conditional 

construction are introduced by /walla/ or /luka:n/ 

which stand for "if" and "otherwise". 

In French, the particle used in a conditional 

construction is si standing for "if"o 

In the data, I had the following examples 

showing that it is possible to have one clause in 

Algerian Arabic and the other in French: 
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(79)' tu dois bien t'attraper w~lla i1ihi 

You must hold yourself otherwise you fall 

(SO) walla ~i on ira prendre un caf~ 

If you come we will go to have a coffee. 

(Sl) lukan Graft je serais venu plut~t 

If I had known I would have come earlier. 

(S2) Si tu veux naqdarnqulalha 

If you want I can tell her. 

(83) Si crest comme %a makallaj nd3i 

if it's like that I should not come o 
) 

It was noticed that it is possible to have the 

particle "if" in Algerian Arabic followed by a 

clause in French but not possible to have the 

particle in French followed by a clause in Algerian 

Arabic o 

The following sentence was found unacceptable 

by the informants: 

*si d3i on ira ensemble la-bas 

If you come we will go together there. 

Conclusions 

The preceding examination of the data on Arabic-

French code· mixing shows that there are specific 

rules governing the grammatical structures: 



1. Structure-preserving Constraint: 

A grammatical structure must be equivalent to 

one which would have been correct in the pre-switch 

language had no switch occurred. 

The following cases illustrate this rule in 

code mixing: 

a. Grammatical Structure Equivalent in both 

Languages (Algerian Arabic and French) 

E.g. I Subj ect + who + verb I 
E.go 

((1) F. la fille gUi est venue 
( the girl who has come 
( 

aiiafla ((2) AA. .alIi d3a : t 
the girl who has come 

Can be either: 

(3) la fille ~lli d3a:t 
F AA AA 

the girl who has come 

or 

(4) ~it ~ fla qui est venue 
the girl who has' come 

in AA and F 

b. Grammatical structure is possible in one 

language only but would be ungrammatical in the 

other: 

E • g.: the ru Ie 

I demonstrati ve + noun I in French 



E.g. (1) F. Cette fille 
this girl 

which can become (2) cette i:~fla 
F AA 

this girl 

but not: 

(2) *had fille 
AA F 

this girl 

because in AA, we must have 

demonstrative + definite article + noun 

(3) had ~it~fla 
AA AA AA 

this the girl 

which can become, 

(4) had la fille 
AA F F 

this the girl 

but not 

(5) *cette la T'afla 
F F AA 

this the girl 

or 

(6) *cette la fille 
F F F 

th_is the girl 

Therefore, one can conclude that in code ~ixing, a 

bilingual speaker applies a grammatical structure 

which is either acceptable in both languages or if 

the grammatical structure is acceptable in one 

language only, this speaker would use the structure 

of the language in which he started the sentence or 

the clause. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

DIGLOSSIA IN ARABIC 

A comparative study of Algerian Arabic and 
Standard Arabic 

5.0 Introduction: 

In this chapter, aspects of the main phonological 

and morphological discrepancies between Algerian Arabic 

and Standard Arabic will be displayed. 

Diglossia has been looked at by linguists such as 

175. 

Ferguson (1959) who described the phenomenon of diglossia 

from its functional aspect by stating the existence of 

a HIGH variety and a LOW one within some particular 

languages such as Arabic and Greek and so on. 

Other linguists have analysed the problem of 

diglossia from ~he structural aspect; Altoma (1969) made 

a comparative study between Classical Arabic and Iraqi 

Arabic by comparing phonological, morphological, syntactic 

and lexical aspects of both varieties. 

However, as far as the North African countries are 

concerned, no such analysis has been carried out so far. 

The Arabic varieties spoken in Algeria, Tunisia and 

Morocco are quite different from those spoken in the 

Middle East countries. The dissimilariti~s between . 
Standard Arabic and Algerian Arabic are greater than 

those between Standard Arabic and other colloquial 

varieties of Arabic. 

5.1 Phonemic comparison between Algerian Arabic and 
Standard Arabic: 



In this section, an account of the distribution of 

the consonants and vowels of both varieties will be given. 

All the possible occurrences of the phonemes within the 

word and the syllable will be presented. 

5.1.1 - The consonants: 

In order to have a systematic analysis of the 

consonants distribution, I have decided to include all 

types of syllable and word structures where a particular 

given consonant may occur. The following positions were 

used in the analysis of the consonants: 

word initial position 

word medial position 

word final position 

intervocalically 

syllable-medial position 

There are 28 consonants in SA and 31 consonants in AA: 

1 The set of consonants which are shared by AA and 

SA are: 

Ib, t, d, 1:, cr, K, q, m, n, f, s, z, 5, d), 

x, ~, ii, 'l, h, 'I, r, w, jl 

2 The consonants which are exclusive to SA are: 

Ie, 0, ~, ? I 

3 The consonants which are exclusive to AA are: 

As, p, %, t J, g, :£/ 



Fig. 5.1 The consonant chart of AA 

Bilabial labio- Dental Alvoolar Palato- Palatal 
dental a Ivoo lar 

Plosive p b t d 

15 t ct 

Nasal In n 

Lateral 1 

Roll r 

~ 

Fricative f v s z 5 
-s ~ 

Affricate tf d? 

Approximant w J 

*/~/ is actually realized as an approximant 

Velar UVular Pharyngeal 

k g q 

X ~ i1 ~* 

Glottal 

h 

~ 
""-l 
""-l 
o 



Fig. 5.2 The consonant chart of SA 

Bilabial Labio- Dental Alveolar Palato- Palatal 
dental alveolar 

Plosive b ,t d 

t ct 
Nasal m n 

Lateral 1 

Roll r 

Fricative f e >g s z J 
1 ..fY 

Affricate d3 
Approximant w j 

*/~/ is actually realized as an approximant 

Velar Uvular 

k q 

X ~ 

Pharyngeal Glottal 

? 

11 ~?tc h 

~ 

""'-l 
00 
• 



5.1.1.1 

5.1.1.1.1 

Consonants shared by AA and SA: 

Stops 

5.1.1.1.1.1 Ibl represents a voiced unaspirated bilabial 

plosive. 

1. Distribution: 

(a) Distribution in AA: 

I In'word-initial position: 

:f*bV (:) C 

-=1t bCV 

Eg: /ban/ son of 

Eg: /bdal he started 

II In word and syllable-medial positions and 

III 

intervocalically: 

v (:) b V (:) Eg: /nabi: 1/ a boy I s name 

V b b V (:) Eg: /kabbi:h/ pour it 
(imp. 2nd pers.sing. fern.) 

V b b C Eg: /kabbri/ make a thing grow. 
(imp. 2nd pers. sing. fern.) 

V b C V Eg: /labsi:n/ dressed (plural) 

V C b V 

V C b C V 

V b C 

V b b b V 

In word-final 

V b b ~ 

C V ( : ) b ~ 

V C b "* 

Eg: /ratbal a group of people 

Eg: /janbda:w/ they are to be 
started 

Eg: 11abd/ a human being 

Eg: /~abbbi/ make wool balls 
(imp. 2nd pers. sing. masc). 

position: 

Eg: /kabb/ pour (imp. 2nd pers. 
sing. masc. ) 

Eg: /ta:b/ he repented 

Eg: / Ja1b/ people 



(b) Distribution in SA: 

I In word-initial position: 

:#= b V ( : ) C Eg: /ba:b/ a door 

II In word-medial position: 

V ( : ) b V ( : ) Eg: Inabi:ll noble (masc. sing. ) 

V b b V ( : ) Eg: ;l1abba/· a grain 

V b C V Eg: Ijabbil he wants 

V C b V Eg: /manbal' I a well 

V b C Eg: Il'abdl a human being 

III In word-final position: 

V b b :\\= Eg: ;1iubb/ a love 

C V ( : ) b * Eg: Itu:bl repent (imp. 2nd pers. 
masc. sing. ) 

V C b '~ Eg: I fal'bl people 

2. The allophones of Ibl 

In AA: 

1. In most positions Ibl is realized as a voiced 

bilabial. 

2. When Ibl is preceded or followed by a voiceless 

consonant, it is usually partially devoiced: 

Ibl --~ [~] (voiceless consonant) Eg: /bEar/ --~ 

[~l1ar] . 

3. When Ibl is followed by a rounded vowel or a 

bilabial approximant, it is-labialised: 

Ibl --~ [b] I_(rounded vowel) Eg: Ibu:s/ --'l[bo:s] 
w 

kiss (imp. 2nd pers. 
masc. sing.) 
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4. When Ibl is followed by an emphatic consonant, 

it is pharyngealised: 

Ibl --~[b] I_(emphatic consonant) Eg: Ib~a/--~ 

he was late 

5. Ibl is also pharyngealised in French loan words 

which are phonologically adapted to the 

phonological system of Algerian Arabic: 

Ibl --) [b] in French loan words Eg: Ibalol --~ 

[talo:n] a balloon 
W 

In SA: 

1. In most positions, Ibl is realized as a voiced 

bilabial. 

2. When followed by a rounded vowel, or a bilabial 

approximant, Ibl is labialised 

Ibl -~ [b ]/_(rounded vowel). Eg: Ibu: sl --~ [b 0; 5 ] 
W W w 

5.1.1.1.1.2 

1. 

(a) 

I In 

* t 

-* t 

* t 

~ t 

It I represents 

Distribution 

kiss (imp. 2nd pers. 
sing. masc.) 

a voiceless alveolar stop. 

Distribution in AA: 

word-initial position: 

V ( : ) C Eg: Ita:bl he repented 

C V ( : ) Eg: Itra:bl soil 

t V ( : ) Eg: Itti:nl the figs 

t C V ( : ) Eg: Ittra:bl the soil 



II In word and syllable medial positions and 
intervocalically: 

C t V (:) 

etc V (:) 

V t V 

V t t V 

V t t c 

Eg: /kta:b/ a book 

Eg: /stra:t/ he rested 

Eg: /fa:tu/ they passed by 

Eg: / satta/ six 

Eg: /mattli/ represent 
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(imp. 2nd pers. fern. sing). 

V t t t V 

vet c V 

vee t V 

V t c V 

vet V 

Eg: /fattti/ reduce to crumbs 

(imp. 2nd pers. fern. sing). 

Eg: /jastra:t/ he is resting 

Eg: /janstar/ it is being 
protected 

Eg: /matna/ we died 

Eg: /rafta/ fresh pasta 

III In word-final position: 

c V t '* 
Vtt =#: 

vet * 

Eg: /tu:t/ blackberries 

Eg: /fatt/ I passed by 

Eg: /qalt/ I said 

(b) Distribution in SA: 

I In word-initial position: 

#- t V (:) Eg: /ta:b/ he repented 

II In word-medial position: 

V t V Eg: /ra?ajtu/ I saw 

V t t V Eg: /hatta/ until 

V t c V Eg: /mitrajn/ two meters 

vet V Eg: /Xibta/ humility 

V t c Eg: /mitr/ one meter 



2. 

in 

1. 

III In word-final position: 

C V t # Eg: /ma:t/ he died 

V C t * Eg: /.e-amt/ silence 

The allophones of /t/: 

AA: 

When /tl is preceded by a rounded vowel or a 

bilabial approximant, it is labialised: 

It I -) [s] L(rounded vowel) 
w 

Eg : / t u : t / -~ [ to : t ] 
w 

blackberries 

2. /tl is aspirated when it is followed by a glottal 

pharyngeal: 
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It I -) [th] I _ (glottal fricative') Eg: /thi :b/ -~ 

[thh~:b] she fears 

3. It/ is unreleased when followed by a homorganic 

consonant: 

It/ ~ [to] / __ (homorganic consonant) 

Eg: Itsi:r/ ~ [tOs~:r]. she passes by . 

4. When It/ occurs in the environment of emphatic 

consonants, it is pharyngealised: 

/t/ -~ [t] L(emphatic consonant) 

Eg: Isab'tl ----.:, [sa\)t] I found 

5. It I is also pharyngealised in French loan words: 

It I -7[~] in French loan words 

Eg: Itablal ~ ['tabla] a table 

in SA: 

1. When /t/ is followed by a rounded vowel or a 

bilabial approximant, it is labialised: 



/t/ --~ [$] / __ (rounded vowel) eg: /tu:b/ --~[to:b] 
~ w 

repent (imp. 2nd pers. sing. masc). 

5.1.1.1.1.3 It/ represents a pharyngealised voiceless 

alveolar stop. 

1. Distribution 

(a) Distribution in AA: 

I. In word initial position: 

*1 V ( : ) Eg: ;ti:r/ fly 
(imp. 2nd pers.masc.sing) . 

* t c V Eg: ;tri/ tender (masc. sing. ) 

* 't t V ( : ) Eg: /f.ta: r/ the revenge 

~ t t c V ( : ) Eg: /ttri:q/ the road 

II. In word and syllable medial positions: 

V 1. V Eg: /fatima/ a girl's name 

V 't 1: V Eg: ;fia1:ta/ a good situation 

vtt c Eg: /qa1:.tri: h/ purify it 
(imp. 2nd pers.fem.sing) . 

vtttv Eg: /Xa~t~i/ make a plan . 
(imp. 2nd pers.fem.sing) . 

V C c t V Eg: /janbtal1/ he lies on the bed 

V'tC V Eg: /ma1:li/ covered (masc. sing. ) 

V C't V Eg: /sar1:.at/ she swallowed 

V C-t' C V Eg: /gantra/ a bridge 

III. In word final position: 

C vi: ~ Eg: /!s"a :1:/ he inspired sympathy 

V t-t ~ Eg: ;11ai:-t/ put 
(imp. 2nd pers.masc.sing) . 

V C t' it Eg: /mart/ an illness 



2. 

in 

1. 

(b) Distribution in SA: 

I In word initial position: 

iF 1: V ( : ) Eg: (tajr/ a bird 

II In word medial position: 

vl:v Eg: /Xa'ta?/ a mistake 

V t t V Eg: /ma1:1:a~/ rubber 

V'tC V Eg: /qai:ra/ a drop 

III In word final position: 

C V(~ * Eg: /qa:~/ a suit 

vt~ 

* Eg: /Xatt/ a line 

The allophones of /t/: 

AA: 

When It/ is followed by a rounded vowel or a bilabial 

approximant, it is labialised: 

;1/ -.~ [tJ /_ (rounden. vowel) 
w w 

Eg: /turta/ -~ [tortaJ 
w 

a pie 

In SA: 

1. When /t/ is followed by a rounded vowel or a 

bilabial approximant, it is labialised: 

/~/ -~ [tJ / (rounded vowel) 
w - w 

Eg : /ma'tw i/ -=> [rna'twi ] 
w 

folded 
(sing. rnasc.) 

5.1.1.1.1.4 /d/ : represents a voiced alveolar stop. 

1. Distribution 

(a) Distribution in AA: 

1. In word initial position: 

it dV (:) Eg: /da:r/ a house 



'*" d C v (:) 

=tr d d V (:) 

* d d C V 

Eg: /dba:l/ it faded 

Eg: /ddi:n/ the religion 

Eg: /ddra/ the maize 

II In word and syllable medial positions and 
intervocalically: 

C C d V 

CdC V 

V d V 

V d d V 

V d d C 

V d d d V 

V CdC V 

vee d V 

V d C V 

Eg: /nbda/ it was started 

Eg: /ndba~/ it was slaughtered 

Eg: /radija/ a girl's name 

Eg: /saddu/ they closed 

Eg: /raddmi/ destroy 
. , 

(imp. 2nd pers. fern. sing) 

Eg: /madddi/ extend 

(imp. 2nd pers. fern. sing) 

Eg: /j and~ak/ he is being massaged 

Eg: /j anbda/ it is being started 

Eg: /jadba:l/ it is fading 

III In word final position: 

V C d Eg: /bard/ a cold 

C V (:) d ~ Eg: /jfi:d/ it is useful 

~ 
V d d Eg: /madd/ give 

(imp. 2nd pers. fern. sing) 

-
(b) Distribution in SA: 

I In word initial position: 

* dV (:) Eg: /da:r/ a house 



2. 

In 

1. 

II In word-medial position: 

V d V Eg: /bada?a/ he started 

V d d V Eg: /haddada/ he put a limit 

V d C V Eg: /mudmin/ addicted (masc. sing.) 

V C d V Eg: /masdar/ a source 

V d C Eg: /badr/ moon 

III In word-final position: 

V C d * Eg: Ira)' d/ thunder 

The allophones of /d/ 

AA: 

When /d/ is followed by a rounded vowel or a 

bilabial approximant, it is labialised: 

/d/ -, [d J /_ (rounded vowel) 
W W 

Eg: /duda/ --~ [dodeJ a worm w 

2. /d/ is devoiced if it is preceded or Iollowed by a 

voiceless consonant: 

/d/ -) [9J / __ (voiceless consonant) 

Eg: /dfar/ -~ [9fa~J a nail 

3. When /d/ is in the environment of emphatic 

consonant, it is pharyngealized: 

/d/ -, [~J 1 __ (emphatic consonant) 

Eg: /m&addad/ -~ ['ffi&Actcr ActJ rusty 
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4. Idl is also pharyngealized in French loan words: 

E.g.; Idominol --~ L~o~no7 
w -

dominoes 

In SA: 

1. When Idl is followed by a rounded vowel, it is 

labialised: 

Idl ---:.-, r~] 1_ (rounded vowel) 

E.g. Ijadu:ml --) [jt~(Q:m J it lasts 

5.1 .1 .1 .1 .5- It/ represents' a pharyngea11sed yo1ced 

alT801ar stop. 

1. Distribution 

(a) Distribution in AA 

I. In word initial position: 

#" tv (:) C E. g. : Itarsal a tooth 
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=I/=" a-- c v E. g. : I'!ri: t I polite (masc. sing.) 

=#=" a-t V E. g. : I at!)ll the shade 

~ ~ C V E. g. : I a'la:ml the obscurity 

- ., 
If. In word and syllable medial positions and 

intervocelically: 

V a-V E. g. : Imakil past 

V ct tv E . g. : I f ~ ctit a I silver 

V t c E. g. : I~'acrral a virgin 

C tv 
vet a-- c E.g. I f'va:[li I prefer (imp. 2nd 

pers o fern. sing 0 ) 

C ct c V E.go In a-Garl he was put off 

C C a- V Eogo Inqtal it was performed. 



III. In word final position: 

E.g. Is~t~ I he rushed 

(b) Distribution in SA: 

I. In word initial position 

it= tv (:) c E. g. I cr arab I he hit 

II. In word and syllable medial positions and 

intervocalically 

V <tV E.g. Ima: cri I past 

V ta V E.g. Ifi <tr al silver 

V etc V E.g. Ijacrrubl he hits 

III. In word final position 

V C a- it E.g. Ifar-ctl a duty 

veta-
~ 

E.g. jliacttl luck 

2. The allophones of I tl 

In AA: 

1. When I t I is followed by a rounded vowel 

bibelial approximant, ~t is labialised 

/ it / -> [t_f/-,(;roun~ed vowel) 

E.g. I~ural -4 [~or~7 a turn 

In SA: 

or a 

2. When I t I is followed by a rounded vowel, it is 

labialised 
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/ d / -'7 L It J). ,. (rounded
w 

vowel) 

E. g. : /cturiba/ ---? L~orA,b-e,7 it was hit. 
W' 

5.1.1.1.1.6 /k/: represents a voiceless velar stop 

1. Distribution 

( a) Distribution in AA: 

I. In word initial position 

#= k V ( : ) C E.g. /ka:r/ a coach 

* k C V E.g. /kla/ he ate 

II. In word and syllable medial positions and 

intervocalically: 

C k V 

VkV 

V k k V 

V k k C 

E.g. /skar/ he has drunk 

E.g. /raki/ you are 

E.g. /m~kka/ Mecca 

Egg. /st]kkri/ put icing sugar 
on a cake (imp. 

190, 

2nd pers. fern. sing.) 

V k k k V 

V C k V 

V k C V 

E.g. /t.akkki/ make a friction 
(imp. 2nd. pers. fe~. 

ding.l 

E.g. /j~r~~b/ he rides 

E.g. /j~krah/ he hates 



III In word final position: 

V k k =\t= Eg: ;11akk/ scratch 

(imp. 2nd pers. masc. 

V C k * Eg: /malk/ property 

C V k ~ Eg: /li:k/ to you (sing. ) 

(b) Distribution in SA: 

I. In word initial position: 

4F k V (:) C Eg: /kita:b/ a book 

II. In word medial position: 

V k V Eg: /?innaka/ you are 

V k k V Eg: /makka/ Mecca 

V C k V Eg: /jaskun/ he lives at 

V k C V Eg: /makru:h/ hated 

V k C Eg: /nakr/ a denial 

III. In word final position: 

V C k *" Eg: /silk/ a metallic thread 

V k k ~ Eg: /fakk/ a jaw 

2. The allophones of /k/: 

1. In AA: 

sing) 

1. When /k/ is followed by a rounded vowel or a 

bilabial approximant, it is labialised: 

/k/ -=7 [k ] 
w 

/ __ (rounded vowel) 
w 

Eg: /ku Ja/ ->[ ko J-eJ 
'W 

an oven 
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2. /k/ is retracted when preceded by an emphatic 

consonant or a back vowel: 

/k/ -7 [k] / (back vowel) 
w 

Eg: /~kak/ _~ [-s-k I\k] cheques 

3. /k/ is advanced when preceded or followed by a 

palat 1 approximant or a front vowel 

/k/ -=) [k] 
+ 

/ __ (palatal approximant) 
( front vowel ) 

Eg: /kjasa/ _7 [kjcse] kindness 
+ 

2. In SA: 

1. When /k/ is followed by a rounded vowel it is 

labialised: 

/k/ ~ [k] / 
-

(rounded vowel) 
w 

Eg: /ku:b/ -~ [ko:b] 
¥' 

a glass 

5.1.1.1.1.7 /q/: represents a voiceless uvular plosive. 

1. Distribution: 

(a) Distribution in AA: 

I In word initial position: 

* q V (:).C 

-=tt= q C V (:) 

Eg: /qa:l/ he said 

Eg: /qtal/ he killed 

II In word and syllable medial positions and 
intervocalically: 

V q V Eg: /taqa/ a window 

V q q V Eg: ;t1aqqi/ my right 

V q q C Eg: /naqqli/ carry from one place 
to the other 

(imp. 2nd pers. feme sing) 



v q q q V 

v C q C V 

V C q V 

V q C V 

C q C V 

Eg: /5aqqqi/ find out the truth 

(imp. 2nd pers. fan. sing) 

Eg: /jenqtel/ it is being killed 

Eg: /jerqed/ he sleeps 

Eg: /meqla/ a frying pan 

Eg: /nqtel/ he was killed 

III In word final position: 

VCq * 
C V q * 
V q q ~ 

Eg: /ferq/ a difference 

Eg: /fa:q/ he woke up 

Eg: ;taqq/ a right 

(b) Distribution in SA 

I In word initial position: 

-=tf q V (:) C Eg: /qa:l/ he said 

II In word medial position: 

V q V 

V q q V 

V C q V 

V q C 

Eg: /sa:quha/ her thigh 

Eg: !liaqquhu/ his right 

Eg: /jasqi:/ he waters 

Eg: /maqsu:d/ meant (mase. sing.) 

III In word final position: 

V C q *' Eg: /mazq/ 

2. The allophones of /q/: 

1. When /q/ is followed by a rounded vowel or a 

bilabial approximant, it is labialised: 

/q/ -':J [q ] I_(rounded vowel) 
W w 
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Eg: /qu:l/-~[qo:1J say (imp. 2nd pers. masc. sing.) 
W 



2. /q/ is aspirated when it is followed by a 

glottal fricative. 

/q/ --- [qh] / ( 1 tt 1 f "' _ goa ricative) 

a small coffee 

(diminutive for /qahwa/ --~coffee) 

In SA: 

1. /q/ is labialised when it is followed by a 

rounded vowel. 

/q/ 

Eg: 

~ [q] 
w 

/_ (rounded vowel) 

/qu :m/ -""> [qo:m] 
w 

get up 

(imp. 2nd pers. masc. sing.) 

5.1.1.1.1.8 /m/ : represents a bilabial nasal plosive. 

1. Distribution. 
..( 

(a) Distribution in AA: 

I. In word initial position: 

~ m V ( : ) C Eg: /ma:t/ he died 

~ m C V Eg: /mri :1:/ ill (masc. sing. ) 
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* m C C V Eg: /mbta11/ he lied down on a bed 

II. In word and syllable medial positions and· 
intervocalically: 

C C m V 

C m C V 

V m V 

V m C 

V m m V 

V m m m V 

Eg: /nsmal/ it was heard 

Eg: /nmsat/ it was swept 

Eg: '/samitha/ I sat next to her 

Eg: /Iams/ sun 

Eg: /sarnmi/ say "In the name of God" 

( imp. 2nd pers. sing.) 

Eg: /sammmi:h/ poison him 

timp. 2nd pers. fern. sing.) 



Vim m C Eg: !-sarnmri/ nail something 

(imp. 2nd pers. fen. sing.) 

V C m C Eg: /j amsat/ it is being swept 

V C C m V Eg: /jansmal/ it can be heard 

V C m V Eg: /jarmi/ he throws 

V m C Eg: /namla/ an ant 

III. In word final position: 

V m m *"" Eg: /samm/ poison 

C V ( : ) m ~ Eg: /la:m/ he blamed 

(b) Distribution in SA: 

I In word initial position: 

* m V ( : ) C Eg: /mata:/ when 

II In word medial position and intervocalically: 

V m V Eg: /rama:/ he threw 

V m m V Eg: /lammi:/ my uncle 

V C m V Eg: /ja Smul/ it consists of 

V m C Eg: /nimsa:/ Austria 

V m C Eg: /ramz/ a symbol 

III In word final position: 

C V ( : ) m '* Eg: /la:m/ he blamed 

C V m m :# Eg: /simm/ pOison 



2. The allophones of /m/: 

In AA: 

1. When Im/ is followed by a rounded vowel or a 

bilabial approximant, it is labialised: 

Iml -=-; [m J /_(rounded vowel) 
W W 

Eg: /muta/-~[mot~ J dead people 
W 

2. Iml is pharyngealised when it occurs in the 

environment of emphatic consonants: 

Iml -""'> [-iR V- (emphatic consonant) 

Eg: Imri:-t'/-'"> [-ffi'.ee:tJ ill (masc. sing.) 

3. Iml is unreleased when it is followed by a 

homorganic stop: 

Iml --::, [mo J /_ (homorganic stop) 

Eg: Imbtah/ __ ~[mObta~J he lay down on a bed 

!In SA: 

1. When Iml is followed by a rounded vowel or a 

bilabial approximent, it is labialised: 

Iml -=7 [m J /_ (rounded vowel) 
w -w 

Eg: Imu?min/--~[mu?minJ 
w 

a believer 

5.1.1.1.1.9 In/.: represents an alveolar nasal plosive. 

1. Distribution: 

(a) Distribution in AA: 

I In word initial position: 

~ n V ( : ) C Eg: Ina:r/ a fire 

4F n C V Eg: /nsa/ he forgot 

if n n V ( : ) C Eg: Inni:f/ the nose 
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1= nnCV 

*- n C C v 

Eg: /nnsa/ the women 

Eg: /nbna/ it was built 

II. In word and syllable positions in a word 
and intervocalically: 

V n V 

V nee 

V C n V 

V n C V 

V n n V 

V n n n V 

Eg: /rani/ I am 

Eg: /jansraq/ it can be stolen 

Eg: /qarnu:n/ artichokes 

Eg: /manfi/ exiled 

Eg: /banna/ a taste 

Eg: /hannni/ put henna 

197. 

(imp. 2nd pers. feme sing.) 

V nne Eg: /rannxi/ marinate 

(imp. 2nd pers. fan. sing.) 

C n V Eg: /bna/ he built 

III. In word final position: 

V n n Eg: /fann/ an art 

C V (;) n *" Eg: /ba:n/ he appeared 

(b) Distribution in SA: 

I. In word initial position: 

#" n V (:) C Eg: /na:m/ he slept 

II. In word medial position and intervocalically: 

V n V Eg: /?ana:/ I, me 

V n C Eg: /janmu:/ it grows 

V C n V Eg: /jazni:/ he commits adultery 

V n n V Eg: /?inna/ it is 



III. In word final position: 

C V n iF Eg: /minl who 

V C n "* Eg: Ilallnl a melody 

V n n * Eg: Ifennl an art 

2. The allophones of In/: 

In AA: 

1. When Inl is followed by a rounded vowel or a 

bilabial approximent, it is labialised: 

Inl --~ [n] I (rounded vowel) 
w W 

Eg: Inu:m/_~[no:m] dream 
\It( 

(imp. 2nd p:rs. masc. sing.) 

2. When Inl is followed by a bilabial oral 

plosive, it is realized as [m] 

Inl --=? [ m ] ~(bilabial oral plosive) 

Eg: Inb~all/-~ [mbtai; ] he lay down on a bed 

3. Inl is realized as [Q]when it is followed by a 

velar or uvular consonant. 

/_(velar eonsonant) 

Eg: Inger I-~ [ Q ger ] it was not available 

4 • Inl is realized as [try] when it is followed 

a labio-dental consonant. 

Inl -~ [Ilj y_ (labio-dental consonant) 

Eg: Infawa:hl -~[~fEWE:h] they expelled 
from a country 

5. When In/ is in the environment of emphatic 

consonants, it is pharyngealized: 

Inl -~ [.a-] 1_ (emphatic consonant) 

Eg: Isna l I --':; (&RG.l] he made 

by 

him 
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In SA: 

1. When Inl is followed by a rounded vowel, it is 

labialised: 

Inl -) In 7 I (rounded vowel) 
~. W$ - "vii 

E.g. Inu:r/-->Lno:r7 a light 
w -

5.1.1.1.2 Fricatives 

5.1.1.1.2.1 If I represents a voiceless labio-

dental fricative 

1. Distribution: 

(a) Distribution in AA: 

I. In word initial position 

E~g. Ifa:rl a rat '#= f V (:) C 

~ f C V E.g. Ifna:rl a street light 

II. In word and syllable medial positions and 

intervocalically: 

V f V E.g. l-safi I clear (masc. sing.) 

199. 

V f f V E.g. 18~!!i/ clear it (imp. feme sing.2nd 

V f f C E.g. l-e:-affril whistle (imp. 2nd. 
pera. ) 

pers. feme sing .) 

C f V E.g. Ima<1fu:nl dirty (masc. sing. ) 

V f C E.g. ;iiafral a hole 

C f C C E.g. Infra:tl it was solved 

III. In word final position: 

C V (:) f "#" E • g. / Sa: f / he saw 



(b) Distribution in SA: 

I. In word initial position: 

=tF f V (:) C E.g. Ifa:tl he passed by 

II. In word and syllable medial positions and 

intervocalically: 

V f V 

V f f V 

V f C 

C f V 

III. In word 

C V ( : ) 

V C f 

final 

f #-

*" 

E.g. Isafarl a trip 

E.g. Ijaffa:f l transparent 
(masc. sing.) 

E.g. It€Yafral yellow (fern. sing.) 

E.g. Imadfu:nl buried (maSC. 
sing 0 ) 

position: 

E.g. IXa:fl he was scared 

E.g./saqfl a ceiling. 

20 The allophones of If I 

In AA: 

1. When If I is followed by a rounded vowel or a 

bilabial approximant, it is labialised: 

/f I -'> L-F 7 Ic rounded vowel) w- J-~ 'ltv 

E. g. Ifu: II -") Lf ~ :1,7 beans 
w 

In SA: 

1. When If I is followed by a rounded vowel, it is 

labialised: 

If I -"} [£ J;i. (rounded vowel) 
'WI' 

E.g. Ifu:til -4 Lf (;):t ~7 pass (imp. 2nd pers. 
~ feme sing.) 
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5.1.1.1.2.2/s/ : represents a voiceless alveolar fricative. 

1. Distribution 

(a) Distribution in AA: 

I . In word initial position: 

iF s V ( : ) C 

f s c V ( : ) 

=If=: s s V ( : ) C 

* sse V 

=It= s c c V 

II. In word and syllable 

intervocalically: 

esc V 

v sec V (:) 

v c s V 

V s C V 

V esc V 

V s s V 

V sse 

v s s s V 

V 8 V 

E.g. /satta/ six 

E.g. /st;;r/ a divine 
protection 

E.g. /ssi:f/ the sword 

E.g. /sstar/ the divine 
protection 

E.g. /stra:"li/ he rested 

medial positions and 

E.g. /nsraq/ it was stolen 

Eog. /j~stra:h/ he rests 

Eog. / j~ nsa/ he forgets 

E.g. / j~sma'1/ he hears 

E.g. /jansr~q/ it can be 
stolen 

E.g. /m~ssi/ touch 
(imp. 2nd. pers. 

fern. sing.) 

E.g. {fiassni/ make something 
perfect. (imp. 

2nd. pers. fern. 
sing.) 

E.g. (liasssi/ use witchcraft 
powder (imp. 2nd. 
pers. fern. singo) 

E.g. /nasima/ a girl's name 
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III. In word final position: 

c V s Eg: /mu:s/ a knife 

V s s Eg: /mass/ touch 

(imp. 2nd pers. masc. sing.) 

V C s =#= Eg: /mars/ March 

(b) Distribution in SA: 

I In word initial position: 

-::#= c V (:) C Eg: /sullam/ a staircase 

II In word medial position and intervocalically: 

V s V Eg: /nasi:m/ a brise 

V C s V Eg: /maksi/ dressed (masc. 

V s C V Eg: /masmu:m/ poisonous 

V s C Eg: /rasm/ a drawing 

V s s V Eg: /kassara/ he broke 

III In word final position: 

C V (:) s "* 
V C s 

V s s 

Eg: /na:s/ people 

Eg: /maws/ a blade 

Eg: /Xass/ lettuce 

2. The allophones of lsi: 

1. 

I 
I 

When /s/ is followed by a rounded vowel or a 

bilabial approximant, it is labialised: 

/s/ -:') [s ] /_ (rounded vowel) 
w w 

Eg: /swa :m/ -~ [sw€:m ] prices 
w 

sing. ) 
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In SA: 

1. When /s/ is followed by a rounded vowel, it is 

labialised: 

/s/ -) [s ] /_ (rounded vowel) 
w w 

E g : /r a? s uh u/ ~ [r a ? so ho ] 
w w 

5.1.1.1.2.3 /~/ : represents a pharyngealised voiceless 

alveolar fricative. It is also a primary 

emphatic consonant. 

1. Distribution 

(a) Distribution in AA: 

I In word initial position: 

if .-s-V ( : ) C Eg: /-s-i: f/ summer 

* -s-C V ( : ) C Eg: /.s<ti: d/ rust 

#= --&-&V ( : ) C Eg: /-ss-i: f/ the summer 

# -s- -&' C V Eg: /~ata/ the greediness 

II In word and syllable medial positions and 
intervocalically: 

V-s--V 

C-s---CV 

CC-&V 

VC-s-CV 

VC.-s-V 

V-fYCV 

Eg: / qa :-s-i/ hard (rnasc. sing.) 

Eg: /ra~a/ it approached the coast 

Eg: 

Eg: 

Eg: 

/fe&S&i/shell (imp. 2nd pers. 
fern. sing.) 

/fe-eeli/ cut out the material 
(imp. 2nd perso fern sing. ) 

/nsdalt/ I had a headache 

Eg: /ntger/ he triumphed 

Eg: /j ensdal / he will have a headache 

Eg:/jeq&a:r/ it becomes shorter 

Eg: /je~qi/ he waters 



III. In word final position: 

C V -"S' =tr Eg: ;fira~/ he guarded 

V s..&' -#- Eg: /maee/ he sucked 

(b) Distribution in SA: 

I. In word initial position: 

*" -&V (:) C Eg: /~ajf/ summer 

II. In word initial position and intervocalically: 

V~V Eg: /ra~i:f/ a pavement 

Eg: /ma.~a/ he sucked 

V--&CV Eg: /jasbur/ he is patient 

III. In word final position: 

Eg: /raq~/ a dance 

Eg: /li~/ a thief 

2. The allophones of /~/. 

In AA: 

1. When /~/ is followed by a rounded vowel or a 

In SA: 

bilabial approximant, it is labialised: 

/s/ -~ [-s-] 
w 

/ (rounded vowel) 
- w 

Eg: /-su: r / ~ [-so:.c ] a fence 
w 

1. When /~/ is followed by a rounded vowel, it 

is labialised: 

/--er/ -~ [~ ] 1_ (rounded vowe 1) 
w w 

Eg: /s-ubE/ ~ [-s-obi1 ] morning 
w 
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5.1.1.1.2·4 /z/: represents a voiced alveolar fricative. 

1. Distribution: 

(a) Distribution in AA: 

I In word initial position: 

*" z V ( : ) C Eg: /zi:n/ beauty 

:#= z C V Eg: /zma:m/ a book 

* z z V C Eg: /zzarbija/ the carpet 

11= z z C V Eg: /zzrabi/ the carpets 

II. In word and syllable medial positions and 
intervocalically: 

III. 

(b) 

I 

c z V 

C z C V 

V z C 

V z z V 

V z z C 

In word final 

V C z "* V z z -=IF 

Distribution 

Eg: /mzijja/ a favour 

Eg: /nzra it was planted 

Eg: /naziha/ a girl's name 

Eg: /1 az z i thai I gave her my 
sympathy 

Eg: /nazzli:h/ take it down 

(imp. 2nd pers. fan. sing.) 

position: 

Eg: /kanz/ a treasure 

Eg: /lazz/ a respect 

in SA: 

In word initial position: 

=IF z V ( : ) C Eg: /zawd)/ a husband 



2. 

a. 
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II. In word medial position and intervocalically: 

V z V Eg: /mazi:d/ a mixture 

V z C Eg: /mazru:l/ planted (masc . sing. ) 

C z V Eg: /jarnzah/ he jokes 

V z z V Eg: /bazza:qa/ a snail 

III In word final position: 

V C z -=#=" Eg: /rarnz/ a symbol 

V z z -#- Eg: /wazz/ goose 

The allophones of /z/: 

In AA: 

1. When /z/ is followed by a rounded vowel or a 

bilabial approximant, it is labialised: 

/z/ --~ [z] / __ (rounded vowel) 
w w 

Eg: /zwab1/ -.., { zWEbi] 
w 

rubbish 

2. When /z/ is followed by a voiceless consonant, 

it is devoiced. 

/z/ --) [~] / __ (voiceless consonant) 

Eg: /zfar/-4[~far] mouldy (masc. sing.) 

b. In SA: 

1. When /z/ --!? [z] 1_ (rounded vowel), it is labialised 
w w 

Eg: /nuzu: 1/ -) [no zo: 1] a descent 
w w 

5.1.1.1.2.5 /f/ : represents a voiceless palato-

alveolar fricative. 

1. Distribution: 

(a) Distribution in AA: 



1. In word initial position: 

-#= I V ( : ) C Eg: IIebbal beautiful 
(fern. sing. ) 

-=If: I c V Eg: I Iral he bought 

1F I I V Eg: I I Jemsl the sun 

=IF J I c V Eg: I J ]taral the activity 

=#: I c c V Eg: I Itrand)1 chess 

=It I I c c V Eg: I I Jtrand)1 the chess 

II. In word and syllable medial positions and 
intervocalically: 

V I V Eg: IraJil worn out 

V J I V Eg: Ima J Jitul I make him walk 

V I I c V Eg: IneJJfi:hl dry it 
(imp. 2nd pers. fern. sing.) 

V I I I V Eg: IneIJJi:hl put starch in it. 
(imp. 2nd pers. fern. sing.) 

V I c Eg: Ij e Irebl he drinks 

C I V Eg: Ij et Jemmesl he is sun-bathing 

III. In word final position: 

C V I "* Eg: In\'a: JI a coffin 

v· I I =#: Eg: Infe J JI it had deflated 

(b) Distribution in SA: 

I In word initial position: 

-=IF J V ( : ) C Eg: I Ja:? ibl an old man 

II In word and syllable medial positions and 
intervocalically: 

V I V 

V J C 

Eg: Ima:Jijal cattle 

Eg: IjaJrubl he drinks 



v I I v 

c I v 

Eg: IkaIIa:fl a boy-scout 

Eg: IjamIitl he combs 

III. In word final position: 

v C I 

V I I 

Eg: l)arII a throne 

Eg: l?infaIII it has deflated 

2. The allophones of III: 

a. In AA: 

1. When I II is followed by a rounded vowel or a 

bilabial approximant, it is labialised: 

I II -~ [J] I (rounded vowel) 
- w 

Eg: I Iurbal -'> [ Iorbe J a soup 
w 

b. In SA: 

1. ~vhen I II is followed by a rounded vowel, it is 

labialised: 

III 
Eg: 

-:)0 [IJ I (rounded vowel) 
w 1- W 

I Iuhral -~ [ Io h rl? J celebrity 
w 

208., 

5.1.1.1.2.6 IXI : represents a voiceless uvular fricative. 

1. Distribution: 

(a) Distribution in AA: 

I. In word initial position: 

-=It XV (:) C Eg: IXa:fl he was scared 

-#= X C V Eg: IXberl a piece of news 

II. In word and syllable medial positions and 
intervocalically: 

V X V Eg: IraXil loose 

C X C Eg: InXredJI it was taken out 



2. 

v X X V 

V X X C 

V X C 

C x v 

209. 

Eg: /muXXi/ my brain 

Eg: /raXXsi/ make it cheaper 

( imp • 2nd pers. fern. sinq.) 

Eg: /jaXfa:f/ it becomes liqhter 

Eg: /jamXat/he wipes his nose 

IIIe In word final position~ 

V X X =#=" 

CV (:) X if 

Eg: /faXX/ a trick 

Eg: /sabna:X/ spinach 

(b) Distribution in SA: 

I. In word initial position: 

# X V ( : ) C Eg: /Xali/ empty 

II. In word medial position and intervocalically: 

V X V Eg: /?aXi/ my brother 

V X X V Eg: /?aXXar/ he postponed 

C X V Eg: /masXara/ trivial 

V X. C' Eg: /jaXrud)/ he goes out 

III. In word final position: 

V C X -=IF Eg: /badX/ lavishness 

V X X =#= Eg: /faXX/ a trick 

C V X #: Eg: /?aX/ a brother 

The allophones of /X/: 

( a) In AA: 

1. When /X/ is . followed by a rounded vowel or a 

bilabial approximant, it is labialised: 



/X/ -) [X] 
w 

/ __ (rounded vowel) 
w 

Eg: /Xu:h/--~[Xo:hJ 
w 

his brother 

(b) In SA: 

1. When /X/ is followed by a rounded vowel, it 

is labialised: 

/X/ -~ [X] I (rounded vowel) 
w 

Eg: /jaXu:nu/--~[jaxo:no] 
w w 

he betrays 

5.1.1.1.2·7 /~/ : represents a voiced uvular fricative. 

1. Distribution: 

(a) Distribution in AA: 

I. In word initial position: 

-=#= ~ V (:) C Eg: /~a:rl he was jealous 

=#= ~ C V Eg: I~rasl he planted 

Ir. In word and syllable medial positions and 
intervocalically: 

c ~.V Eg: /s~i:r/ young (masc . sing. ) 

c ~ C V Eg: In~rasl it was planted 

V ~ V Eg: /sja~a/ jewellery 

210. 

V ~ ~ V Eg: Isa~~arl make something smaller 

(irop. 2nd pers. masc. sing.) 

V ~ ~ C V Eg: Is a~~ ril make something smaller 

(imp. 2nd pers. fern. sing. ) 

V ~ C Eg: Ija~sall he washes 



III. In word final position: 

c V (:) ~ ~ Eg: Isa:~1 he shouted 

(b) Distribution in SA: 

I. In word initial position: 

fr ~ V (:) C Eg: I~a:ral he was jealous 

II. In word medial position and intervocalically: 

V ~ V 

V ~ ~ V 

Eg: Iba:~ijal a prostitute 

Eg: I Ja~~a:ll a servant 

211. 

c ~ V Eg : Irnar ~ u : b I wan ted (rnasc. sing. ) 

V ~ C Eg: Isu~rl youth 

III. In word final position: 

c V ~ -E.g: /subt1 / paint 

2. The allophones of /~/: 

(a) In AA: 

I. When I~I is followed ~y a rounded vowel or a 

bilabial approximant, it is labialised: 

I~/ -~ [~J 
w 

I __ (rounded vowel) 
w 

Eg: I~ u: II -~ [ ~ 0: 1 j 
w 

a wolf 

2. /~/ is devoiced when it occurs before a 

voiceless consonant: 

I __ (voiceless consonant) 

Eg: l~far/--~[~farJ he forgave 



(b) In SA: 

1. When /~/ is followed by a rounded vowel, it is 

labialised: 

/~/ -=> [ ~ ] 
w 

I __ (rounded vowel) 
w 

Eg: /ja~u:su/ __ ~[ja~o:so] he dives 
w w 

212. 

5.1.1.1.2.8 it/: represents a voiceless pharyngeal fricative. 

1. Distribution: 

(a) Distribution in AA: 

I. In word initial position: 

-4F -t V (:) C 

~ 11 c V 

Eg: ;Ead?a/ a thing 

Eg: /hras/ he guarded 

II. In word and syllable medial positions and 
intervocalically: 

cii. c V 

vii V 

v1111 V 

Vll11cv 

v"h1iiiv 

c ii V 

V 11 c 

Eg: /nl1rad?/ he was ashamed 

Eg: /fa :1iat/ it had a bad smell 

Eg: /natl1i/ remove 

(imp. 2nd pers. fern. sing.) 

Eg: /~ah~ri/ have your last meal 
before fasting 

(imp. 2nd pers. fern. sing.) 

Eg: /-sabhl1i/ correct 

(imp. 2nd pers. fern. sing. ) 

Eg: /sarrihat/ she forgave 

Eg: /fatuna/ a piece of coal 

III. In word final position: 

vtiii 

c V 11 

Eg: /8ath/ true 

Eg: /frat/ he was happy 



2 • 

(b) Distribution in SA: 

I. In word initial position: 

*" 11 V (:) C Eg: ;ha:mil/ pregnant 

II. In word medial position and intervocalically: 

III. 

The 

V 11 V 

V 11 C 

V t 11 V 

c"i1v 

Eg: 

Eg: 

Eg: 

Eg: 

In word final position: 

veil -# Eg: 

vi11i *" Eg: 

allophones of /h/: 

/-s-a :ili/ awake 

/faEm/ coal 

/&a1i.ta/ health 

/jarti/ he grinds 

/rumt/ a spear 

/jaliht/ he insists 

(a) In AA: 

1. when;5/ is followed by a rounded vowel or a 

bilabial approximant, it is labialised: 

w 
/ (rounded vowel) 

- w 

Eg: ;tiubb/ ~ [l1obb ] 
w 

a love 

(b) In SA: 

1. When /hi is followed by a rounded vowel, it is 

labialised: 

it/ --~ [t] / __ (rounded vowel) 
w w 

Eg: /t1ubb/ -4 [l1obb ] love 
w 

213. 
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5.1.1.1.2.9 /~/: represents a voiced pharyngeal fricative. 

1. Distribution: 

(a) Distribution in AA: 

I In word initial position: 

#- ~ V (:) C 

=It ~ c V 

Eg: /1a:m/ a year 

Eg: /~ta/ he gave 

II In word and syllable medial positions and 
intervocalically: 

c ~ C V Eg: /n~1:a:t/ it was given 

V ~ V Eg: /ma~un/ a dish 

V ~ ~ V Eg: /tza~~af/ he got angry 

V ~ C Eg: /sa~fi :h/ console him 

C ~ V Eg: /mar~ u:b/ blackened 

III In word final position: 

C V ( : ) ~ =11= . Eg: /ba:~ / he sold 

(b) Distribution in SA: 

I In word initial position: 

=IF Ci. V ( : ) C Eg: /~a:m/ a year 

II In word medial position and intervocalically: 

V ~ V Eg: /ma~ a:h/ with him 

V ~ ~ V Eg: /sa~~ ada/ he lifted 

V ~ C Eg: /ma~na/ a meaning 

C ~ V Eg: /mas~ad/ a lift 



2. 

III. 

The 

( a) 

1. 

In word final position: 

V C l' :tF Eg: /manl'/ prevention 

C V l' * Eg: /sa:?il' / lost 

allophones of 1l'/: 

In AA: 

When Il'l is followed by a rounded vowel or a 

bilabial approximant, it is labialised: 

Il'l --~ [l'J I __ (rounded vowel) 
w w 

Eg: Il'warl ~ [l'war J 
w 

one-eyed (masc. sing.) 

(b) In SA: 

215 .. 

1. When Il'l is followed by a rounded vowel, it is 

labialised: 

Il' I --~ [l' J I (rounded vowel) 
w - W 

Eg: Ijal'u: du/-~ [jal' 0 :do J he comes back 
till \til 

5.1.1.1.2.10 Ihl : represents a glottal fricative. 

1. Distribution: 

(a) Distribution in AA: 

I. In word initial position: 

~ h V ( : ) C Eg: /hamm/ a problem 

=#= h C V Eg: /hrabl he escaped 

II. In word and syllable medial positions and 
intervocalically: 

C h V Eg: Ibhi:m/ a donkey 

V h C Eg: Imahbu:l/ crazy (masc. 

V h h V Eg: /nahhi:h/ advise him 
(imp. 2nd p:rs. sing.) 

sing. ) 



V h h C 

V h V 

Eg: / fahhdi/ say your last 
prayer 

Eg: /rahik/ she is 

III. In word final position: 

c V (:) h Eg: /~~a:h/ God 

(b) Distribution in SA: 

I. In word initial position: 
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=#: h V (:) C Eg: /ha:rab/ fugitive (rnasc.sing.) 

II. In word medial position and intervocalically: 

V h V Eg: /baha:? / beauty 

V h C Eg: /sahl/ easy 

V h h V Eg: / fahhar/ to divulge one's 
deeds 

C h V Eg: /jahdi/ to guide 

III. In word final position: 

V C h :#

C V (:) h =If 

Eg: /fiqh/ Islamic law 

Eg: /?ila:h/ God 

2. The allophones of /h/: 

a. In AA: 

1. When /h/ is followed by a rounded vowel, or a 

bilabial approximant, it is labialised: 

/h/ -::, [h ] 
w 

/ (rounded vowel) 
- w 

Eg: /hwa/-") [hw~J 
w 

a wind 



b. In SA: 

1. When /h/ is followed by a rounded vowel, it is 

labialised: 

/h/ -~ [h] 
w 

/ (rounded vowel) 
w 

Eg: /huwa/ -..., [howw~ 
w 

him, he 

5.1.1.1.3 Affricates. 

5.1.1.1.3.1 /d J /: represents a voiced palato-alveolar 
affricate. 

1. Distribution 

(a) Distribution in AA: 

I. In word initial position: 

-*" d J V (:) C Eg: /dJa/ he came 

-#- d J eve Eq: /dJbel/ a mountain 

II. In word and syllable medial positions and 
intervocalically: 

C d J C Eg: /ndJrat/ he was injured 

C d J V Eg: /merdJa:n/ coral 

V d J V Eg: /mud J-e/ a wave 

V d d J V Eq: /"taddJu/ they perfonned the 
pilgrimage in Mecca. 

V d d J C V Eg: /neddJri/ polish it (:imp. 2nd. 
pers. fern. sing.) 

V d dJ d J V Eg: /l add J d J i / fill the place with incense 
(imp. 2nd pers. feme sing.) 

III. In word final position: 

V d d J =II: Eg: /1;ed d J/ pilgrimage 

(b) Distribution in SA: 

I. In word initial position: 

::It d J V (:) C he came 
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II. In word medial position and intervocalically: 

V d? V Eg: /na:d?i:/ safe 

V d? C Eg: ;Ead?z/ an obstacle 

V d d? V Eg: /fadd?ara/ he made something 
explode 

C d? V Eg: /jard?u/ he wishes 

III. In word final position: 

V C d? #- Eg: /band?/ chloroform 

V d d? # Eg: /zudd?/ point of the elbow 

C V ( : ) 
d? * Eg: /l'a:d?/ ivory 

2. The allophones of /d?/: 

a. In AA: 

1. When /d?/ is followed by a rounded vowel or a 

bilabial approximant, it is labialised: 

/ (rounded vowel) 
- vi 

a cultured pearl 

2. When /d/ is followed by a voiceless consonant, 

it is devoiced: 

/ __ (voiceless consonant) 

hell 

b. In SA: 

1. When /d?/ is followed by a rounded vowel, it 

is labialised: 

/ __ (rounded vowel) 

Eg: /jad?urru/ __ , he drags 



5.1.1.1.4 Laterals 

5.1.1.1.4.1 Ill: represents a voiced alveolar lateral. 

1. Distribution: 

(a) Distribution in AA: 

I. In word initial position: 

:#= 1 V ( : ) C Eg: 11u: z/ almonds 

#- 1 C V Eg: /lw:a:sj brothers-in-law 

-# 1 1 V .. Eg: 111u:zl the almonds 

.:If 1 1 C V Eg: /llqima:t/ the small bites 

II. In word and syllable medial positions and 
intervocalically: 

III. 

(b) 

I. 

C 1 V 

V 1 V 

VII V 

VIC 

VII C 

VIII V 

Eg: /m1i :f\./ good (masc. sing.) 

Eg: /ma1i/ my wealth 

Eg: /sa11a/ a basket 

Eg: /ma1bu:s/ worn 

Eg: /sa11mi/ say your greetings 

(imp. 2nd pers. fern. sing.) 

Eg: / fa111i/ rinse 

(imp. 2nd pers. feme sing.) 

In word final position: 

C V 1 =H=- Eg: Ima: II a wealth 

V 1 1 -#: Eg: /fa11/ name of a flower 

Distribution in SA: 

In word initial position: 

;#: 1 V ( : ) C Eg: /lam/ not 



2. 

II. 

III. 

The 

a. 

1. 

In word and syllable medial positions and 
intervocalically: 

V 1 V Eg: Ima: luhul his wealth 

V 1 1 V Eg: I?allafal he published 

V C 1 V Eg: Ij a-Elifl he swears 

V 1 C Eg: IjalGabl he plays 

In word final position: 

V C 1 =#=- Eg: Itaqll a field 

V 1 1 =#= Eg: Isilll tuberculosis 

allophones of Ill: 

In AA: 

When III is followed by a rounded vowel or a 

bilabial approximant, it is labialised: 

III -=) [1] 
w 

/ (rounded vowel) 
- w 

E g : 11 u : z I -~ [ 10 : Z ] 
W 

2. III is devoiced when it is followed by a 

voiceless consonant: 

III -~ [ 1 ] I (voiceless consonant) 
o 

Eg: lIsa: nl -'> [ 1st: : n] a tongue 
o 

3. III is palatalised when it is followed by a 

palatal approximent: 

III -~ I __ (palatal approximant) 

Eg: Ilja:s/-7[~jt::sJ a boy's name 

220. 
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4. When III is in the environment of emphatic 

consonants, it is pharyngealised: 

III -':") [1' ] 1 __ (emphatic consonant) 

Eg: Isla:tl --~ l~a:t] prayer 

b. In SA: 

1. When III is followed by a rounded vowel, it 

is labialised: 

III -~ [1] 1_ (rounded vowel) 
W w 

Eg: Ijalu:m/~[jalo:mJ he blames 
W 

5.1.1.1.5 Trills 

5.1.1.1.5.1 Irl : represents a voiced alveolar roll. 

1. Distribution 

a. In AA: 

I In word initial position: 

:# r V ( : ) C Eg: Ira: sl a head 

#- r C V Eg: Irba1i1 he won 

4t= r r V ( : ) C Eg: Irra:jl the opinion 

-:if r r C V Eg: Irrbatl the benefit 

II In word and syllable medial positions and 
intervocalically: 

C C r V ( : ) C Eg: Istra:til he rested 

V r C V Eg: Ijermil he throws 

V C r V Eg: Ime fril bought (masc. sing. ) 

V r V Eg: Inaril my fire 

V r r V Eg: Iserril my secret 

V r r C V Eg: Iferrzi:hl sort it out 

(:imp. 2nd pers. fern. sing.) 



V r r r V Eg: /farrri/ turn it around 

(imp. 2nd pers. fern. sing.) 

III. In word final position: 

C V r Eg: /na:r/ a fire 

V r r Eg: /sarr/ a secret 

b. In SA: 

I. In word initial position: 

.:#- r V (:) C Eg: /ra?s/ a head 

II. In word medial position and intervocalically: 

V r V Eg: /muri:t/ comfortable 

V r C Eg: /lurq/ a vein 

V r r V Eg: ;Earra/ hot (fern. sing.) 

C r V Eg: /jaqra?/ he reads 

III. In word final position: 

VCr #: 

V r r :#: 

C V (:) r * 
2. The allophones of /r/: 

a. In AA: 

Eg: /nakr/ 

Eg: /tarr/ 

Eg: /da:r/ 

a denial 

hot (masc. sing.) 

a house 

1. When /r/ is followed by a rounded vowel or a 

bilabial approximant, it is labialised: 

/r!-,,[r] / (rounded vowel) 
w w 

Eg: /ru: h/ -') [ ro : h ] go (imp. 2nd pers. masc. sing.) 
\IV 

222. 



2. /r/ is devoiced when followed by a voic·eless 

consonant: 

/r/ -~ [rJ / (voiceless consonant) 

Eg: /rkeb/--~[fkebJ he rode 

3. When Ir/ is in the environment of emphatic 

consonants, it is pharyngealised: 

Ir/ -~ [~J 1 __ (emphatic consonant) 

Eg: Irte II ~ [-it /\1 J a pound 

4. In other positions, /r/ is realized as [rJ. 

b. In SA: 

IG When /rl is followed by a rounded vowel, it 

is labialised: 

/rl -~ [rJ 
w 

(rounded vowel) 
w 

223. 

Eg: I ru : h/ -'> [ro : h J w 
go (imp. 2nd pers. !Pasc. sing.) 

2: Elsewhere, Ir/ is realized as [rJ. 

5.1.1.1.6 Approximants. 

5.1.1.1.6.1 /w/: represents a voiced bilabial approximant. 

1. Distribution 

a. In AA: 

I In word initial position: 

4t: w V ( : ) C Eg: /wa:d/ a river 

iF w C V Eg: /wzen/ he weighed 



II. In word and syllable medial positions and 
intervocalically: 

c w V 

VwV 

VwwV 

V w w C 

V C w V 

Eg: /rwad/ wheels 

Eg: ~awa/ a frying pan 

Eg: /lawwi/ fold 

(imp. 2nd pers. fen. sing.) 

Eg: /sawwdat/ she spoilt 

Eg: /qahwa/ coffee 

III. In word final position: 

c V w .:# Eg: /bka:w/ they cried 

b. In SA: 

I. In word initial position: 

:#= w V (:) C Eg: /wa:d/ a valley 

II. In word medial position and intervocalically: 

VwV 

V w C 

V w w V 

V C w V 

Eg: /nawa/ he wished 

Eg: /mawt/ death 

Eg: /sawwa/ he did 

Eg: /qahwa/ coffee 

III. In word final position: 

c V w.:# Eg: /law/ if 

2. The allophones of /w/: 

a. In AA: 

1. /w/ is realized as [w] in any position in a 

word or a syllable. 

b. In SA: 

1. /w/ is realized as [w] in any position in a 

word or a syllable. 

224. 
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5.1.1.1.6.2 /j/: represents a voiced palatal approximant. 

1. Distribution 

a. In AA: 

I. In word initial position: 

=II=" 
j V ( : ) C Eg: /ja:k/ isn't it 

#- j c V ( : ) Eg: /jbi:~/he sells 

II. In word and syllable medial positions and 
intervocalically: 

c j V Eg: /mja/ one hundred 

V j V Eg: /mraja/ a mirror 

V j C V Eg: /majla/ bent (fan. sing. ) 

V C j V Eg: /ma fja/ walking (fan. sing. ) 

V j j C Eg: /fejjqi:h/ wake him up 

(imp. 2nd pers. fan. sing. ) 

III. In word final position: 

V j J :#= Eg: /taj j/ alive (roasc. sing. ) 

b. In SA: 

I. In word initial position: 

::JF J V C Eg: /jawm/ .a day 

II. In word medial position and intervocalically: 

V J C Eg: /?ajn/ where 

V J j V Eg: /hajja/ alive (fan. sing.) 

III. In word final position: 

C V J ~ Eg: Ina: j/ a musical pipe 

V C J :#= Eg: /ra?j/ an opinion 



2. The allophones of /j/: 

a. In AA: 

1. When /j/ is' followed by a rounded vowel, it is 

labialised: 

/j/ -=i> [j] 
w 

Eq: /ju:m/ -"'? 

b. In SA: 

/ _ (rounded vowel) 
w 

[ j a:m] a day 
w 

1. When /j/ is followed by a rounded vowel, it is 
./ 

5.1.1.2 

labialised: 

/j/ -.~ [ j ] 
w 

(rounded vowel) 
VII 

Eg : / j uba : l / _"7 [ j aba : l ] 
w 

it is sold 

Consonants which are exclusive to SA: 

5.1.1.2.1 Stops 

5.1.1.2.1.1 /?/: represents a glottal stop 

1. Distribution: 

I. In word initial position: 

=It ? V (:) C Eg: /?ana:/ I, me 

II. In word medial position and intervocalically: 

V ? C 

C ? V 

V ? V 

Eg: /bi?r/ a well 

Eg: /jas?al/ he asks 

Eg: /mi?a:t/ hundreds 

226. 

V ? ? V Eg: /tara??as/ to become a chief 

III. In word final position: 

C V (:) ? #:: Eg: /ba:?/ letter "b" 



2. The allophones of /?/: 

1. When /1/ is followed by a rounded vowel, it is 

labialised: 

/? / -~ [? ] / (rounded vowel) 
w 

Eg: / sa :"? u : / _? [s a : ? Q: ] 
w 

5.1.1.2.2 Fricatives 

they harmed 

227. 

5.1.1.2.2.1 /8/ : represents a voiceless dental fricative: 

1. Distribution: 

I. In word initial position: 

it- 8 V ( : ) C Eg: /8ami:n/ expensive 

II. In word medial position and intervocalically: 

V 8 C Eg: /?i8m/ a sin 
.-:'; 

V 8 8 C Eg: /?a88a8/ he furnished 

C 8 V Eg: /?ir8uhu/ his heritage 

V 8 V Eg: /mi8a:l/ an example 

III. In word final position: 

C V 8 Eg: /mu?anna8/ feminine gender 

2. The allophones: 

1. When /8/ is followed by a rounded vowel, it is 

labialised: 

/8/ -~ [ 8 ] 
w 

(rounded vowel) 
w 

Eg: "/8 urnrna/ -'> [8a.nun"e ] 
w 

then 



5.1.1.2.2.2 /0/: represents a voiced dental fricative: 

l'~ Distribution: 

I. In word initial position: 

=It oV (:) C Eg: /oira:,/ fore-arm 

II. In word medial position and intervocalically:. 

v a v 

v a c 

c a v 

Eg: /mu aabbib/ hurrying 

Eg: /?a~ra/ to be profuse in 
speech 

Eg: /jad?oib/ to attract 

III. In word final position: 

228. 

v c a #= Eg: /Jatta:o/ importunate beggar 

2. The allophones of /0/: 

When /0/ is followed by a rounded vowel, it is 

labialised: 

/ 0/ -~ [0] 
w 

./ (rounded vowel) 
w 

Eg: /ourra/ -., [Cerra] 
w 

an atom 

5.1.1.2.2.3 /~/: represents a pharyngealised voiced 
fricative: 

1. Distribution: 

I. In word initial position: 

~ V (:) C Eg: ~hr/ back 



II. In word medial position and intervocalically: 

V ~ V Eg: /mu~ffar/ triumphant 

vic Eg: /ma~har/ appearance 

c ~ V Eg: /farluhu/ his thigh 

V~~V Eg: /\a1~/ a bite 

III. In word final position: 

V C Xc # Eg: /fa~/ a thigh 

2. The allophones of /~/: 

1. /1/ is labialised when it occurs before a 

rounded vowel: 

/~/ -7 [~J / 
w 

E.g.: /fa~uhu/ -'7 

(rounded vowel) 
w 

Lfax~ohc9 his thigh 
w 

5.1.1.3 Consonants which are exclusive to AA: 

5.1.1.3.1 Stops 
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5.1.1.3.1.1 /p/: represents a voiceless bilabial plosive 

1. Distribution: 

I. In word initial position: 

iF p V (:) C 

. 
=#= pCV 

Eg: /pippa/ a pipe 

Eg: /plasa/ a place 



II. In word medial position and intervocalically: 

v p p V 

V P P C V 

Eg: /suppa/ a soup 

Eg: /tfappri/ steal 

(inp. 2nd pers. fern. sing.) 

2. The allophones of /p/: 

1. /p/ is labialised when followed by a rounded 

2. 

vowel: 

/p/ -~ [PJ 
w 

Eg: /poli:s/ 

/ 

~ 

(rounded vowel) 
w 

[pol.t.:s] police 

'" 
/p/ is pharyngealised when it occurs 

back vowels 

open vowels 

consonant 

Eg: /plasa/ -~ [~~a.&a. ] a place 

/lpala/ -~ [~l"a. ] the shovel 

before: 

5 • 1 • :1. 3 • 1 • 2 it/ : represents a pharyngealised voiced 

bilabial stop. 

1. . Distribution: 

I. In word initial position: 

-#- b V (:) C Eg: /talala/ a frog 

II. In word medial position: 

C b V Eg: /jtaltal/ he blethers 



5.1.1.3.1.3 /g/: represents a voiced velar stop. 

1. Distribution: 

I. In word initial position: 

#-gvc. 

=If g C V 

Eg: /ga:z/ gas 

Eg: /grawad)/ toys 

II. In word and syllable medial positions and 
intervocalically: 

C g Eq: /bgar/ cows 

v g g V Eg: /naggaz/ jump 
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( :imp. 2nd pers. rrasc. sing. ) 

V g g C Eg: /naggzi/ jump 

( imp. 2nd pers. feme sing. ) 

2. The allophones of /g/: 

1. When /g/ is followed by a rounded vowel, it 

is labialised: 

/g/ --::-, [g ] 
w 

/ (rounded vowel) 
w 

Eg: /gumri/ -'-J [gomri ] a pigeon 
w 

5.1.1.3.2 Fricatives 

1. /v/ ~ represents a voiced labio-dental fricative. 

1. Distribution: 

I. In word initial position: 

-# vv (:) 

#: vCv (:) 

Eg: /valiza/ a suitcase 

/vts.ak/ -'> [vra: kJ or [vra: g ] in bulk 



2. /~/: represents a pharyngealised alveolar fricative. 

1. Distribution: 

I. In word initial position: 

Eg: /~abla/ a mistake 

Eg: /~bajal/ mistakes 

II. In word and syllable medial positions and 
intervocalically: 

C -& Eg: /b.g.a:q/ saliva 

V % & V Eg: /ba..g.g.ag./ he had a lot of 
children 

Eg: /ba~g~i/ have a lot of 
children 

(imp. 2nd pers. fan. sing.) 

Eg: /ba.g.%/ lots of children 

5.1.1.3.3 Trills 

5.1.1.3.3.1 /E/ : represents pharyngealised alveolar roll 

1. Distribution: 

I In word initial position: 

Eg: /~a:b/ it curded 

II In word and syllable medial positions and 
intervocalically: 

C £ Eg: /b~a/ he recovered 

V :J! ~ V Eg: /ma-F~a/ once 

V-i?~ ~ V Eg: /ma~-£--r i/ pass it 

(imp. 2nd pers. fern. sing.) 
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5.1.2 The vocalic phonemes: 

5.1.2.1 The vowel systems of AA and SA: 

In both AA and SA there are three pairs 

of vocalic phonemes where each pair consists of 

a short and a long member. 

AA has, in addition, one further short 

vocalic phoneme, lei, increasing the system to 7 

vowels. The systems of AA and SA are therefore as 

follows: 

i i: u u: 

(e) 

a a 

5.1.2.1.1 Vowel phonemes shared by AA and SA 

5.1.2.1.1.1 The vowels Iii and li:1 

1. Distribution in the word: 
Iii li:1 

AA SA AA SA 

Initial position + 

Preceded by a consonant + + + + 

Final position + + + + 

2. Allophones of Iii and li:1 in both varieties 

(i) li(:)1 -;> [L (:)] / 
(any consonant except ) 
(pharyngealised consonants) 

When short, this allophone occurs in open and 

closed syllables, stressed and unstressed. ~hen long, 

it occurs in closed stressed syllables in AA, whereas, 

in SA it occurs in open and closed syllables, 

stressed and unstressed. 



Examples: 

AA [bLtLJ my house, 

SA [mLnh~J from it, 
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[bL : t ] 

[IDL : Z € : n ] a s cal e 

(ii) li(:)1 -., [e(:) ] I (pharyngealised consonants) 

When short, this allophone occurs in open and 

closed syllables, stressed and unstressed. When long, 

it occurs in closed stressed syllables in AA but in 

SA, it occurs in open and closed syllables, stressed 

and unstressed. 

Examples: 

AA [i:.e;r;e ] fly [i::e: £' ] fly (imp. 2nd pers masc. sing) 

SA [.-se~ ] a chinese man [..ge :~e ] becane (imp. 2nd pers. feme sing) 

The allophones of Iii and li:1 are shown on 

the cardinal vowel diagram below: 

5.1.2.1.1.2 The vowels lui and lu:1 

1. Distribution in the word: 

lui lu:1 

AA SA AA SA 

Initial position + 

Preceded by a consonant + + + + 

Final position + + + + 
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2. Allophones of lui and lu:1 in both varieties: 

(i) lu (:) I -=! [0(:) ] I (any consonant except ) 
(pharyngealised consonants) 

When short, this allophone occurs in open 

and closed syllables, stressed and unstressed. When 

long, it occurs in closed stressed syllables in AA, 

but, in SA, it occurs in open and closed syllables, 

stressed and unstressed. 

Examples: 

AA [fol EJ a beam, [sabo h J they found him 

SA [ Xa ra d 3 to J I TMeI1t out, [ko = n L J be (imp. 2nd pers. fern. sing) 

(ii) lu(:)1 -~ [0(:) J/ (pharyngealised consonants) 

When short, this allophone occurs in open and 

stressed syllables, stressed and unstressed. When long, 

it occurs in closed stressed syllables in AA, but in SA, 

it occurs in open and closed syllables, stressed and 

unstressed. 

Examples: 

AA [ tol E J height, [qaso:hJ they measured it 

SA [qososJ stories, [to:1 J height 

(iii) lui -> [~J/_ (pharyngeals and rolls) 

This allophone is found in closed syllables, stressed 

and unstressed. This allophone occurs only as a 

realisation of the short lui 

Examples: 

AA [l~rdJ width 

SA [h~rmEJ protection 
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The allophones of /u/ and /u:/ are shown on the 

cardinal vowel diagram below: 

5.1.2.1.1.3 The vowels /a/ and /a:/: 

1. Distribution in the word 

/a/ /a:/ 

M SA M SA 

Initial position + 

Preceded by a consonant + + + + 

Final position + + + + 

2. Allophones of /a/ and /a:/ in both varieties 

(i) /a(:)/ -7 [e:(:) ] / (any consonant except uvular, ) 
(pharyngeal and pharyngealised) 
(consonants ) 

When short, this allophone occurs in 

open and closed syllables, stressed and unstressed. 

When long, it occurs in closed stressed syllables 

in AA, whereas in SA, it occurs in open and closed 

syllables, stressed and unstressed. 
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Examples: 

AA [ t c bat] she repented, [ j be: t ] he stays overnight 

SA [ n c z c I -e ] he went downstairs, [ me: t -e ] he died 

(ii) /a{:)/ -, [a{:)] / (pharyngeals) 
(uvulars ) 
(rolls ) 

When short, this allophone occurs in open 

and closed syllables, stressed and unstressed. ~!hen 

long, it occurs in closed stressed syllables in AA, 

whereas in SA, it occurs in open and closed syllables, 

stressed and unstressed. 

Examples: 

AA [lard-e] an invitation 

[ 1 a rL : d ] wide 

(iii) /a{:)/ -=> [o.{:) ] / 

[ q a : I] he said 

[ 1 a : m ] a year 

(pharyngealised) 
(consonants ) 

When short, this allophone occurs in 

open and closed syllables, stressed and unstressed. 

When long, it occurs in closed stressed syllables 

in AA, whereas in SA, it occurs in open and closed 

syllables stressed and unstressed. 

Examples: 

AA [~o.lo:n] a living room, [q~:rJ short 

SA [ eta rb ] a hit, [~o.:m-e] he fasted 



(iv) lal -) [-e]/ (any consonant except ) 
(pharyngealised consonants) 

This allophone only occurs as a realisation 

of the short la/. It occurs only in word final 

position. 

Examples: 

AA [Jab b -e ] beautiful 

SA [SL kk-eJ a street 

The allophones of lal and la:1 are shown on 

the cardinal vowel diagram below. 

a(: 

·5.1.2.1.2 The vowel lal in AA: 

1. Distribution in the word: 

, Initial position + 

Preceded by a consonant + 

Final position + 
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2. Allophones of lal: 

(i) la/-:" [aJ I (any consonant except uvular, ) 
(pharyngeal and pharyngealised) 
(consonants ) 

This allophone occurs in closed syllables, 

stressed and unstressed. 



Examples: 

[fatl eJ embroidery 

(ii) /a/ -) [a J / (uvular consonants) 

This allophone occurs in closed syllables, 

stressed and unstressed. 

Example: 

[qal I J it diminished 

(iii) /a/ -7 [6J / (pharyngeal consonants) 

This allophone occurs in closed syllables, 

stressed and unstressed. 

Example: 

[lolkJ chewing gum 

(iv) /a/ -) [I\J / (pharyngealised consonants) 

This allophone occurs in closed syllables, 

stressed and unstressed. 

Example: 

[ -9 1\ f f Jar ank 

The allophones of /a/ are shown on the 

cardinal vowel diagram below: 
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5.2 Syllable Structures 

5.2.1 In AA: 

There are 11 types of 'syllable structures in AA: 

1. C V Eg. /dari/ my house 

2. C V c /qulti/ you said 

3. C V C /qa:thum/ their suit 

4. C V C c / (n,lk/ chewing gum 

5. C C V /kla/ he ate 

6. C C V C /sb~r/ he was patient 

7. C C V C C /sbart/ I was patient 

8. C C C V /n5 ra / it was bought 

9. .:; C C C V C /nbGat/ it was sent 

10. C C C V C /nSra:w/ they were bought 

11. C C C V C c /5 trJnd3/ chess 

The following structures can occur in word-initial, 

medial and final positions in a word: 

c V, C V c, C V : C, and C C V 

The remaining structures - but the last one 

can occur only in word-initial position and in 

isolation. These structures are: 

C V C C, C C V C, C C V C C, C C C V, C C C V C 

and C C C V : C. E.g. /q~ltha/ I said it, 
I 

/qt~lti/ you killed /sbd~tha/ I painted it, 

/nfra/ it was bought /n~t~030ti/ you were emptied, 

/stra:tna/ we rested. 

The last structure C C C V C C can only occur in 

isolation E.g. /nsriqt/ r was stolen. 
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5.2.2 In SA: 

There are five types of syllable structures: 

1. C V Eg. Ilil 
' , 

in order to 

2. C V Ilal not 

3. C V C Ikull eat (imp. 2nd pers. masc. sing. ) 

4. C V C Ima :,t I he died 

5. C V C C Ibat.r I sea 

The first four structures can occur in word-initial, 

medial and final positions in a word. The fifth 

structure.occurs only in word-final position or in 

isolation. 

5.2.3 Comparison between the syllable structures 

of AA and SA: 

5.2.3.1 Syllable structures shared by AA and SA: 

There are four syllable structures similar 

between both varieties. 

SA AA ----
C V Ibil with Ibal with 

C V C Ihawlal around Ihalwa/ sweets 

C V C Ina:rl fire Ifa:r/ a rat 
i 

C V C C IS aLi-r I hair Ib~~d31 hernia 



5.2.3.2. The origin of the differences between the 

syllable structures which are exclusive to each variety: 

1. In SA: 

The syllable structure C V is reduced to C V 

in AA; the vowel length is not kept in open syllables 

in AA. 

2. In AA: 

1. C C V 
232 
/kla/ he ate 

eve V C (SA 
1 122 3 
/?akal/ to eat 

V in SA has been elided in AA. 1 

2. 

3. 

4. 

AA 

C eve 
122 3 
/ktab/ he wrote 

C eve C 
12234 / J r~bti/ you drank 

C C C V 
2 342 
/ntrna/ it belonged 

5 .. C C eve 
2 342 5 
/nJi....at/ it was sent 

6. C C eve C 
2 342 5 6 
/stralit/ I rested 

7. C C C V : C 
2 342 5 
/stra:E/he rested 

SA 

eve V C 
1 122 3 
/kataoa/ he wrote 

eve vee V 
1 122 343 
/j'arabti/ you drank 

eve eve V 
1123243 
/?intama/ it belonged 

eve eve V c 
11232 4 3 5 
/?inba~·a~a/ it was sent 

eve eve vee V 
11232 4 356 4 
/?istarantu/ r rested 

eve eve V : C V 
112324354 
/jastari:~u/ he rested 
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5.3 Stress . piacements: 

1. Disyllabic words: 

SA 

Stress falls on the first 

syllable 

• Eg: /da:ri:/ ~y house 

2. Trisyllabic words: 

SA 

Stress falls on the 

syllable containing a 

long vowel. If none is 

long, stress falls on 

first syllable. 

I 
Eg: /daraba-:-t/ hits 

. 243. 

AA 

Stress falls on the 

syllable containing a 

long vowel. If none of 

the vowels is long, 

stress falls on 1st 

syllable. 

I 

Eg:/m~qla/ a frying pan 

AA 

Stress falls on 

syllable having a long 

vowel. If none is 

long, stress falls on 

the second syllableo 

j 

Eg:/mat~allmi:n/ educated 

3. Words with over 3 syllables: 

SA AA 

Stress falls on the 

syllable containing long 

vowel. If none is long, 

stress falls on the 

antepenult syllable. 

, 
Err: /Mutatafi1i:n/ 

Conservative 

Stress falls on the 

syllable containing a 

long vowel. If none is 

long, stress falls on 

the third syllable. 

I 

Eg: /q~ll~qtiha/ 
You annoyed her 



5.4 Algerianisation rules: 

This section examines the various changes 

operated on Standard Arabic phonological structures. 

This includes an analysis and comparison of 

geminated consonants, clusters and consonant 

sequences found in both varieties. 

Apart from that, there is also a comparison 

between the main morphological differences in both 

varieties of Arabic. 

5.4.1 Gemination: 

Geminated consonants occur in both SA and AA. 

In the Standard Arabic gramMatical treatises, the 

geminated consonants are defined as "Solar letters" 

and "Lunar letters". The "solar letters" geminated 

consonants are those consonants which when preceded 

by the definite article /?al/ can be geminated in a 

word. These consonants can also be geminated 

intervocalically in a word as well as in final 

position in a word but they cannot be ge~inated in 

initial position. 

The "Lunar letters" are those consonants which 

cannot be geminated when preceded by the definite 

article /?al/ or in initial position. But they can 

be geminated intervocalically and/or in final 

position. 
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I decided to add a new type of geminated 

consonant under the heading of "the one-position 

geminated consonants"; consonants which can be 

geminated only intervocalically. As far as the 

"Lunar letters" geminated consonants are concerned , 
I decided to include in this type only the consonants 

which can be geminated intervocalically and in final 

position in a word. 

This definition of geminated consonants cannot 

be applied to AA, because in this variety of Arabic, 

geminated consonants can occur initially in a word 

by having the definite article/?al/ entirely 

assimilated. Let us take the consonant /vf / which 

is a solar letter in Arabic. The word /~ ams/ in 

SA and I} ."msl in AA (Sun) becomes l?aJJ amsl in SA 

(the Sun) but in AA, it becomes / 11 a InS/ (the sun); 

the definite article /?al/ is reduced to the doubling 

of the first consonant of the noun. 

Apart from this difference between geminated 

consonants in AA and SA, there are two extra types of 

. geminated consonant positions in AA: 

1. Geminated consonants in initial position in a 

word and followed by a consonant, e.g.: 

/ttra:b/the soil/?attura:b/the soil. 
AA SA 
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2. Geminated consonants in ~edial position in a 

word between a vowel and consonant. 

break /kassiri:/break 
(imp.) SA (imp.) 

/kassri/ 
AA 

Therefore I decided to have 3 types of geminated 

consonants in AA according to their positions in the 

word: 

1 - Multi position geminated consonants 

2 - Three-position ge~inated consonants 

3 - Two-position geminated consonants 
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The possible types of geminated consonants: 

In AA: 

1. Multi-position geminated consonants: 

Consonants that can be geminated: STRUCTURE 

a - in initial position in a word and 
followed by a vowel =#=- V -

b - intervocalically.in a word V V - -
c - in final position in a word V -:#= -
d - in initial position in a word and 

followed by a consonant # C --
e - medially in a word: between a 

vowel and a consonant- V C --

2. Three-position geminated consonants: 

Consonants that can be geminated: STRUCTURE 

a - intervocalically in a word V V --
b - in final position in a word V --
c - medially in a word between a 

vowel and a consonant V C --

3. Two-position geminated consonants: 

Consonants that can be geI:linated: STRUCTURE 

a - intervocalically in a word V V --
b - medially in a word between a 

vowel and a consonant V C --
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In SA: 

1. Solar letter geminated consonants: 

Consonants that can be geMinated: STRUCTURE 

a - when preceded by the definite 
article (?al) (?a) V 
(always followed by a vowel) - -

b - intervocalically V V - -
c - in final position in a word V - -

2. Lunar letter geminated consonants: 

Consonants that can be geminated: STRUCTURE 

a - intervocalically V V ---
b - in final position in a word V --# 

3. One-position geminated consonants: 

Consonants that can be geminated: STRUCTURE 

a - intervocalically in a word V V --



5.4.1.1 Lists of types of geminated consonants: 

a - In AA, the multi-position ge~inated consonants 

/ t, d, 1:, it, s, -s, z, .g.-, J, r, ~, 1, t j / 
The three-position geminated consonants are: 

Ib, K, .q, m, n, X, d3' ii, f, P I 

The two-position geminated consonants are: 

I~, ~ , h, g I 

b - In SA, the solar letter consonants are: 

It, d, t, a-; s, -B-', z, J , r, 1, Q, ~ ,i I 

The lunar letter consonants are: 

Ib, K , q, ?, m, n, ii, f I 

The one-position ge~inated consonants are: 

I '6 , X, G ,h I 

Types of segments preceding a geminated consonant: 

In both SA and AA, there cannot be a sequence of 

are: 

vowel + approximant· preceding a geminated consonant. 

The vowel preceding a geminated consonant must be 

short. 
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5.4.1.2 Types of segments following a ge~inated 

consonant: 

In AA and SA, the vowel following a geminated 

consonant can be short or long, in a stressed or 

unstressed syllable. 

The rules of the vowels preceding and following 

a geminated consonant are as follows: 

AA -) (C) ( V ) C C ( V) (:) 

SA -) eve C ( V) (:) 

the parenthesis means 
that the content is 
optional (it mayor 
may not occur) 

In AA, a consonant can follow a geminated con-

sonant, but not in SA. All consonant combinations 

are possible in AA except: 

*bbf, bbm, bbv, bbp 

*ffb , mrnb, vvb, ppb 

~y)i5q, ~~k, ~~, ~~ , ~~h, ~~x 

*qqiS, lads', thiS, '1'1}5, hh~ , xxt' 

5.4.1.3 Number of geminated consonants in a word: 

In AA, there cannot be nore than one geminated 

consonant in a word except when there is - apart from 

one geminated consonant, intervocalic or final - an 

initial consonant marking that the word is in the 

definite form. 

Example: /ss~lla/ the basket 

as opposed to /s~lla/ a basket 
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or in assimilation: /mutadajjin/ ~ /maddijj~n/ 

religi·ous 

But in SA, there can be two geminated consonants in 

one word. The following examples were found in AI. 

Mund7id Dictionary, 

5.4.2 

page 41: /batta:rijja/battery 

page 243; /rubba:nijju/divine 

Triplicat~d consonants: 

In AA, we can have triplicated consonants which 

occur intervocalically in a word. These triplicate 

consonants occur only in verbs in the imperative 

form with the pronouns standing for: 

(1) you (fern. sing.) 

(2) you (plural). 

Examples: 1 /tadddi/ iron (imp. fem o sing.) 

2 - (taddd~/ iron (imp. plural) 

The SA versions of these two examples would be 

1 - /fladdidi: /put a limit (imp. fern. sing. ) 

2 - (iladdidu: /put a li~it (imp. plural) 

In AA, all the consonants can be triplicated except 

for /X,~, ~ , h / 

Remark: The meaning of /hadddi/ iron (imperative) 

has derived from the SA words /tadi:d jiron-metal and 

the word /tadda:d / blacksmith. 
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The phonetic feature that marks triplicated 

consonants is the occurrence of a short epenthetic 

vowel after the 2nd consonant making it syllabic: 

/hadddi / --) L~adddi7 
N.B. Triplicated consonants can be realised as . 

[C C q or [C~C Sf 
5.4.3 Clusters and consonant sequences 

5.4.3.1 Initial clusters: 

These occur in AA only and are generally formed 

with two consonants but there are some sets of three-

consonant initial clusters. 

The majority of AA words which start with a 

cluster are Algerianised SA words. 

The stages of the formation of initial clusters: 

Initial clusters formed with two consonants 

a - Changes occurring in SA Qonosyllab~c words: 

In order to undergo the clustering process, a 

SA monosyllabic word must have a C V C C structure. 

I - There is a change in the consonant order: 

S A 

C V C C 
123 

7 
A A 

C C V C 
123 

All the SA words with this structure C V C Care 

changed into C C V C in AA except for few words which 

may lead to confusion with another word having the 
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same root. 

E. g. SA AA 

I~abd I a human being --) I ~ abd I a human being 

*1 ~bad I 

because the SA word: I q abad I to adore is 

Algerianised to I S bad I 

II - Change of the vowel type: 

When the SA word contains one of the short vowels 

la/, luI or IiI, this vowel is replaced by lal in 

AA. The reason for that is: in AA, lal·is 

generally used in closed syllables requiring an 

initial cluster in their pre-nucleus part and a short 

vowel as their nucleus. 

E.g. I~ubr I old age --) Ikb;r I 

Isflir I witchcraft -') Is1i~r I 

Itamr I dates --") Itm~r I 

But if the vowel in the SA word is lal and is 

followed by a pharyngeal consonant, it is not 

replaced by I I but is retained: 

E.g. Iballr I sea -> Ibiiar I 

15a~r Ihair --:-;> 15C1" ar I 

Ifatl Imale -') Iflial I 

b - Changes occurring in disyllabic SA words: 

In order to undergo the clustering process, 

these words must have their first syllable open. 

The vowel of this syllable must be short: 
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I. The vowel of the first syllable is dropped. 

II. There is a reduction in the number of 

syllables 

SA AA 

disyllabic -') monosyllabic 

III. There is a change in the vowel found in the 

second syllable of the SA word: 

i-when this syllable is open and has a long vowel, 

the length of this vowel is not retained in AA 
. 

as in this variety no long vowel can occur in 

word final position. 

ii - if this syllable is closed and has a long vowel, 

the length of this vowel is retained in AA 

except when it is followed by a glottal stop in 

SA where by deleting the glottal stop, we have 

an open syllable in AA. 

iii - if this syllable is closed and has a short 

vowel: lal, lui or Iii, this vowel is replaced 

by I ~ I in AA except for the f.ollowing cases: 

it is retained as it is when this syllable ends 

with a glottal stop (occurring after the vowel). 

But when: (1) lal occurs before a pharyngeal 

consonant, it is retained as it is in AA. 

(2) Iii occurs before a pharyngeal consonant it 

is replaced by la/. (This is applicable only 

when the vowel occurs before the pharyngeal 

consonant in the AA version of the SA word). 
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IV. The number of consonants in the SA word is 

not altered when this word is Algerianised except 

for the case where there is a glottal stop; this 

particular consonant is deleted in certain positions. 

Examples: 

SA 

eve V (:) -') 
1 2 

Imaja: I he walked 

eve V : C 
123 

Imana:rl a light 

Ibu)(U. r I perfumes 

I ~ ari : cr I wide 

eve V (:) ? 
1 2 

IsaI!la:? Isky 

Iqara? I he read 

-'") 

AA 

c c V 
1 2 

1m J al 

C C V 
1 2 

Imna:r I 
~-:'; 

C 
3 

IbXu:r I powder 

I Gri:ct I 

c c V 
1 2 

Ismal 

Iqral 

? V C V 
1 2 

C 
3 

-) C C V 
1 2 

I?akala I he ate 

eve V c -, 
1 2 3 

Ifala'fl I to till the ground 

Ijarab I he drank 

Ikla I 

c eve 
123 

IflaE I 

1 rt}b I 
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c - Changes occurring in trisyllabic words in SA: 

In order to undergo the clustering process, a 

SA trisyllabic must have an open first syllable with 

a short vowel: 

I - The vowel of the first syllable is dropped 

II - There is a reduction in the number of 

syllables: 

SA 

trisyllabic -') 

AA 

disyllabic 

III - The second syllable must have a long vowel, 

it must also occur in an open syllable but in the 

clustering process, the length of this vowel is not 

retained. 

IV - The vowel of the third syllable may be long 

or short: 

i-if it is a Tong vowel occurring in a closed 

syllable, it is changed as follows: 

ii -

SA 

la: I 

lu: I 

Ii: I 

if it 

syllable: 

SA 

la I 

is a short vowel 

-~ 

AA 

la: I 

lu: I 

I a I 

occurring in 

AA 

I J I 

a closed 
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iii. - if it is a long vowel occurring in an open 

syllable: 

SA AA 

fa: I -/ la I 
lu: I -~ lu I 
Ii: I -) Ii I 

Examples: 

SA AA 
eve V . C V (:)(C) -} C C V C V (C) . 
1 I') 3 4 1 2 3 4 .... 

IGara: d3i: n I boughs of l~rad3d',n I 
a palm tree 

ISiba:ta Iswimming Isbatla I 

5.4.3.2 Initial clusters formed with three 

consonants: 

These occur in AA only. There are very few 

initial clusters with three consonants in AA because 

the rule about these clusters is that: the 1st 

consonant ~ust be L+ continuant7. 

All initial clusters formed with 3 consonants 

start with lsi or In/. 

where the cluster starts 

SA 

Ijtrand3 I chess 

I found only 

wi th I J I : 

AA 

one example 

I Jtr~nd3 Ichess 

All other clusters occur in verbs. These 

verbs are Algerianised versions of SA verbs having 
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? vee v C v (:) c 

Examples: 

? vee V C V (:) c 
12345 

/?istara:t / he rested --7 

The process is to delete ? V ~ 

c c C V (:) C 
234 5 

/ stra:1i / 

CCVCV(:) C 
1 2 

I = short vowel occurring in an open syllable is also 

deleted _~'> Icc c V C 

5.4.3.3 Intervocalic consonant sequences 

These occur in AA and SA. They consist of two 

consonants but in AA, there are some three-consonant 

intervocalic sequences. 

Two-consonant intervocalic sequences: 

I. - Sequences shared by AA and SA: 

These consonant sequences are the ones which 

occur in a SA word having less than 3 syllables and 

having a closed first syllable: 

SA 
words ~ 

;3-CVCCV _ - eve C V (:) C 
- eve eve V 

In AA, these words are kept as they are in SA, as far 

as the consonants are concerned: 
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E.g. 

SA AA 

I j ad"rub I he hits --:a..> I j ~ctr~b I 
Imalzu:m I necessary -"> 1m ~lzu: m / 
Imai'wija I folded -')- /m~twija / 

II. - Sequences exclusive to AA: 

Some sequences are formed in the Algerianisation 

process of some SA words. 

These SA words must be: 

1 - Trisyllabic or having more than 3 syllables 

2 - The first and second syllable must be open. 

In ~risyllabic SA words, the changes are as follows: 

(1) SA words with the structure: C V C V C V (:) C 
123 4 

These words are Algerianised to: C V C C V (:) C 
123 4 

E.g. 

SA AA 

C V C V C V ( :) C C V C C V C 
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 

;.ci'araba:t I hits -'7 / ctarba: t / hits 

So, a sequence of C2 and C3 is formed. 

C V C V C V (C) C V C C V (C) 

Ictarabat /she hit -) / ctarb at / she hit 

/waraqa /a leaf -7 /wYJrqa / a leaf 



Apart fro~ the formation of a consonant sequence, 

the number of syllables has been reduced from 

3 syllables to 2 syllables and vowel changes have 

taken place. 

In words having more than 3 syllables, the 

process is somewhat similar: 

SA AA 

eve V c V (:) eve 
12345 

--~ eve eve V c 
12345 

/mutaha:fi~/ conservative 
(sing. masc.) 

/m~thaf~d / 

eve V C V (:) eve V : C -~ eve eve eve 
12345 6 123 456 

/mutahafi1i:n/conservative /m~thafdi:n / 
(plural, r.lasc.) 

CVCVCV (:) CVCV -~CVCCVCCV 
12345 123 4 5 

/ j at an a : z al u : / the y . 
abdicate 

/ j atnazlu / 

5.4.3.4 Three-consonant intervocalic sequences: 

These sequences occur in Algerianised SA words 

whose structures in SA are: 

j V C C V C V ( : ) C 

t V C C V C V ( : ) C 

n V C C V C V ( : ) C 

They occur in verbs only. In AA they have the 

following structures: 
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j V C C v C v ( : ) C -'> j V C C C v ( : ) 
1 2 3 4 5 1 t') 3 4 .... 

t V C C v C v ( : ) C -'7 t V C C C V ( : ) 
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 

n V C C V C V (:) C -> n V C C C V C:) 
1 t') 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 .... 

E.g. 

I j astari:t I he rests -) Ijastra:h I 
Itastari :11 I she rests ~) It ~stra:1i I 
Inastari :1"1 I we rest ~ Inastra1i I 

5.4.3.5 Final Clusters: 

These occur in both AA and SA. But, in AA, 

there are very few final clusters: 

1 - Most SA nouns having a final cluster have been 

changed in AA to words having an initial cluster 

SA 

C V C C 
123 

=) 

AA 

c c V C 
123 

All final clusters consist of 2 consonants in both 

C 
5 

C 
5 

C 
5 

varieties. There is only one case in AA where there 

is a final cluster formed with three consonants: 

I~ 

1 
negation 

preposi tion 

kt1bt~ / I have not written 

~ 
V negation morpheme 

I have 
written 
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5.404 Diphthopgs and vowels 

5.4.4.1 Diphthongs. 

5.4.4.1.1 Treatment of law I : 

When lawl occurs in a word final position or is 

followed by a consonant in a SA word, it is replaced 

by lui or lu:1 in AA : 

(1 ) lui is used in word final position and in open 

syllables in AA . . 

E. g. SA AA 

Ilaw I if -, Ilu I 
Imawta I dead people -") Imuta I 

(2) lu:1 is used in closed syllables in AA: 

SA AA 

Imawt I death Imu:t I 

5.404.1.2 Treatment of lajl : 

When lajl occurs in a word final position or is 

followed by a consonant in a SA word it is replaced 

by Iii or li:1 in AA: 

(1) Iii is used in word final position and in open 

syllables in AA 

E. g. 

SA 

Ijajt:n 18atan -) 

AA 

IJita:n I 
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(2) li:1 IS used In closed syllables In AA: 

SA 

Ibajtl house 

AA 

Ibi:tl 

5.4.4.2 Changes In the types of vowels: 

Short vowels: 

I The vowel Iii: 

When this vowel occurs In a closed syllable or 

IS followed by a geminated consonant In a SA word, it 

is replaced by lal in the AA version of this word. 

E.g. 
SA 

Iminhal from her 

Ina:zill going down 

Isirrl a secret 

AA 

-;> Imanhal 

-~ Inazall 

-) Isarrl 
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But when Iii is followed by a pharyngeal, it is replaced 

by la/: 

E.g. 
--

SA kA. 

Ita:lill rising -':J Ita:lall 

Ima:lihl salty -') Ima:lahl 

II The vowel la/: 

When this vowel occurs In a closed syllable In 

SA, it is replaced by la/: 

E.g. 
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SA AA 

Ikalabl to bark 
(rabid dogs) 

--~ Iklabl he became 
foolish 

Ima Jrabl drinking 
place 

--) Ima ~abl water-jug 

But when lal occurs before a pharyngeal consonant in 

SA, it is retained as it is in AA. 

E.g .. 

SA AA 

I Jar r I hair --;> I Farl 

III - The vowel lui : 

When lui occurs in a closed syllable in a SA 

word, this vowel is replaced by lal in AA: 

E.g. 

SA 

Iburd,l castle 

Iburdl remoteness 

--) 

-~ 

AA 

Ibard,l 

Ibradl 

This also applies when lui occurs before a geminated 

consonant in SA: 

E.g. 

SA AA 

Imuttl I died Imattl 

Long vowels: 

I. The vowel li:1 

The length of li:1 is not retained in AA when 

this vowel occurs in open syllables in SA words and 

in word final position: 



E.g. 

SA AA 

/tabi: l a/ nature -) /tbila/ a habit 

/si:ra/ behaviour -) /sira/ 

/ faka :wi: / complaints -") / fkawi/ 

The length of /i:/ is retained in AA only when 

this vowel occurs in monosyllabic words consisting 

of a closed syllable and in a closed syllable being 

the 2nd syllable in a disyllabic word in SA: 

E.g. 

SA 

/da:r/ a house -) 

/mindi: 1/ a napkin -=> 

AA 

/da:r/ 

/mendi:l/ 

But, when /i:/ occurs in a final closed syllable in 

a trisyllabic word, in SA, /i:/ is replaced by /e/ 

except when /i:/ occurs before a pharyngeal, it is 

r.eplaced by /a: / 

E.G. 

SA AA 

/bawa:si:r/ haemorrhoids -) /bwaser/ 

/?astari:h/ I rest 

II. The vowel /a:/: 

-~ /nestra :11/ 

The length of this vowel is not retained when it 

occurs in an open syllable or in word final position 

in SA: 

E.g. 
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SA AA 

/sa:ru:/ they became --) /saru/ they became 

/basa:la/ courage --) /bsala/ stupidity 

The length of /a:/ is retained only when it 

occurs in closed syllables in SA: 

E. g •. 

SA AA 

/sa:bu:n/ soap -7 /sabu:n/ 

/sala:m/ peace -~ /sla:m/ 

/sulajma:n/ a boy's -y /slima:n/ 
name 

III. The vowel /u:/ 
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The length of /u:/ is not retained when it occurs 

in an open syllabus and in word final position in SA: 

E.g. 

SA 

/su:ra/ a passage of 
the Koran 

/siru:/ be (imp. 
plural) 

AA 

-~ /sura/ 

-~ /siru/ 

But, when /u:/ occurs in a closed syllable in SA, its 

length is retained in AA: 

E.g. 

SA AA 

/mahbu:l/ crazy -~ /mahbu: 1/ 



5.4. 5 Morphological differences: 

In this section, the major morphological 

differences between SA and AA will be examined. 

5.4.~.1 Nouns: 

5.4.5.1.1 Gender: 

In SA and AA, a noun Day have a masculine or 

T . . d __ eml.nl.ne gen er. For the most part, SA nouns have 

retained their own gender when introduced in AA but 

there are some exceptions, in fact, in SA, there are 

some nouns which have both fe~inine and masculine 

genders. In AA, a noun has only one gender except 

in the case where there is a change in the 

structure of the noun accompanying a change in the 

gender. This case can be illustrated with the 

following example: 

Iqm~r IrIloon -> 

Iq~mra I moon -) 

masculine gender 

feminine gender 

The changes which occurred in Iqrnar I are: 

1 - The morpheme lal usually marking the 

feminine gender in Arabic has been added. 

2 - The cluster Iqml has been split up by the 

vowel I~I to avoid a non-possible three consonant 

cluster forMed with Iq + m + r I. 

It is very common in AA to change the structure 

of a SA word in order to change its gender from 
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masculine to feminine. Other examples are: 

SA 

/&asak Istar thistle --) 

Ifahm I understanding --~ 
(Masculine) 

AA 

Ihaska I 

Ifhama / understanding 
( Fe h1 i (I i ne ) 

N.B. The cluster Ifhl is used to avoid confusion 

with the qualifier Ifahma I "clever" in AA. 

Apart from this, there is also a tendency in AA 

to change the structure of a SA noun, which although 

it has a feminine gender, does not have the final lal 

morpheme generally found in nouns with a feminine 

gender: 

Example: 
':'! 

SA 

Id3.!lhannam Ihell 
(masculine) 

AA 

Id3ah~nnamal 
(feminine) 

As far as the SA nouns which have both genders 

are concerned, they are treated in AA in the 

following manner: 

SA 

,'t.a:l Istate 

I~ahab I gold 

Isarawi: 1 It rousers 

Isulta:n I power 

-) 

-7 

AA 

;ta:l I weather, 
mind (nasculine) 

Ihala I situation 
(feminine) 

Idh~b I gold 
(Clasculine) 

Israw~l I trousers 
(masculine) 

Isalta:n I King 
(masculine) 
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SA 

Isama:? I sky 

!tari:q I road 

11aqrab I scorpion 

14 unuq I neck 

-"'7 

-"7 

-) 

-7 

l~anI;abu: t I spider --, 

Iqidir I pot 

Iqafa I neck 

Ikabid/liver 

Ilisa:n I tongue 

Imisk I musk 

Imil1t I salt 

Ir.lu: sa: I blade 

Inafs I soul 

-) 

-) 

-7 

-"> 

AA 

I sma I sky (masculine) 

Itri:q I road 
(I!lasculine) 

I ~aqrJb Iscorpion 
(masculine) 

I Ganq Ineck 
(masculine) 

I Gdnkbu:t Ispider 
(masculine) 

Iq~dra I pot 
(feI!linine) 

Iqfa I (masculine) 

Ik~bda I liver 
(feminine) 

Ilsa:n I tongu~ 
(masculine) 

Im~slt II!lusk 
(masculine) 

I~Jlt I salt 
(masculine) 

Imu:s I knife 
(masculine) 

In~fs I respiration 
(masculine) 

From the above list, we notice that some changes have 

been operated on the SA nouns in AA: 

the vowel lal has been added to SOI!le nouns in 

order to have feminine gender in these. 

However, nouns such as Iqfal and Ismal in AA 

cannot be considered as nouns containing the final 

vowel morpheme lal because lal in these nouns is the 

result of the clustering process o 
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There is another particular category of nouns in 

SA, which although they resemble nouns with a 

masculine gender, nevertheless have a feoinine gender; 

when introduced in AA, these nouns have acquired a 

masculine gender: 

SA (feminine) AA (masculine) 

I?isba I finger -7 1-5sba '1 I 

Ibi?r I well -7 Ibi:r I 

I~ira: I an arm -, I dra~ I 

Iri:ii I wind -"7 Iri :11 I 

I~asa: I a stick -7 I ~-:5'a I 

Ifa?s I a pick-axe -> Ifa:s I 

IfaX~1 a thigh -'7 If xii' I 

Iqaw~ I a bow -.., Iqu:~ I 

Iqadam I a foot -> Iqdijm I 

/ka?s I a cup .-:::, I l~a: s I 

Ikatif I a shoulder -:) tkt~f I 

IS ima: I I left -"? IJma: I I 

Ijami:n I right -7 Ilimi:n I 

Apart from these cases, all SA nouns have kept 

their own gender when used in AA. 

5.4.p.l.2 Number: 

In SA, there are three numbers: the singular, 

dual and plural but in AA, there are only two: the 

singular and pluraL. 
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a - The dual: 

In SA, the dual is forEed by adding a suffix to 

the singular form of a noun. There are two types 

of suffixes: 

1 - /a:ni/ (nominative) e.g. /~ita:b/ -) /kita:ba:ni/ 

(one book) (two books) 

2 - /ajni/ (accusative and 
genitive) e.g. /kita:b/ ~ /kita:bajni/ 

(one book) (two books) 

Remark: 

In AA, we can obtain the dual form by using the 

word meaning "two" - /zu:d3/ + the noun in the plural 

form: 

E.g. /t~ffa~a / 
(one apple) 

-") / zu:~dS bffaha: t / 
(two) (apples) 

b - The plural: 

In both SA and AA, there are three types of 

plural: 

(1 - The regular masculine plural 
(2 - The regular feminine plural 
(3 - The broken plural 

1. The regular masculine plural: 

In SA, this is formed by adding a suffix to the 

singular form of the noun. There are two types of 

suffixes: 

1 - /u:n / (nominative) e.g. /muGallim/ 
(a teacher) 

~ /mu ~all imu : n / 
(teachers) 

2 - /i:n / (genitive
accusative) 

e.g. /~u~allim/ ~ /mu~allimi:n/ 
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But, AA has retained only the /i:n/ suffix, that is to 

say that the case distinction of SA is lost. 

E.g. in AA: 

Remark: 

/m~allam / 
(a teacher) 

-') /mC\allmi: n / 
(teachers) 

The word /m~allmi:n/ has resulted from the 

Algerianisation of the SA word /mu~allimi:n/ where 

the clustering process has been applied (see 

section S.4.3 for details on this process). 

2. The regular feminine plural: 

In SA, this is formed by adding a suffix to the 

singular form of the noun. There are two types of 

suffixes: 

1 - /a:tun / (nominative) 

2 /a:tin / (accusative and genitive) 

E. g. /Xiza:na/ -') /Xiza:na:tun / 
(a cupboard) (cupboards) 

/Xiza:na/ -) /Xiza:na:tin / 

But, in AA, this plural is obtained by adding /a:t/: 

there ,is no more case distinction. 

E. g. /Xzana/ 
(a cupboard) 

3. The broken plural: 

/Xzana:t / 
(cupboards) 

In this type of plural, the plural is formed by 

making internal changes in the noun itself. 
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In AA, the broken plural is based on the SA 

broken plural. 

Table showing the various structures of broken plural: 

Singular Plural 

SA C V C V C /d3amal / C I C A . C /d3 ima : l / . 
1 t2 3 a camel 1 i2 3 camels 

AA C eve /d3m~l/ ~C C A · C /d3ma: 1 / , 

1 2- 3 a camel 1 2 3 camels 

SA C V C V . C /ki ta:b/_ ~C U C U C /kutub/ . 
1 2 

t 
3 a book 1 

t
2 3 books 

AA C C V . C /kta:b/ C C U · C /ktu:b/ . · 
1 I) 3 books II 1 2 3 books ~ 

SA C V C C V f~urfa/ I7 C U C A C /h"uraf/ rooms 
1 2 3 a room 1 2 3 

1 cl~ C AA C V C C V /'6 ~rfa/ [7C /Mr~f / rooms 
1 I) 3 a room 1 2 3 "J 

SA C V C C V / 'kk / S1._ a --~C I C A C /sikak/ 
1 2 2 a street 1 2 I) streets ~ 

1 1 
AA C V C C V /s~~/ C C C /skak/ 

1 I) 2 . a street 1 I) 2 streets 
~ ~ 

SA W V C V C /walad/ - ~? A W C V . C /?awla:d/ . 
1 

.t
2 3 a boy 1 t 2 3 boys 

/wlad/ ~W C V · C /wla:d/ AA W C V C · 
1 2 3 a boy 2 3 4 boys 



Singular Plural 

SA C A J C /bajt/ -;c U J U · C /buju: t / · 1 12 3 a house L houses 

AA C I · C /bi:t/ ~7C C U . C /bju:t/ · - . 
1 3 a room rooms 

SA C V C C V · C /mifta:t/ - -)C A C A · C I . C /mafa:ti:1l; · · . 
1 2 3 4 a key 1 12 3 4 keys 

1 
AA C V C C V · C /m'afta:1i/ ... C A C C /mfa: t~ifl/ · , 

1 2 3 4 a key 1 2 3 4 keys 

SA C V · C V C /Xa:dim/ ,C U C C A . C /Xudda:m/ · . 
1 

J 
2 3 a servant 1 2 I') 3 servants .... 

I 
AA C V · C V C /Xa: dam/ - r-)C C""(} C /Xdam / · a servant 1 2 3 servants 

SA C V C C V . C ,tiandu:q/ A C· A · C I : Chana: di : 0/ . ~ · 
1 2 3 4 a box 1 12 3 4 boxes 

1 ~ 

AA C V C C V · C /-5'vndu:q/ - ~,c C A C V C /-9nadaq/ · 
1 2 3 4 a box 1 2 3 4 boxes 

5.4.7.2 Diminutives: 

In SA and AA, the diminutive is fo~ed· by making 

internal changes in the noun. 

The diminutive in AA is based on the diminutive 

form of SA nouns. 

1. SA nouns with the structure: C V C V C 
123 

In such nouns, the following changes are operated 



in the 

E.g. 

formation of the 

a - Vl is changed 

b V2 is changed 

c - I j I is 

I d3 aI!lal I 
a camel 

added 

diminutive: 

to lui 

to lal '> cue A J C 

after V2 

-~ Idsurnajl I 
a sinall camel 

In AA, the SA C V C V C structure becomes C eve 
12312 3 

SA/d~amall 
- ..J a·camel 

-..., AA/d3mali 
a canel 

The diminutive form of an AA noun with ace V C 
123 

is obtained by: inserting Ii + jl between C and V 
2 

C C V C 
123 

-> C C I J V C 
123 

20 SA nouns with the structure: eve C V C 
1 1 2 324 

a - Vl is changed to lui ) 
) 

b - la + j I is inserted between C2 and C3)~C U C A J C I C 
) 

c - V2 is changed to Iii ) 

E.g. 

II!labzall 
a sink 

-") II!lubajzill 
a small sink 

In AA, the above structure eve eve is not 
1 1 232 4 

altered when introduced in Algerian Arabic but the 
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diminutive form of such a structure is based on the 

SA diminutive form, the changes are as follows: 

a - the vowel lui is dropped as a feature of 

Algerianisation; the clustering rule. 

b - la + jl is replaced by Iii 
SA AA 

C U C A J C I C 
Imubajzill 

-") C C I C V C 
Imbizall 

3. SA nouns with the structure C V : C V C 
123 

a - V: is changed to lui ) 
) - CUWAJCVC 

b - Iwaj I is inserted between lui and Cz 
E.g. 

C V 
1 

C V C 
2 3 

Ika:tibl a writer 

-) C U W A J C V C 
123 

Ikuwajtibl a small 
writer. 

In AA, the Algerianisation of a SA noun of the above 

structure: C V : C V C is to drop the length of the 

vowel. The diminutive is based on the SA diQinutive: 

a - lui is dropped to foro an initial cluster 

b - lajl is replaced by Iii 

c - Iii is replaced by I a I 

SA 

C U W A J C V C -) 

Ikuwajtabl 

AA 

C W I C V C 
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4. 

a -

b 

c -

E.g. 

SA nouns with a C V C V 
1 122 

Vl is replaced by lui 

V2 is changed to lal 

I jj il is inserted between 

CVCV:C 

lkita:bl a book 

-'> 

C structure: 
3 

) 
) 
)-'> 
) 

V2 and C3) 

CUCAJJIT 

CUCAJJIC 

Ikutajjibl a small 
book 

In AA, the Algerianisation of a SA noun with C V C V C 
1 1 223 

structure is to form an initial cluster by dropping 

Vl - C C V C 
1 2 2 3 

E.g. 

SA AA 

Iki ta :bl -> /kta:bl 

The diminutive form in AA is based on the diminutive 

form of SA: 

E.g. 

a - clustering by dropping lui 

b - replacing lajl by Iii 

c - changing the vowel Iii to I I 

SA 

C U C A J J I C 
123 

SA 

11bltaj jib I 
a small book 

-':> 

AA 

C C I J V C 
123 

AA 

Ilttijobl 
a s~all book. 
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5. SA nouns with the structure: C V J C V (:) 
1 1 2 2 

The diminutive of such nouns is obtained by: 

a - changing the first vowel into lui 

b inserting Iwal between Vl and J 

CVJCV(:) 
1 2 

-) C U W A J C V (:) 
1 2 

Ilajlal a night Iluwajlal a small 
night 

In AA, SA nouns of the C V J C V C:) structure are 

Algerianised to C I C V 

E.g. Ilajlal -> Ililal 

The diminutive form in AA is based on the one found 

in SA: 

a - clustering by dropping lui 

b - replacing lajl with Iii 

SA 

C U W A J C V -'} 

Iluwajlal 

a small night 

Remark: 

AA 

C W I C V 

Ilwilal 

a small night 

In AA, there is a form which is the di~inutive 

of the diminutive. This is used for emphasis. It 

is obtained by repeating the C V following the first 

consonant in the diminutive noun. 
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c c v c v C -) C C v c v c v C 
1 2 1 3 2 4 1 2 1 2 1 3 2 4 

E.g. /s nid;}q / small -7 /sninid~q / a very 
box small box 

But there is no diminutive of the diminutive in SA. 

5.4.5.3 Adj ect ives C qualifiers) : 

Gender: 

The formation of the fecinine gender in an 

adjective in the masculine gender is similar in both 

varieties; it is generally formed by adding /a/ at 

the end of the adjective: 

E.g. 

SA 

/Kabi:r/ big (masc. 
sing.) 

/kabi:ra/ big (fem. 
sing. ) 

-) 

-) 

AA 

/kbi:r/ big (masc. 
sing. ) 

/kbira/ big (fem. 
sing.) 

However, there is a difference between the 

feminine gender in SA and the one in AA; in SA there 

are two cases: the nominative and accusative cases 

used according to the position of the adjective in 

the sentenceo Their respective suffixes are as 

follows: 

a - Nominative: the nominative is obtained by adding 

/tun/ after /a/ 

E.g. /kabi:ratun/ big (fern. sing.) 

. 
\ 
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b - Accusative: The accusative is formed by adding 

/tin/ after /a/ 

E.g. /kabi:ratin/ big (fern. sing.) 

But, in AA, there is no case distinction; the 

particles /tun/ and /tin/ are never used o 

Number: 

a - Dual: 

In SA, the dual is formed by adding one of the 

following suffixes to the singular form of the 

adjective (at the end of the adjective) 

1. Masculine / dual: 
. 

- /ajn/ accusative 

- /a:n/ nominative 

E.g. 

/walad kabi:r/ 

a boy big 

2. Feminine dual: 

E.g. 

- /tajn/ accusative 

- /ta:n/ nominative 

/bint kabi:ra/ 
a girl big 

/' 

-') /waladajn kabi:rajn/ 
'\, 

two bO~7s big 
(ac~usative) 

/walada:n kabi:ra:n/ 
two boys big 

(nominative) 

/bintajn ]abi:ratajn/ 
two girls big 

(accusative) 

/binta:n kabi:rata:n/ 
two girls big 

(nominative) 
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In AA, the dual is obtained by using the word /zu:d3/ 

"two" before the noun phrase consisting of the noun 

and adjective which are in the plural (cf. section on 

nouns). 

E.g. 

/zu: d3 bna: t / two girls. 

b - The plural: 

1. Masculine plural: 

In SA, this plural is formed by adding one of the 

following suffixes to the singular form of the 

adjective: 

E.g. 

- /u:n/ nominative 

- /i:n/ accusative 

/?awla:d muta~allimi:n/ 
boys educated 

/?awla:d mutaGallimu;n/ 

accusative 

nominative 

However, in AA, the case distinction is lost and 

the plural is formed by adding /i:n/ at the end of 

adjectives 

E.g. /wla:d m~t~allmi:n/ 
boys educated 

2. The feminine plural: 

In SA, this plural is obtained by adding one of 

the following suffixes to the adjective in the 

singular form: 

- /a:tun/ nominative 

- /a:tin/ accusative 
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E.g. /banat muta ~ allima: tun/ nominative 
girls educated 

/bana t muta <t alliI!la: t in/ accusative 

Once again, in AA, the case distinction is not kept 

and the plural is formed by adding the suffix /a:t/ to 

the adjective in the singular forI!l: 

E.g. 

Remark: 

/bna:t 
girls 

m~t G allma: t/ 
educated 

In SA, when a noun denoting a non-human signifi~ 

is in the plural, the adjective which qualifies it 

takes the feminine/plural gender, regardless of the 

noun gender. But, in AA, the adjective agrees in 

gender and number with the noun it qualifies regard-

less of the type of signifie represented by the noun. 

5.4. 5.4 The comparative: 

In SA, the comparative is formed by adding the 

prefix /?a/ at the beginning of the adjective in the 

singular/~asculine form and ~aking interpal changes 

as well: 

Adjective singular/masculine: 

c V (:) C V (:) C 
123 -) 

Comparative: 

? A C C A C 
123 

The comparative structure in SA, is used with nouns 

having any gender or number 
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E.g. 

/d3ami : l / masc o sing. 

/djaci:la/ fern. sing. 

/d3ami:la:t/ plur. feme 
(beautiful) 

) 
) 
) ?ad4 rnal/ 
) (mo~e beautiful) 
) 

In AA, the comparative is obtained by using the 

adjective followed by the particle / G lal "on". 

There are no changes made in the adjective. But, 

the comparative adjective agrees in gender and number 

with the noun it qualifies: 

E.g. 

/Sba:b/ beautiful ~ 
(sing. masc.) 

()abba/ beautiful --> 
(sing. fern.) 

The superlative: 

/Jba: b 41al more 
beautiful 

I\abba ~la/ more 
J beautiful 

In SA, this is formed by adding the definite 

article /?al/ "the" before the comparative adjective. 

E.g. 

/?ad3mal/ -) /?al?ad3mall 

more beautiful the most beautiful 

In AA, the superlative is obtained by using the 

adjective without ~aking any changes in its 

structure but by adding the definite article I ;; II 

before the adjective and the particle Ifi/ "in" after 

it. 
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E.g. 

/kbi: r ~'la/ 
bigger than 

/j'ba:b Gla/ 
more beautiful than 

5.4.5.6 Pronouns: 

Personal pronouns: 

/lkbi:r fil 
the biggest 

I Sba:b fil 
the most beautiful 

In SA and AA, there are two types of personal 

pronouns: independent and dependent pronouns. 

Independent pronouns are used on their own and are 

not affixed to any verb whereas dependent pronouns are 

used in bound form, affixed to verbs. 

Independent and dependent pronouns ~ 

Independent pronouns 
SA AA 

/?ana/ I -"> lanai 

/?antal you (maSc.. -) Intal 
sing.) 

/?antil you (fern. -) Intil 
sing. ) 

/?antuma: / you 
(dual) 

-) ) 
) 
) 

/?antunnal you -) )( ~n!: u m a../ 
(plural fern.)) 

) 
/?antUI!l/ you -~ ) 

(plural masc;.) ) 

Ihuwwa/ he 

/hijja/ she 

-) /huwwa/ 

-) /hijja/ 

Ihuma:/ they (dual) 

/hum/ they (plural 
rnaSC. ) 

/hunna/ they 
(plural fern.) 

-) ) 
) 

-> ) 
) / h. \A f't'\ a.. / 
) 

-) ) 
) 
) 

Dependent pronouns 
SA AA 

- tul -) 

- t I 

- til -) 

- tuma: I -> ) 
) 
) 

- tl 

- tl 

- til 

- tunnal -) ) - tul 
) 
) 

- turnl -» 

- al 

- atl 

- a: I 

- u:1 

- nal 

) 

-) 

-) 

-7 ) 

) 

- Jel 

- ~tl 

-> ) - ul 
) 
) 

-) ) 
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5.4.5.7 Demonstrative pronouns: 

In SA, there are thirty pronominal forns 

near, central and far pronouns referring to the 

relative distances they denote. However, in AA, 

their number is reduced to six only divided between 

near and far only as far as the distances they denote 

are concerned. 

1. Near pronouns: 

SA AA 

Iha~a:/ this (masc. sing.) nominative 

/~a:/ 

J~i:/ 
/ha~i: / 

and 
this (oasc. sing.) accusative 

/ha Sihi/ 

) 
) this (fern. 
) nooinative 
) and 
) accusative 

/~a:ni/ ) these (dual - masc.) ) 

jha~a:ni ~ nominative ~ 
/~ajni/ ) these (dual - masc.) ~ 

/ha~ajni/~ accusative ~ 
/ta:ni/ ) these (dual - fern.) 

) 
/hata:ni/ ) nominative 

/tajni/ ) these (dual. fern.) 
) 

/hatajni/ ) accusative 

/?u:la:?i/ ) these (plural) 

) accusative and 
/ha?ula:?i/ ) nominative 

) 
J 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

-'7 /hada/ 

-""7 /hadi/ 

-'7 /hadu/ 
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2. Far pronouns: 

SA 

/ ~ a : 1 ik a / t hat ( maS C. . sin g. ) ) 
nominative and accusative ) 

/tiJka.j that (fern. sing.) ) 
no~inative and accusative ) 

/ 'D a: nnika/ those (ma~c.. dual) 
nominative 

) 
) 
) 

/ ] ajj innik.a/ those Cma~,". dual) ) 
accusative ) 

/ta:nnika/ those (fern. dual) 
nominative 

/tajjinnika/ those (fern. dual) 
accusative 

/?u:la:?ika/ those (plur.) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
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/hadak. / 

/hadik / 

/hadUk / 
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3. Central pronouns: 

SA AA 

/0a :k.a/ that (masc. sing.) ) 
nominative and accusative ) 

/ti:ka/ that (fern. 
) 

sing. ) ) 
nominative and ) 

/hati:k a/ accusative ) 

/ ~a: n:ik.a/ those 
) 

(dual - !:lasc.) ) 
nominative ) 

/0ajnika/ 
) 

those (dual - masc.) ) 
accusative ) 

/ta:nika/ those (dual 
) 

- fem o ) ) 
nominative ) 

) 
/tajnik~a/ those (dual - fern. ) ) 

accusative ) 
) 

/?u: la ?ika/ those (plural) ) 
) 

5.4.5.8 Relative pronouns: 

In SA, there are eight relative pronouns with 

different gender, number and 'case inflections. 

However, in AA, the number of these pronouns has been 

reduced to one only. This pronoun, in AA, is used 

to refer to subjects having any type of gender and 

number. 
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SA AA 

/?alla~i:/ who-which (masc. sing.) ) 

/?allati:/ who-which (fe~. 
) 

sing.) ) 

/?alla~a: nil who-which 
) 

(masc. dual) ) 
nominative ) 

/?alla~ajni/ 
) 

who-which (masc. dual) ) 
accusative ) 

/?allata:ni/ 
) /(~)lli/who-which 

who-which (fern. dual) ) 
nominative ) 

) 
/?alla ta~ini/ who-which (feril. dual) ) 

accusative ) 
) 

/?alla:?i/ who-which (masc. plur.)) 
) 

/?allawa:ti/ who-which ( f er.'1. plur. ) ) 

Interrogative pronouns and adverbs: 

Most interrogative pronouns in AA are based on 

their counterparts found in SA. But there are some 

of these pronouns which are different in both 

varieties. 

The following table shows the similarities and 

discrepancies that exist between the interrogative 

pronouns in SA and those in AA. 



SA 

Irn3,ta: I when 

Ikajfal how 

Ikaml how many) 
how much) 

I?ajul which one 

Ilima:~al why 

Imanl who 

Ima: I what 

-~ 

AA 

IWinta/: this is formed 
with Iwi:nl - Iwinl 
(where) and the second 
syllable of Imata:1 -
Ital 

Ikifa:S/: this is the 
assimilated form of 
Ikajfl how in SA and 
I Jaj? I a thing in SA. " 
I~ajt.(. is Alger~a~ise~ 
to./kl:fl and IJa~?1 1S 
Algerianised to I Jil - J, 

/Iki: f + 5 il = Ikifaj 

Iqddda:j/: this is the 
assimil a ted form of I qJdd/ 
size in SA and lajl a 
thing in SA. Iqadd + 
5il =-= Iq~dda J I 
lama/: this is the 
assimilated form of 
I?ajl which in SA and 
Ima: I what in SA. I?aj + 
rna:1 = lamal 

l~la:S/: this is the 
assimilated form of S 
I~lal on in AA and I il 
a thing in AA. r 5 
IGla + S il = 11la: I 

IJku:n/: the assi~ila~ed 
form 0 f lSi + j ku :n / / ,''i 

(what thing is it?) 

Iw ~San/: assimilated 
form of I?aj aj?1 in SA 
(which thing) 
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5.4.5.10 Conjunctions and Adverbs: 

1. There are some prepositions which are shared by 

both varieties without a change in their structure: 

SA AA 

/ha j a: / except 

/ma:za:l/ still 

/ma:da:m/ as long as 

-"> 

-) 

/ha5a/ this preposition 
is used only in polite 
forms in AA 

/maza:l/ 

/mada:m/ this phrase is 
used only with the verb 
to live. E. g. /mada:mnj 
hajja/ as long as I ao 
alive. 

2. There are other prepositions, which although 

shared by both varieties, show a change in structure 

when used in AA: 

SA 

/mumkin/ may be 

/wa/and 

-'7 /j;>mkan/ 

/wa/, /u/ 

AA 
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3. The last type of prepositions is represented by 

the prepositions which are different in SA from AA: 

SA 

/la:kin/ but 

/h?anna/ as if 

/kaj/ in order 

, , 

/eumma/ then 

/?aj tan/ as well 

/qad/ maybe 

-') 

-') 

-'7 

AA 

/b~ssa:t/: this is the 
assimilated form of 
/b.-; / + / sat/ 
with truth 
(AA) (AA) 

/tqUSi/: this is the 
assimilated form of 
/tqu:l/ + / J i/ 
you say a thing 

CAA) (AA) 

/ba:S/: this is the 
assimilated form of 
/b a / + / J i/ 
with a thing 
(AA) CAA) 

/rrambaSd/ : this is the 
assimilated form of 
/m~n/ + /ba G d/ 

after fror.l 
(AA) (AA) 

/gana/ Turkish loan word 

/waqila/: th'is is the. 
assimilated form of 
/wa/ and /qi:la/ 

and it was said 
(SA) (SA) 
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5.4.5.11 Verbs: 

In SA and AA, there are two tenses: 

1 - preterite (perfect) 

2 - present (imperfect) 

These two tenses can be in the active or passive 

voice: 

:"J active 
preterite 

passive 

present 
~active 

~passive 
There are also moods 

1 - imperative 

2 - subjunctive 

3 - jussive 

4 - indicative 

Concerning the verb conjugation in AA, one can 

say that it is based on SA verb conjugation, in the 

following cases: 

1 - preterite/active voice/indicative 

2 - present/active vOice/indicative 

3 - imperative 

Verbs having the infinitive forms ~~ : ~ : ~ c 
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Verb - C V C V C 
123 

5.4.5.11.1.1 Preterite/active voice: Eg:/katab/ to write 

SA AA 

/C A C ACT U/ (I) 
1 2 3 

/katabtu/ 

/C A C ACT A/ (you -
1 2 3 sing. masc.)-

/katabta/ 

/C A C ACT 1/ (you -
1 2 3 (fern. sing.) 

/katabti/ 

/C A C A C A :/ 
123 

/katabai/ 

/C A C A C U : / 
123 

/katabu:/ 

/C A C A C N A/ 
1 2 3 

/katabna/ 

/C A C A CAT/ 
123 

/kata.bat / 

(they -
dual) 

(they -
masc.) 

(they -
fern. ) 

(she) 

/C A C A C A/ (he) 
1 2 3 

/kataba/ 

/C A C A C N A :/ (we) 
1 2 3 

/katabna:/ 

) 
) 
) 

) 
) 
) 

) 
) 

/C A C ACT U :/ (you - ) 
plural 

/katabtu:/ masc.) ) 

/ C A C ACT U M A : / (you - )' 
dual) ) 

/katabtuma:/ ) 

/ C A C ACT U N N A/ (you - ) 
plural fern.)) 

/katabtunna/ 

/C C aCT/ 
123 

/kt;)bt/ 

/C C J C T / 
123 
/kt~bt/ 

/C CdC T 1/ 
123 

/ktJbti/ 

/C ~ C C U/ 
123 

/k'dtbu/ 

/C d C C ~ T/ 
123 
/k~tbC)t/ 

/C CdC/ 
123 

/ktr}b/ 

/C C ~ C N A/ 
123 

/ktdbna/ 

/C CdC T U/ 
123 
/kt~btu/ 
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5.4.5.11.1.2 Present/active voice Eg: /katab/ to write 

SA 

I? A C C U C/ (I) 
123 

I?aktubl 

IT A C C U CI (you - sin& --
1 2 3 mase.) 

Itaktubl 

IT A C C U C I 
123 

Itaktubi:nal 

/T A C C U C A 
123 

Itaktuba:nil 

IT A C C U C U 
123 

Itaktubu:nal 

IT A C C U C N 

Itaktubnal 

N A/(you-
sing. fern.) 

N I/ (you-) 
dual)) 

) 

N AI (you- ) 
plural)
mase. ) 

AI (you - ) 
plural fem.)) 

IT A C C U C UI (she) 
123 

It a k tub ul 
IJ A C C U CI (he) 

1 2 3 
Ijaktubl 

IN A C C U CI (we) 
123 

Inaktubl 

/J A C C U C A 
123 

Ijaktuba:nil 

N II (th.ey) 
dual) ) 

) 

AA 

IN a C C ~ CI 
1 2 3 

In~kt~b/ 

IT a C C ~ CI 
1 2 3 

It~ktdb/ 

IT d C ~ C C I/ 
1 2 3 

It.ak~tbi/ 

IT a C C) C C U/ 
123 

Itt7k~th\4/ 

/T a c C ~ C/ 
123 

/t ~ k tab/ 

IJ ~ C c a C/ 
123 

/ ja.ktab/ 

/N d CdC C u/ 
. 1 2 3 

In ~kt3tbu/ 

/J A C C U C N AI (they - ) I J ;, C C} C C u / 
plural fern. ))- 1 2 3 

Ijaktubna/ ) Ijdk~tbu/ 

/ J A C C U C U : N A I (they-) 
1 2 3 plural ) 

/jaktubu:nal mase.) ) 

5.4.5.11.2 Imperative: 

SA AA 

I? U C C U CI (you - sing. I ;; C C ~ C/ 
1 2 3 mase.) 1 2 3 

I?uktubl I~kt~bl 

I? U C cue II (you - I~C;;C C II 
1 2 3 sing. fern. ) 1 2 3 

/?uktubil I~kotbil 
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SA 

/? U C cue u :/ (you - ) 
1 2 3 plural masc .)) 

1/ ?uktubu :/ ) 
/? U C cue A : / (you - )-) 

1 2 3 ,dual) ) 
/?uktuba:/ ) 
/? U c e u C N A/ (you - ) 

1 2 3 pl~-1 fem.)) 
/?uktubna/ 

A.I! 

/~ e ~ e e U/ 
1 2 3 

~ k<ltbu/ 

5.4.5.11.3 Present and Preterite/Passive Voice 

Present/passive voice and Preterite/passive 

voice have different structures in SA and AA: 

5. 4 .5~" 11 • 3. 1 Preteri'te /Passi ve : 

In SA, this form is obtained by changing the 

first vowel occurring in a verb conjugated in the 

preterite/active, into /u/ and the second vowel 

into Iii: 

/C A C A C A/ (he) 
123 

E.g. /kataba/ he wrote 

-") /e u e I C A/ (he) 
123 

/Kutiba/ it was written 

In AA, the passive voice of the preterite is 

formed by adding /n/ before the first consonant in a 

very conjugated in the preterite/active form: 

/C C ~ C/ (he) 
123 

E.go /~~ab/ he wrote 
J 

/N C c a C/ 
123 

/nkt9 b / it was written 
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Present/passive: 

In SA, this form is obtained by changing the 

first vowel occurring in a verb in the present/active 

form, into luI and the second into /a/: 

/J ACe U C U/ (he) 
123 

-~ 

E.g.: /jaktubu/ he writes ~ 

/J U C C A C U/ (he) 
123 

/juktabu/ it is being 
written 

In AA, the present/passive is obtained by inserting 

/n/ after the first IC + VI: 

/J'tJ, C C t1 C/ (he) 
123 

E.g. /jJkto,b/ he writes -7 

~. 

/J ~ N C C a C/ (he) 
123 

/jank~~~/ it is being 
written 

5.4.5.11.,4 The subjunctive and the jussive: 

5.4.5.11.4.1 Subjunctive: 

1. Subjunctive in SA: 

The subjunctive is used when the verb is preceded 

by specific particles. It relates actions or states 

in the present and future. It is obtained by making 

changes in the form of the present tense/indicative. 

Whether the preposition that precedes the verb is a 

preposition marking negation, consequence and so on, 

the verb retains the same structure in either case. 

E.g. /katab/ to write. 
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The following two particles can precede the verb 

in the subjunctive: 

/lan/ = negation particle (not) used to refer to the 

present and future. 

/kaj/ - preposition marking a consequence or an aim 

(so that). 

Present/indicative/active Present/subjunctive/active 

E.g.: /katab/ to write 

/J Ace U C U/ he /J A C C U C A/ 
1 2 3 1 2 3 

/jaktubu/ /jaktuba/ 
/? ACe U C U/ I /? A C C U C A/ 

1 2 3 1 2 3 
/?aktubu/ /?aktuba/ 
/T ACe U C I N A/ you (fern.- /T A C C U C I : / 

1 2 3 sing. ) 1 2 3 
/taktubi:na/ /taktubi:/ 
/T ACe U C A N I/ you (dual) /T A C C U C A : / 

1 2 3 1 2 3 
/t,aktuba: nil /taktuba:/ 
/T ACe U C U N A/ you /T A C C U C U : / 

1 2 3 (plural 1 2 3 
ftaktubu;na/ masc.) /taktubu:/ 
/T ACe U C U/ she /T A C C U C/ 

1 2 3 1 2 3 
/taktubu/ /taktub/ 
/J A C C U C A N I/they /J A C C U C A : / 

1 2 3 (dual) 1 2 3 
/jaktuba:ni/ /jaktuba:/ 
/J ACe U C N A/ they /J ACe U C N A/ 

1 2 3 (plural fern. ) 1 2 3· 
/jaktubna/ /jaktubna/ 

/J A C C U C U : N A/they /J A C C U C U : / 
1 2 3 (plural masc.) 1 2 3 

/jaktubu:na/ /jaktubu:/ 

/N A C C U C/ we N A C C U C/ 
1 2 3 1 2 3 

/naktub/ /naktub/ 

2. Subjunctive in AA: 

The subjunctive is used when the verb is preceded 

by specific prepositions such as the one marking 
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negation. It relates actions or states in the present 

and future. It is similar to the form of the present/ 

indicative except in the case where it is used with the 

preposition marking the negation: /ma/. In this case, 

an additional morpheme /J/ is affixed at the end of the 

verb conjugated in the present/indicative form. This 

/ J / is the assimilated form of / J i / (a thing) in AA, 

which in SA is / S aj?/. When the conjugated verb has 

a final short vowel, this vowel is lengthened when 

followed by the morpheme / J / 
E.g. /lrta tab / to write 

123 

/N -a c tJ c c U/ -) /H A N a c deC U: S / 
1 2 3 1- 2 3 

not 

If this vowel /ul had not been lengthened, a 

central vowel /a/ would have 

E. g. /~ Katbu/ we write 

5 • 4- • 5 .. 1'1' • 4' • 2' . The j uss i ve
The jussive in SA: 

been used instead of it. 

/man~,k'atbu :J/ we do not 
write 

It is used when the verb is preceded by specific 

prepositions. It relates actions or states that they 

belong to the past. It is formed by making some 

changes in the present/indicative forma 

E.g. /katab/ 
123 

The particle: /lam/ marking negation (in the past) 

can precede the verb in the subjunctive. 
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Eg. /katab/ to write 

/1 A C C u C/ (I) 
/ 1 2 3 

/?aktub/ 
/T A C C u C/ (she) 

1 2 3 
/~ aktub/ 
/J A C C u C/ (he) 

1 2 3 
/jaktub/ 
/T A C C U C I : / (you - sing. fern. ) 
/taktubi:/ 
/T A C C U C A : / (you - dual) 
/taktuba:/ 
/T ACe U C U : / (you plural) 

1 2 3 
/taktubu:/ 
/J A C C U C A : / (they - dual) 

1 2 3 
/jaktuba:/ 
/J A C C U C N A/ (they - plural fern. ) 

1 2 3 
/jaktubna/ 

/J A C C U C U :/ (thpy - plural masc.) 
1 2 3 

/jaktubu:/ 
/N A C C U C/ (we) 

1 2 3 

/'(\ aktub / 

The jussive in AA: 

This is used when the verb is preceded by 

specific prepositions such as a negation preposition 

/r!Ja/ (not). It is used to refer to actions and 

states of the past, therefore, it is based on the 
. 

preterite/indicative form to which it is similar 

except in the case where it is used with the negation 

preposition /ma/ (not); / j' / is added at the end of 

the conjugated verb: 

E.g. /katab/ to write 
123 
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IC C A C N AI -) /MA C CAe N A : J I I 

1 t) 3 «J 

(not) 

Iktabnal we wrote -) Ima Ktabna:JI we d~d 
not wrlte. 



CHAPTER SIX 

CONCLUSION 

This work has shed some light on the phenomenon 

of Arabic-French bilingualism and Arabic diglossia in 

Algiers - the capital of Algeria - from a variety of 

aspects. 

We have looked at the status of Arabic and French 

within the bilingual community of Algiers: the use of 

the two languages in education and administration as 

well as other domains such as the cultural activities. 

We have also an~lysed the relationship between the 

bilingual and his two languages on a number of levels. 

First, we looked at the bilinguals' language 

selection in various situations; this was described 

in chapter 3. 

The results showed that the choice of a language 

or linguistic variety is not arbitrary but is governed 

by a number of factors represented by' the type of 

topic, setting and interlocutor. Therefore, one 

could say that Arabic and French with their respective 

linguistic varieties are used in different types of 

context and situation and serve different types of 

function. 

Then, we looked at the language attitudes held by 

these bilingual speakers towards French and Arabic. 

This was obtained by using an adjective test and the 

matched guise technique test as well. 
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The results obtained in both tests suggested 

that the differences between the bilinguals' views 

and attitudes for Arabic and French are paralleled 

by differences in the way they use these languages. 

One notices that the attitudes of the 

bilinguals towards French and Arabic are different 

from one variety of language to another one: 

French is associated w~th education, modernity, 

and social advancement. French is also often 

described as a modern and lively language which 

opens the door to science and technology. 

Standard Arabic is associated with education and 

social advancement but is perceived as a variety of 

language which represents religion and a long 

literary heritage. 

Both French and Standard Arabic are used in 

formal situations o 

Algerian Arabic is felt to be a linguistic 

variety which is associated with intimacy, solidarity 

and informality. It is often described as a 

practical and easy language which can be used with 

any Algerian to express oneself in topics related 

with the home domain and everyday business 

communication 0 

The mixed Algerian Arabic-French variety seems 

to be favoured for scientific and specialised topics 

discussed in informal settings. It is also felt to 
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be a linguistic variety which facilitates and speeds 

up communication since the speaker of such a variety 

of language uses the first term of structure which 

comes to his mind in whichever language. 

In the descriptive linguistics section, we have 

looked at the impact of French on Algerian Arabic by 

analyzing the aspect of borrowing and Algerian Arabic

French code-mixing. 

We found that there are specific rules to code 

mixing concerning the use of " "grammatical structures. 

Finally, we studied the process of the 

Algerianisation of Standard Arabic main phonological 

and morphological structures by means of comparison 

between both Algerian Arabic and Standard Arabic 

phonological and morphological systems. We found 

that the main differences lie in the consonantal 

system, in particular in the distribution and 

combination of consonants. 
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APPENDIX 1 

QUESTIONNAIRE OF THE PILOT STUDY 

Age Sexe Lieu de naissance 

Profession/occupation 

Si vous ~tes ~tudiant pr6cisez Ie niveau -

Ie sujet 
" / / Ie dip lome prepare -

1. Parlez-vous fran~ais? 

bien 0 assez bien 0 mal 0 pas du tout 0 
2. " / -A quel age avez-vous commence a apprendre Ie 

fran~ais? 

3. 
- / -Ou avez-vous commence a apprendre Ie fran<;ais? 

En Alg~rie 0 
En France 0 
Ailleurs 

4. 
/ . / 

A quelle etape de votre scolarlte avez-vous 
cO~lience a etudier Ie fransais? 

5. Vos parents parlent-ils fran~ais? 
, ' 

Le pere 0 . La mere 0 
" Le pere: profession 

Votre p~re parle fran~ais:- bien [J assez bien [] 

mal [J pas du tout [J 
, 

La mere: profession 1 
Votre m~re parle fran~ais~- bien D assez bien 0 

malO pas du tout 0 
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6. 

7 •• 

8. 

bien 

9. 

bien 

..... 
Ou parlez-vous frangais Ie plus souvent? 

Ii: la maison D 
a l'ecole, l'universit~ D 
avec vos amis [J 

/. ( , avec vos superleurs au travail a 
l'universite etc ... ) [J , 

/ / 
Avez-vous ete dans un pays francophone? 

Si oui, quel est ce pays? 
votre accent, ~tait-il fran~ais? 

Ecrivez-vous en f'ranc;ais? 

0 assez bien 0 mal D pas du tout D 
Lisez-vous fran~ais? 

0 assez bien 0 malO pas du tout 0 
" 10. Vous arrive t-il de "melanger" l'arabe et Ie 

fran<;ais dans votre langage: 

Dans quelle(s) situation(s) Ie faites-vous? 

avec vos parents 

" avec vos freres et soeurs 

avec vos amis 

avec vos professeurs 

-avec vos collegues 

r.encontres officielles 

11. Parlez-vous l'arabe classique? 

bien 0 assez bien 0 malO pas du tout 0 
12. Vos parents parlent-ils l'arabe classique? 

-Le pere 

-La mere 
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13. " -Ou avez-vous commence a apprendre l'arabe 
Classique? 

14. 
A • / 

Quel age a,~z-vous lorsque VOUS avez commence a 
apprendre l'arabe classique? -

15. 
/ /' - / 

Avez-vous ete a une ecole Coranique? -

16. Ecrivez-vous l'arabe classique? 

bien 0 assez bien o Mal o pas du tout 0 
17. Lise7;-vous l'arabe classtque? 

bien o assez bien o mal o pas du tout 0 
18. ~ouvez-;v9us 

a. la tele? 
suivre et comprendre les informations 

bien 0 assez bien 0 mal 0 pas du tout 0 
19 .. Utilisez-vous l'arabe classique? 

souvent 0 rarement D pas du tout 0 
20

0 
Avec qui utilisez-vous l'arabe classique? 

" /' 210 Quel est votre sentiment a l'egard de l'arabe 
Classique? 

" 22. Vous arrive t-il de melanger l~arabe classique et 

" l~~rabe algerien dans votre langage? -

Pourquoi Ie faites-vous? 



Aux ~tudiants 

a. 

b. 

En quelle langue etudiez-vous les mati;res 
scientifiques? 

Etait-ce votre propre choix ou vous l'a t-on 
. /? 1mpose. 

/ / ~ 
Preferez-vous faire vos etudes en arabe 
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c. 
Classique - fran~ais - arabe alg6rien ou berb;re? 

Prnrqu~ I~ ____________________________ ~ 
d. Avez-vous ou avez-vous eu un enseignant de 

l'arabe Classique venu d'un pays arabe autre 
que les pays du Maghreb? (de quel pays?) -

Pouvez-vous comprendre son accent 

e. Pendant Ie cours d'arabe classique, en quelle 
langue posez-vous vos questions? 

qrabe c'lassique 0 
arabe algerien 0 
fran<;ais D 

f. En quelle langue parlez-vous avec vos camarades 
de classe? 

10 pendant Ie cours -
.; / 

2. pendant la recreation -

3. En dehors de l'institution scolaire ou 
universitaire -
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g. En quelle langue parlez-vous avec vos professeurs? 

1. pendant Ie cours 

2. En deho~s du cours (pr€cisez la mati~re 
enseignee + la langue avec laquelle elle 
est enseignee) 

23. Parlez-vous un dialecte arabe algerien? 

24. De quelle 
/ / . region, en Algerle, est ce dialecte? 

Etes-vous 
/' 

ne(e) dans cette region? 25. 

Vos " parents sont-ils nes dans cette region? 26. 

- D ..... D Ie pere la mere 

27. Vivez-vous dans cette region? 

28. Vos parents vivent-ils dans cette region? 

29. Ce dialecte est-il votre langue maternelle? 

30. Si ce n'est pas votre langue maternelle, comment 
l'avez-vous acquis? 

31. CeS questions concernent ceux qui sont venus 
- -'" A 2 vivre a Alger apres l'age de 0 ans: 

. ~ -1. Pourquol etes-vous venu a Alger? 

2. Depuis combien de temps? 

3. Vos parents sont-fls avec vous? 
. / 

40 Avez-vous acquis Ie dialecte arabe algerois? 

5. Est-il tr~s diff~rent de votre propre accent 
ou langue? 

/ 
Quelles sortes de differences: 

a - prononciation 

b - graIDI!laire 

c - vocabulaire 



32. Ces - questions concernent ceux qui sont n~s a 
Alger et dont les parents aussi: 

a - Parlez-vous Ie vieil accent al~rois? 

b - Qu'en est-il de vos parents? 

c - Quel est votre sentiment a 1'~gard de cet 
accent? 

'" 33. Est-ce Ie berbere votre langue maternelle? 

'" 34. Quel dialecte berbere parlez-vous? 

35. Avec qui utilisez-vous ce dialecte? 

36. 
I ,\ 

"Melangez-vous '" (Ie berbere et l'arabe dans votre 
(conversation 

" ~ Ie berbere et Ie fran~ais 

a. Combien de langues/dialectes pouvez-vous parler? 

b. / / ? Lequel(s) preferez-vous Ie plus. 

Co Pourquoi? 
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APPENDIX 2 

QUESTIONNAIRE USED FOR LANGUAGE SELECTION 

(No 0 2) 

AGE: Lieu de naissance: 

SEXE: Occupation: 

Si vous ~tes ~tudiant( ), pr~cisez Ie niveau, I'ann~e, 
A / / 

Ie diplome prepare: 

1. ParIez-vous fran~ais? 

31,4. 

tr~s bien D bien D assez bien D mal D ~~~t du D 
2. 

A / ~ 
A quel age avez-vous commence a apprendre Ie 
fran<5ais ? 

3. 
/ - , 

Ou avez-vous commence a etudier ou apprendre Ie 

4. 

fran1ais? 

i" la maison 0 
i" l'~cole D 
ailleurs D 
dans quel pays? 

I / 
A quelle etape de votre scolarite avez-vous 

/ , f commence a apprendre Ie ran~ais? 

5. Vos pa~ents parlent-ils francajs? ~ 
_ Ie pere: Niveau de scolarite du pere: 

- 0 0 pas du 
tres bien [] bien [J assez bien mal tout 

/ ...... 
....... 

- la mere: Niveau de scolarite de la mere: 

bien 0 bien [J assez bien 0 [] 
pas du 

...... mal tout tres 

~ 
'\ 

[] 

[] 



6. Ecrivez-vousfran<sais? 

tr~s bien [] bien c=J assez bien [J mal [] 

7. Lisez-vous fran~ais? 

tr;S bien/[J bien [] assez bien I I mal [] 

8. Parlez-vous l' arabe 'classique? 

tres bien [J bien 1 1 assez bien [J mal tJ 

pas du D 
tout 

pas du 0 
tout 

pas du 0 
tout 

9. Vos parents parlent-ils l' arabe classique? 

'" Ie pere 

" la mere 

10 0 ' ./ 
• U avez-vous commence a apprendre l'arabe 

11. 

12. 

olassique? 

/ 
Ecole/Universite, quelle classe? 

~ / 

Quel age aviez-vous lorsque vous avez commence a 
apprendre l'arabe olassique? 

./ / -
Avez-vous ete a une e~ole coranique? 

A 

Quel age aviez-vous? 

13. Ecrivez-vous l'arabe olassique? 

tre~ bien [J bien [] assez bien [] mal [] 

14. Lisez-vous l'arabe classique? 

tr;S bien [] bien [J assez bien [] mal [] 

pas du [] 
tout 

pas du 10 
tout 

15. Pouvez-vous suivre et comprendre les informations 
.... / / 

en arabe a la tele? 

O [J 
pas du 0 

tr~ bien [] bien [] assez bien mal tout 
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16. Utilisez-vous l'arabe classique? 

souvent c=J rarement c=J pas du tout c=J 

17. Avec qui utilisez-vous l'arabe classique? 

18. Parlez-vous un dialecte arabe AIg~rien? 

19. De quelle region est ce dialecte, en AIg~rie? 

20. Oe dialecte est il votre langue maternelle? 

21. Parlez-vous Ie dialecte arabe d'AIger? 

Aux students: 

a. En quelle langue ~tudiez-vous les mati;res 
scientifiques? 

b. Est-c~ votre propre choix ou vous l'a t-on 
impose? 

/ I / 
c. En quelle langue preferez-vous faire vos etudes? 

Pourquoi? 
..... 

d. Pendant Ie cours d'arabe classique/matieres 
enseignees en arabe classique, en quelle langue 
posez-vous vos questions? 

arabe classique 

I 
/ . 

arabe a gerlen 

fran~ais 

arabe / fran~ais 

e. En quelle langue parlez-vous a votre professeur 
de Francais pendant Ie cours: 

arabe classique 

arabe alge;rien 

frangais 

arabe / fransais 
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f. En quelle langue parlez-vous a un professeur 
Algerien en dehors du cours pour: 

1. discuter Ie cours: arabe classique 

arabe alg~rien 

fransais 

.arabe/fransais 
;' 

2. discuter les actualites: arabe classique 

b 1 
/ . ara e ? gerlen 

fransais 

arab~/fran<;ais 

-g. En quelle langue parlez-vous avos camarades de 
classe pour 

...... 
1. discuter du cours (matieres scientifiques) 

arabe classique 

" . arabe algerlen 

fran~ais 

arabe / fran?>ais 

" / discuter du cours (matieres.litteraires) 

arabe classique 

I . 
arabe algerlen 

fransais 

arabe /fran3ais 
/ 

2. discuter des actualites 

arabe classique 

/ . 
arabe algerlen 

fran5ais 

arabe/fran~ais 
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h. En quelle langue parlez-vous au Proviseur/ 
Directeur/Superviseur 

.arabe classique 

./ 
arabe algerien 

fran~ais 

arabe I, fran3ais 

i. En quelle langue parlez-vous au serveur du 
..., . 

refecto1re 

arabe classique 

.arabeal geri en 

frangais 

a,rabe / fran5ais 
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TELEVISION 

1) En quelle langue sont ". . vos emlSS10ns 
. ./ -"-,, 

preferees? 

/ 
2) Aimez-vous les series 

et films Egyptiens? 

'" 3) Les films Algeriens, 
I 

./,.-" 
es preIerez-vous en 

arabe classique ou en 
arabe algerien? 

4) Vos impressions 
./ ./ 

generales: 

CINEMA 

1) Allez-vous souvent au 
cinema? 

2) En quelle langue sont 
les Films que vous 
voyez? 

. ,/ 
3) Pour les fllms etran 

en quelle langue 
preferez-vous qu'ils 
soient sous-titres? 

4) Les films arabes, 
autres qu'AIgeriens, en 
quelle langue voudriez
vous Qu'ils soient SOllS 
ti tre's? 

RADIO 

1) En quelle chaine de 
radio ecoutez-vous Ie 
plus? 

2) Quelles chansons 
-" ./ preferez-vous? 

Fran~aises 0 
Algeriennes Arabes c=I 
AIg~riennes Berberes 0 
Autres CArabes) I:J 

THEATRE 

1) En quelle laniue sont les 
pieces de Theatre que 
vous aimez? 

-2) Pour les pieces 
theatrales Algeriennes, 
preferez-vous qu'elles 
soient en a.rabe 
classique ou en a.rabe 
algerien? 
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LECTURE - ROMANS 

1) Lisez-vous des livres 
~crits en arabe 
classique? 

2) Lisez-vous des livres 
ecrits en fran~ais? 

I' ,/ 
3) Que preferez-vous Ie 

plus et pourquoi? 

REDACTION DE LETTRES 

1) ~n ~uelle lan~ue 
ecrlvez-vous avos 
parents? 

2) En quelle langue 
ecrivez-vous l vas .... 
freres et soeurs? 

3) En quelle langue 
ecrivez-vous avos 
amis? 

4) En quelle langue 
,. . d ecrlvez-vous es 
lettres officielles? 

5) En quelle langue 
~crivez-vous une 
lettre d'amour? 

JOURNAUX - MAGASINES 

1) Quels sont vos journaux 
;' ./,/ 

preferes? 

2) Quels sont vos maga-. ,/ ,/ '" Slnes preferes? 

INTERVIEWS - CONVERSATION 

1) Un journaliste vous 
pose une question en 
arabe classique, en 
quelle langue 
r6pondriez-vous? 

2) En fran~ais? Je 
repondrai en: 

/ 

3) En arabe algerien? Je 
repondrai en: 
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Aux professeurs: 

1. En quelle langue parlez-vous a vos ~l~ves 
pendant Ie cours? 

2. En quelle langue parlez-vous avos collegues 

a. pour discuter des cours: 

b. pour discuter des actualit~s: 

3. En quelle langue parlez-vous au planton de 
l'ecole/lycee/universite 

Aux employes: 

1. -En quelle langue parlez-vous a votre patron? 

2. 
.... .... 

En que lIe langue parlez-vous avos collegues? 

3. -En quelle langue parlez-vous a ceux qui ont un 
poste inferieur que Ie votre? 

Questions d'ordre general: 

1. ~ Vous etes dans Ie bus, vous bousculez une personne, 
en quelle langue direz-vous "pardon": 

.... " 1. a une dame voilee 

2. - dame non-voilee a une 
1\ ~ 

3. un homme ag.e 

4. un jeune homme 

5. une jeune fille 

-20 En quelle langue disez-vous bonjour a V0S voisins? 

'" " 1. une dame agee 

2a. une jeune fille instruite 2b. non-instruite 

/ 

3. une homme age 

4a. un jeune homme instruit 4b. non-instruit 
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3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8 0 

90 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13 0 

14. 

322. 

En quelle langue vous addressez-vous au receveur 
de la R.S.T.A.? 

En que lIe langue parlez-vous a votre 
,; 
epicier 

boucher 

boulanger 

cordonnier 

En que lIe langue parlez-vous lorsque "'" vous etes 
" " en colere avec vos freres et soeurs? 

En quelle langue parlez-vous lorsque vous 
,.. 
etes -en colere avec votre ~eilleur(e) ami(e)? 

En quelle langue parlez-vous lorsque " vous etes -en colere avec votre mari/femme? 

En quelle langue parlez-vous lorsque 
1\ 

vous etes 
.... 

en colere avec une personne que vous ne 
connaissez-pas? 

-En quelle langue parlez-vous a votre docteur? 

En quelle langue parlez-vous avec vos grand
parents? 

En g.uelle langue parlez-vous ave·c vos enfants? 
(precisez leur age) 

\, 

En quelle langue vous addressez-vous a Dieu-
tout-puissant lorsque vous ~tes en danger/ 
difficulte? 

En quelle langue chantez-vous Ie plus souvent 
(fredonner une chanson)? 

En quelle langue ~crivez-vous vos notes (par 
example ce que vous devez achetez, faire etc .. )? 



150 En quelle langue aimeriez-vous ~crire votre 
journal? 

Pourquoi? 

16. Quelle langue aimez-vous parler IA plus souvent 

" " " " 
/ 
ecrire 

" " " " lire 

" " " " 
/ ecouter 

17. En quelle langue pensez-vous 

" " " 
A 

revez-vous 

" " " 

" " " 

" " " 
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1. Quelles sont les langues et dialectes que vous 
pouvez parler? 

1. Arabe Classique 

2. Fran<.;ais 

3. 
/ , / 

Arabe Algerien (precisez la region) 

4. 
...... / " 

Berbere (precisez la langue parlee) 

5. Autres langues: 

2. 
/ / 

Classez-Ies par ordre de preference en 
pr6cisant la raison: 

Pouvez-vous me donner vos impressions sur la situation 
linguistique a Alger? Merci 
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 3: 

Questionnaire Used for Language Selection (no. 2) 

Quelle langue utilisez_vous a.vec.: 

vos parents 

vos grand-parents 
"-

voS freres et soeurs 
/ / 

votre epouxjepouse 

vos enfants 

un mendiant 

une bonne 

un doctor 

un avocat 
A / 

une dame agee 

f\ " un homme age 

une dame instruite 

une dame non-instruite 

une homme ins-t ruit . 

un homme non-instruit 

un receveur d'autobus 

un marchand 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

40 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Quelle langue utilisez-vous pour discuter 
d'un sujet: 

s:Cientifique 
/ 

litteraire 

religieux 

personnel 

Quelle langue utilisez -vous: ! 

-.... 
a l'hospital 

au restaurant 

...... / 
a la mosquee 

au stade. 

Quelle langue utilisez-vous quand vous ~tesen 
colere avec: 

vos freres et soeurs 

/ / 
'~otre epouxjepouse 

votre meilleur ami 

un inconnu. 

!QUelle langue utilisez-vous pour 

1. accoster une fille (" draguer" une fille) 
/ 

2. r~pondre a un hornme qui vous a accostee 
(qui vous a "dragu~·~\) 
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 3: " Questionnaire used for . 

Age: language selection (No.3) 

Sexe: 

Occupation: 

J / / 

Une serie de conversations vous sera presentee, 

dites en quelle langue vous parlerez en de telles 
/ 

situations, choisissez vos reponses parmi: 

1. Fran~ais 

2. Arabe Algerien 

3. Arabe/Fran~ais 

4. Arabe Classique. 

/ 
Endroit ecole 

/d . Sujet me eClne 

Personne professeur 

Endroit restaurant 
~ 

Sujet fete 

Personne patron 

Endroit bureau 

Sujet film 

Personne frere 

Endroit maison 

Sujet travail 

Personne ami 
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Endroit 

Sujet 

Personne 

Endroit 

Sujet 

Personne 

Endroit 

Sujet 

Personne 

Endroit 

Sujet 

Personne · · 

Endroit 

Sujet 

Personne · · 

Endroit 

Sujet 

Personne : 

Endroit 

Sujet 

Personne 

Endroit 

Sujet 

Personne 

maison 
/ 

medecine 

professeur 

bureau 

film 

ami 

" ecole 
,.. 

fete 
.... 

frere 

restaurant 

film 

patron 

; 
ecole 

/ 

medecine 

patron 

bureau 

travail 

ami 

matson 

Id . me eCl.ne 

frere 

restaurant 
1\ 

fete 

professeur 
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Endroit . . 
Sujet 

Personne 

Endroit 

Sujet 

Personne 

Endroit 

Sujet 

Personne : 

restaurant 

medecine 

patron 

/ ecole 

1\ 
fete 

ami 

I' 
ecole 

film 
..... 

frere 

Endroit : bureau 

Sujet 

Personne : 

Endroit 

Sujet 

Personne 

Endroit 

Sujet 

Personne 

Endroit 

Sujet 

Personne 

Endroit 

Sujet 

Personne 

. . 

/ . 
medeclne 

professeur 

maison 

travail 

" frere 

maison 

I'd • me eClne 

ami 

bureau 

travail 

patron 

maison 

travail 

professeur 
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Endroit 

Sujet 

Personne 

Endroit 

Sujet 

Personne 

Endroit 

Sujet 

Personne 

Endroit 

Sujet 

Personne 

Endroit 

Sujet 

Personne 

Endroit 

Sujet 

Personne 

Endroit 

Sujet 

Personne 

Endroit 

Sujet 

Personne 

· · 

· · 
· · 

· · 
· · 

· · 
.. · 
· · 

· · 
· · 
· · 

maison 

film 

ami 

restaurant 

travail 
, 

frere 

/' ecole 

travail 

patron 

" ecole 
,-

medecine 
.... 

frere 

maison 
,.. 

fete 

ami 

/ 

ecole 

travail 

professeur 

/ 
ecole 

1\ 
fete 

professeur 

ecole 

/ d . me eClne 

ami 
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Endroit 

Sujet 

Personne 

Endroit 

Sujet 

Personne 

Endroit 

Sujet 

· · 

· · 

· · 

· · 

Personne : 

Endroit 

Sujet 

Personne 

Endroit · · 

/ 
ecole 

travail 

"" frere 

/ ecole 

travail 

patron 

maison 
/ 

medecine 

patron 

restaurant 

travail 

ami 

bureau 

Sujet travail 

Personne professeur 

Endroit bureau 
A. 

Sujet fete 

Personne: professeur 

Endroit bureau 

Sujet 
/ . 

medec1ne 

Personne patron 

Endroit 
~ 
ecole 

Sujet travail 

Personne ami 
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Endroit 

Sujet 

Personne 

Endroit 

Sujet 

Personne 

Endroit 

Sujet 

Personne 

Endroit 

Sujet 

Personne 

Endroit 

Sujet 

Personne 

Endroit 

Sujet 

Personne 

Endroit 

Sujet 

Personne 

Endroit 

Sujet 

PersQnne 

. . 

restaurant 

film 
...... 

frere 

restaurant 

/ . 
medeClne 

...... 
frere 

maison 
,.. 

fete 

professeur 

maison 
A 

fete 

patron 

restaurant 

travail 

patron 

bureau 

"" fete 

ami 

restaurant 

travail 

professeur 

maison 

travail 

patron 
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Endroit 

Sujet 

· · 
• · 

restaurant 

film 

Personne: ami 

Endroit 

Sujet 

Personne 

Endroit 

Sujet 

Personne 

Endroit 

Sujet 

· · 
· · 

· · 

· · 
· · 

bureau 

film 

professeur 

/ 

ecole 

film 

patron 

restaurant 
/ 

medecine 

Personne: ami 

Endroit 

Sujet 

Personne 

Endroit 

Sujet 

· · 
· · 

· · 
· · 

bureau 
/ 

medecine 
, 

frere 

~ 

ecole 

film 

Personne: professeur 

Endroit restaurant 

" Sujet fete 

Personne ami 

Endroit · · bureau 
/\ 

SUjet fete 

Personne: patron 
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Endroit 

Sujet 

· · 
· · 

maison 

film 

Personne: professeur 

Endroit 

Sujet 

Personne 

Endroit 

Suject 

Personne 

Endroit 

Sujet 

Personne 

Endroit 

Sujet 

Personne 

Endroit 

Sujet 

Persone 

Endroit 

Sujet 

Personne 

Endroit 

Sujet 

· · 

· · 
· · 

· · 
· · 
· · 

restaurant 

film 

professeur 

maison 

film 

patron 

/ 
ecole 

film 

ami 

restaurant 
1\ 

: fete 

· · 

· · 

· · 

" frere 

maison 

film 
"

frere 

restaurant 

~d . me eC1ne 

professeur 

bureau 

" : fete 

Personne . 
.... 

frere 
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Endroit · · bureau 
/ 

Sujet medecine 

Personne: ami 

Endroit bureau 

Sujet travail 

"-Personne frere 

Endroit maison 

Sujet 

Endroit 

Sujet 

Personne 

· · 
1\ 

fete 

" frere 

~cole 
/I.. 

fete 

patron 
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APPENDIX to CHAPTER 3 The matched-guise 

technique experiment. 

Age: 

Sexe: 

Occupation: 

1. " / , 
A quel age avez-vous commence a apprendre Ie 

frangais? ~l------~ 
2. Parlez-vous fransais: 

tr~s bien I~ bien 0 assez bien 0 mal [J 
3. Ecrivez-vous francsais: 

tr~s bien c=J bien C==I assez bien 0 mal I~ 
4. Lisez-vousfran~ais: 

tr~s bien c=J bien C==I assez bien c=J mal I I 
5. " " -A quel age ave,z.-vouz commence a apprendre I' arabe 

litt~raire? 
/ 

6. Parlez-vous l'arabe litteraire: 

tr~s bien l~ bien C==I assez bien [J mal t I 
/ 

7. Ecrivez-vous l'arabe litteraire: 

tr;;s bien 0 bien CI assez bien 0 malO 

" 8. Lisez-vous l'arabe litteraire: 

tr;s bien 0 bien CI assez bien CI malO 

9. Parlez-vous l'arabe dialectal: 

" bO tres 1en 0 bien CI assez bien 0 malO 
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. I"
M 
M 

/ 
Rempllssez lez cases en cholslssant une des reponses sulvantes: 

I nstru It rei I gleux I nte I 11 gent fler gentl I 

1 ere volx 

2 erne volx 

3 erne volx 

4 erne volx 

5 erne volx 

6 erne volx 

1 erne volx 

8 erne volx 

9 ens volx 

10 erne volx 

1 = pas du tout, 2 = un peu 
3 = beaucoup, 4 = ~normBrnent 

, 
N.B. UtI Iisez les chlffres dens vos reponses 

/ attlrent pretentleux -" sympathlque apte a dlrlger / / 

err I ere embltleux petrlotlque soclebl, 

1./ 



APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 3: 

Stimulus passage used in the matched guise experiment 

1. French version: 

L'instruction est une des choses les plus 

importantes dans la vie. Elle est l'un des piliers 

indispensables ~ l'~dification de la soci~t~. 

L'instruction ~panouit notre esprit et nous ouvre 

toutes les portes de l'avenir. Nous devons 

combattre l'analphab~tisme pour assurer Ie bonheur 

de tout individu. 

2. Algerian Arabic version: 
-, 

laqraja hija had3a muhimma bazza:f fi tjatna. 

hija ~arsa Ii bnajat bladna. laqra ja t~ft;~ 

Gqdlna u tdftat kul bwa:b almustaqbal. laz~m 

'1lina nnIhi: w uld3~hl ba:S kul wat~d jku: n mh~ nni. 

3. Standard Arabic version: 

atta~allum huwa ?itda al ?ajja:? al muhimma fi 

taja:tina huwa ?ihda al?usus aatarurijja Ii taSji:d 

al mud3tamaS • atta~allum jafta~ 1aqlana: wa 

jaftatu d3ami :G ?abwa:b al mustaqbal ~alajna: ?an 

nUha:riba al d3ahl~atta na~an sa1a:data kulla 

jaxsin fil mUd3tama~. 
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4. Mixed Arabic-French Version: 

l~qraja est une des choses les plus importantes 

fi ~jatna. Elle est ltun des piliers indispensables 

I~bnajot bladna. hija tt)ftah <1qalna u t~ftat 

toutes les portes de I'avenir. laz~m 4lina nk~bati:w 

I'ignorance ba S nasyri : w Ie bonheur "d-I 1Q I 

wa t~d. 
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APPENDIX to CHAPTER 3: The adjecJi \Ie Test. 

Age: Sexe: 

Occupation: 

r 
Niveau de scolarite: 

Je vous prie de bien vouloir d~crire les langues suivantes en mettant unecrroix dans 
la colonne correspondante si vous penseZ que l'adjectif utilis~ decrit la langue en 
question: 

Adjectifs qualifiant les 
Fran~ais Arabe Classique Arabe dialectal 

Arabe/Fran~ais langues Algerien 

Riche en vocabulaire 

Belle 

Pratique 

Vivante 

Scientifique 
/ 

Poetique 

Di ffic ile 
" S'adapte a la 

technologie 

Exprime toutes idees 

Exprime tout sentiment 
-

I 

I 
1 

w 
~ 

o 
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